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councils of nations, the sword will not
sleep. But the end of these stirifes shall
come, if it be not yet. The old era dies
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the

post-office, or

bid

farewell to the

of the

Rev.

Mr.

Bailey, who

returns to the Mission field. The service
was in the chapel of the late Rev. J. G.
Pike, father and founder of the Mission.
His tablet glimmered from the walls, look-

of Germany,

and many of them

fathers of

to make to break off from domestic ties for
a while in order to serve Christ among the

!

‘heathen.

When the empire of sin collapses,

as it will, and perhaps with the suddenness

snd surprise with
leonic Empire

which

has

the

proud Napo-

fallen, it

will be, as in

this case, through the
on

great

sacrifices,

blessing of God upheroic

efforts,

and a

Guard us waking, guard us sleéping;
And whenwe die,
May we, in thy mighty keeping,

united struggle of the church against the
powers of the heathen world. Then when
and’s people arise in their strength, and

All peaceful lie!
When the last dread call shall wake us,

put

Do not thou, our God, forsake

~ Early Days.

lapse in aday.

~ English Correspondence,
ENGLAND,

Sept.

5, 1870.

There is but one topic of all-absorbing
interest

in

newspapérs,

in

conversation,

everywhere, and that is the utter collapse
the French

Empire,

and the

rise of a

New Republic. Every other subjectis for
the moment crowded out or thrown into
the shade. All the world is hungry fo,
Paris telegrams, and unless the public appetite is

fed, every

few

hours, with

their

inwrought

divine

energy,

iron, and dash them in pieces like a potter’s vessel. A nation will be born in a
day, even as we have seen an Empire col-

‘With Thee on high.

DerBy,

forth

God will break thé heathen as with a rod of

us,

But, to reign in glory, take us

fresh

and highly-seasoned diet, it grows ravenous. Sensation after sensation has come ,—
now the outbreak of war, now the melodramatic ¢ baptism of fire,” now the German victories in long and quick succession,
now the capture of the Emperor and the
proclamation of a Republic.
We
are

The Saviour will quickly

come,and the flashing brightness of is coming will destroy his foes.
LE
The farewell service at Mary's Gate chapel, Derby, was not largely attended. But
the platform was fairly filled. The chair
was taken by Captain Woodhouse, of the
Madras Native Infantry. The gallant Captain has resided in Berhampore,

and has a

personal acquaintance with the material
and work of the Mission.
He bore high
and unqualified testimony to the devotion
and work of his friend,

John Orissa Goadby,

dear

now

and

beloved,

gone

to his re-

ward.
He expressed great interest in the
Orissa Mission, and a strong desire to see

the field better occupied. He-knew many
towns and villages, having passed through
them in marching from place to place, where
missionaries might be suitably stationed and.

would

be well received.

Coming

from

. startled, stunned; our very breath is taken
away; we can hardly realize the situation.
Itis 1848.
It is 1792.
It is 1815.
Itis

deavor to give an idea of its vastness, and

the past repeating itself in new forms.
Nay, it is the pitiless sweep of inexorable

Rev. J. Carey Pike, spoke of Mr. Bailey as

moral law. The world is God's, after all.
Might is not iright, and success not the
Lord of the world.

The second of Decem-

ber, 1852, finds its Nemesis

in

the

second

the midst of the field, he could

the need for further help.

not

The

but en-

Seckétary,

a veteran, assured him of the sympathy and
prayers of the brethren at home, and commended him to the divine protection. Dr.
Underhill, the Secretary of the Baptist Mission, in an elaborate speech, took a hopeful view of the present position of Missions
in India. Mr. Bailey bade the bretbren

of September, 1870. ¢‘The mill of God
grinds late, but it grinds to powder.”
The heart of England is stirred, but its farewell, and after prayer and other speechsorrow for France in her humiliation is ‘es the interesting services closed.’
THOMAS GOADBY.
tempered with profound and reverent sympathy with the providence of God. The
wounded,

the

orphaned

and

widowed

of

both Germany and France, England will
help as it may be able; but the Empire,
founded in perjury and blood, excites little pity in its fall. The return of peace is
eagerly sought by diplomacy, but better
still by prayer. It is hoped that pacific
counsel will prevail, and our brave and
crest-fallen ally accept willingly fair and
suitable terms of peace. The appeal was

to the wager of battle; the battle is lost,
and the decisibn of the
withstood.

sword

"It is a sad

upon

comment

can
our

not be
boasted

civilization that the two best educated nations of Europe should turn their ingenuity
to the perfecting of weapons of human
slaughter, and should divert their force of
mind and character into the channels of
war. The New Yerk Conference of Christians is postponed. It is to be regretted.
There is need that Christians of every land
should unite and present a firm and steady
bulwark against the growth of the war fury, which threatens to overwhelm us again

and throw back the civilization of ‘the
world. _ Where the dogs of war are umleashed; there is the repeal of almost all

the Yieges.

Free Salvation Baptists.
BRARE

Kanawha,

above

Browns-

to

Charleston,

town, the route struck out, over the hills
and through the woods. The woods here
perhaps bear a somewhat larger propor:
tion to the clearing than in some other
is hard-

But, in all the State, there

parts.

ly one twentieth yet under cultivation.
The great mass of the land is still covered
with the primeval forests, with only here
and there
a little cultivated patch. Through
this part of the country, the hills are so
precipitous, and the bottoms” along the

woods,

and

across

a

three

ministers

Coal river, and up this several miles'to our

year,

destination.
The houses in this fegion, as in the

larg"

to stick to the faith.

er part of the State, are built of logs,

some-

times put up rough and round, but generally hewn flat both on the inside and outThough timber is so

is built

outside,

at

one

abundant, they

end,

and

‘large

enough to receive and burn three or four
feet wood, including huge “backlogs,” as
in the olden time in Pa. and elsewhere.
They are generally built of the sandstone
80 abundant in the country, and are sometimes hewn and laid up with much painstaking and some degree of taste, though
they are always of the. same huge proportions. Sometimes the upper part of*them,
is built of sticks laid up cob-house fashion,
and plastered over, inside and outside, with

clay mud.
;
:
The houses are all innocent of windows.
Not a single window, of any size or kind,
was seen in that

last twenty

miles

of our

trip, except in a school-house or two, and in
them one log is left out on each "side, with
a primitive sash inserted, one light‘ high,
and some twenty or thirty wide. During
summer time, numerous cracks between the

logs admit
Se

more or less light, though these
stopped with mud, not mor-

The
tar, in the lower story, in the winter.
upper story or garret, is seldom mudded,

summer or winter. The doors—of which
there is usually one on each side—admit all
the rest of the light they have. The end of the
room opposite the fire usually has two
though in some. casesthereare three,
out any partitions or curtaing, of any

between.

If visitors or strangers

ent, they must

occupy

one

beds,
withkind,

are pres-

of these,

with

the displaced portion of the family on the
floor; while it is not thought necessary for
any one to leave the room when others dis-

robe or enrobe.
neither

lamps

Very many
nor

families have

candles,

nor

artificial

light of any kind, except the firelight,—
which is sometimes aided by pitch-pine
torches.
The Association was held in an orchard,
in a ‘¢ bottom,” at the confluence of the two

streams forming the West Fork.
Where
all the people came from that were present
it seemed hard to tell. From every direction, through the ravines,and over the hills,
they cam'e, on horseback and on

foot, until

several hundred people were in attendance.
Young ladies game twelve or fifteen miles
on foot, and looked surprised at the suggestion that there was anything peculiar or
strange about it.
.
2
Where they all stowed for the night,—
for few left the vicinity until the meeting
‘“ broke up,”—it would puzzle a stranger to
tell.
I fear, if I should tell what I know

about it, Bro. Curtis

would

again

suggest

to me that—** If these things are so, nobody
will believe you if you tell them!”
I have,
however, some kind of a recollection that

two small feather beds and about four army
blankets on the floor of a garret sufficed for
about

ten

persons,

who,

for

economy

of

space, -straightened themselves crosswise
the beds, the floor constituting a foot-rest.
There is also an impression that the gentleman and lady

of the house,and a number of

children and ladies, somehow passed the
night below stairs,
Of the people, a considerable number can
neither write nor

read.

Of course,

there-

fore, a very high degree of culture, or a
high plane of intellectual life is not to be expected.

There is, notwithstanding, a good

deal of sharp, practical shrewdness. The
preachers have little knowledge of rhetoric,
elocution, or of -grammar, and sometimes
murder the President's English rather unmercifully.
:
Ia. doctrine, spirit and practice, these
Free Salvation Baptists are almost precisely identical with what our New York and

end many of their meetings

with

an

exer-

cise in which hand-shaking, singing, shouting, and clapping of hands are pretty freely

indulged, and they get not a little happy.
In common with all the rest of the Baptists of the South, they have a peculiar way
of naming their churches.
They are seldom or never named after the post office,

or the town, or any other local appellation,
but

are

quently

called

from

by

some

Bible

term,

the Old Testament,

fre-

such as

and

hundred and fifty members.
the old

gentleman

about

two

During the

has died, on his

death bed exhorting his sons and brethren
James

N. Estep,

One of his sons, Rev.

is perhaps the leading

man among them, and a Bro. Andrew
White is prominent and influential.

‘They now

number seven churches, nine

ministers,—three - were ordained at the
Association,—and three hundred and fiftytwo merfibers. They have almost exclusive possession of a considerable portion
of territory, in Boone, Raleigh and Lincoln
counties, and are united, hopeful and growing. They also possess the confidence of
the commbnity to a very gratifying and
noticeable degree.
Until our correspondence with them they
had no knowledge of the Freewill Baptists,

cultivated.

The cattle,however,
range over

ity in dEurope will be lowered for a time
through the license of wild, brutal passions,

their presence by the tink, tink, tink, of the

)
old-fashioned cow bell.
Some twelve miles from the Kanawha,
we swruck the Coal river, not a great dig-

tance from Peytona, where a northern company are somewhat extensively mining the
celebrated cannel coal of this region. By
means), of locks, the Coal river has been
made navigable for barges and small steamvd

Vs

»

Their names will never give
locality.

any idea o

;

These brethren and churches originated
largely through the influence of Rev. Shadrac Estep, (pronounced as if written Eastep,)

who,

many years ago, while in connection

UNIVERSALIST CENTENARY

It is a bundred

is so large a body of people with whom
they are 1n such substantial accord, and to
whom they can unite themselves. They
send their statistics for insertion in th# Register and propose to report themselves to the
General Conference next year. With the
Treatise,the only book of ours that they have
seen, except the Register,they express themselves as well pleased. They could not,
they said, themselves better express their
a
own faith.
:
:
The preachers spend most of their time
traveling and preaching, much after the
1 “fashion of Colby, Raudal, Marks, Phinney

and others of our

reward,

except

fathers; without fee or

such

slender donations as

the brethren,—who are neither over-stocked with this world’s goods, nor have very
‘clear or strong ideas of giving,—spontaneously and privately give them. They live
in great poverty, and their families live on
little, and are not always supplied with
that.
:

These preachers ought to be supplied
with such books as Butler's Theology and

Commentary,

and

some

other works

on

exegesis and doctrine. If any one will
contribute for that purpose, the means may
be

sent me

at

Charleston,

Kanawha Co.,

W. Va., and I will see that they have the
books at wholesale prices. A few secondhand Sabbath school libraries might also
be useful among them, and be appreciated.
A.D. WILLIAMS.

The

Church

a

BL

Home.

tu

There is here and there an enthusiasm
which ignores church organization altogether, contemns formularies, rejects the
ministry, and asks that men be let alone
with their Bibles, to worship in unembar-

rassed isolation.
Suppose that a house
leaks in water through the roof, or lets
wind through a -crevice in the wall, or
has some defective timbers, shall the family,imperfectly shelsered, destroy the structure entirely, and
take to the outer rain,
the cold, and the storm, each member for

himself? Suppose that because the church
is deficient in some part of its superstruct-

years

in America,

and

the

fices.

benevolent

growth has been

enterprises.

ity, ignorant of the first word of Chrjstian truth.

calls

immediately dea}

who took part in its beginning; united in there-

attention

to

by a sermon from one of the native preachers,
Twenty-five hundred persons
Rev. Mr, Kuaca,

a

were

A choir of fifty Hawaiian

AN INDIAN

ever listened to.

no

mails:

were

tion, culture and training have made

re-

and

were only afew of the latterin the territory, the Indians were absolutely free to
commit any depredatiors.
THE

DROUTH.

The disastrous consequences attending
the dry weather are manifesting themselves
all about us.

Maine

is being

reduced

to a

mere burnt district, and New Hampshire
is sharing the same fate. Whole tracts of
woodland, pasturage, and, in some case,
the

Smoke obscures the

day, and the red

glare

devour-

sun

of burning

INTEREST

forests

harmonious voices.

“By no means.
Sometimes I am in the
very best of spirits. I feel buoyant and
full of physical and mental vigor, ready to
preach the truth to any and to all. At
other times I'm wofally depressed; stom-

and tracts and other religious literature are
distributed among the people. The movement is producing marked benefits on the
inhabitants, and it is earnestly hoped that a

A—

felt equally well every Sabbath, and equally able tovitapress his audience; to which

formed;

a printing

press

ach all out of order, head confused, and

still wider territory may

generally miserable.
ButthenI remember
that I've got just as good a right to preach
f poor sermon as any other man on the
continent; and I go ahead, and do just as
well as Legn.
Then I also call to mind
the advice my good father once gave me.

blessings.

Said he, ¢ Henry, don’t always be running
races with yourself, and trythg to beat yourgelf.

Do as well as you

gan this time, and

ing these wise words, I do as well as I can,

and let any other anxiety go,”
Our life-work waits for us; where,

not know,

but somewhere

waits for our coming.

we do

we are sure it

We hope for suc-

with the old “hardshell” or anti-mission Yess and happiness; but success and hapBaptists, traveled-and preached extensively piness will only come through earnest toil.
in Virginia and the adjoining states. We have things in life with ‘which we must
Breaking off from them on the subjects of not trifle.

then entered, accompanied by Queen Emma, and
attended by his ministers.
He was received by
the audience standing,
the choir singing in the
Hawaiian language, ‘‘God save the King.”
On
the front of the gallery was the inscription in
evergreen, ‘1820—Jubilee—1870,” and beneath,

the noble national motto, *“The life of the land
is preserved by righteousness.” It was judged

that three thousand ‘perns
the edifice, and that
side.

is in operation,

be included

in its

§

" The complete investment of Paris was
effected on Monday of last week. The last
railroad leading out of the city has been cut
by the Prussians, and the work of starving
out the city has practically commenced.
There has been some fighting durin the
week, but of a not very decisive character.
Toul, Strasbourg and Metz still hold out.

The armies investing each of these places
feel confident of ultimate success. Efforts
at mediation accomplish nothing: In fact,
they are too feeble to justify any expectation
of success. Bismarck demands Strasbourg
and Metz, with security for the future,

seemsgt a loss to find the proper
ties to trafdsfer them to him.

but

authori-

The exciting

activity of a few weeks ago has settled
down to a comparatively quiet siege,the result of which
time to reveal.

it needs

only

the lapse

of

were

many

crowded into

more

developing power-of Christianity.
prayer

| song of jubilee;

WAR.

as

were

out-

After a prayer. and the singing of the hymn,
* Blow ye the trumpet, blow,” came several addresses.
One of the speakers, Rev. Dr, Clark,
Sec. of the Am. Board, said: “It seems to have
been left to these islands to present to the world
one of the most remarkable illustrations of the
fer our

THY.

the progession reached

the adults filled the body of the house. The King

he got this reply :

nny

Some one asked Mr. Beecher if he always

As

the Stone church, an immense edifice built in
1842, the children filed into the:gglleries, while

IN MEXICO.

There is a remarkable reformation in
progress in and around the city of Mexico.
The liberal party, so long oppressed‘and
persecuted by the priesthood, have begun
to look; to Protestantism as a means of relief from their highly disordered state of society. Theresult is that the Christian religion is being warmly welcomed. In and
around the Mexican capital about thirty
Protestant societies have already been

A Minister’s Rights.

On Monday evening, Mrs. Thurston, widow of
Rev. Asa Thurston, and aimember of the pioneer
band of missionaries, deeply interested a large
audience in the same ehurch with a Memorial
Essay.
Says the correspondent of the Journal:
‘This excellent and honored lady retains, at her
advanced age, remarkable vigor, both of body
and of mind, enabling her to stand for an hour
and a half before a large assembly, and with an
utterance distinctly audible in every part of the
church, recount passages of the eventful history
wherein she had been an eye-witness and participator. The occasion was one having hardly a
parallel. Near the pulpit stood several idols,rude
and hideous images, symbols of the heathenism
that lately held unbroken sway.
The house, the
audience, and the surroundings bespoke the cons
dition of a Christian community,
embracing a
high degree of refinement and intelligence. Mrs.
Thurston,in quaint and graphic style, brought
before the minds of her delighted hearers various scenes in her eventful life as & missionary.”
. +. On Tuesday evening,another meeting of like
character was held, in which fraternal communications were presented from English missionaries in the South Seas.
> But the ‘‘great day of the feast’? was Wednesday.
The Government, by a graceful act of duty and
courtesy, had proclaimed this day to bea public
holiday, since it was to be observed in commemsoration of the introduction of Christianity into
its kingdom.
A visitor, approaching Honolulu. in the morning, would have beheld signs of
an unusual event in the numerous flags of all
nations streaming in the wind, and the throngs
of neatly attired natives making their way to
various points of rendezvous.
In the large procession were two native companies of infantry
and one of cavalry, the Legislature, the missionaries, forty native pastors; but its most interesting feature was the long array of Sabbath school
children. Their places in the procession. were
marked by beautifl banners, and the pleasing
sound of hymns rang out with a multitude of

by

lights up the sky by night. We read of
copious rains at various points in the south
and west, but they afford us no more relief than it would a starving man to look
through grated windows upon a well laden
table. Even the customary equinoctial is
failing us, and a
earth is in a thirsty
condition, Professor Agassiz said, a week
ago or more, that within three days New
England would be visited by a rain stom
wholly unprecedented for its severity and
continuence. New England is still waiting
for the rain.
RELIGIOUS

Kuaca one

rich in historical incidents of the early time.

unteers were organizing to act in conjunction with the U. S. troops; but as there

OF

|

On the evening of the Sabbath, in another
church, Rev, Dr.) Damon preached a jubilee discourse to a large foreign audience, from the
same text. Mr. Kuaca had chosen a discourse

teamsters were slaughtered. All government and private property was destroyed,
and the farmers were abandoning their
ranches. A war meeting has been held, and
liberal subscriptions made for protection
against the savages. Companies of vol-

EFFECTS

-

of the most conspicuous among them all.
His
picture of the old heathen times wasa rapid one,
such as only a pative Hawaiian could draw. He
then called attention to the change.
. . There
was no nation on the face of the earth which had
ever made such progress in so short a time.
Truly the nation had great reason to be thankful
to God in this year of jubilee.”
;

ceived from California; ten or twelve
whites were killed in the vicinity of Tucson,
and a number of mail carriers, soldiers

old—

scriptions of the rapid transition from ‘heathenism to civilization, and of tHe peaceful blessings
of Chtistianity as witnessedin Hawaii.
The
Hawaiians ire natural-born orators, but educa

SIEGE.

siege.

Duripg the last month,

and

all—young

spell bound ad’by magic, with his stirring de-

to be
cauconhav-

tents and purposes, is in a state of

There were no listless hearers

presént, for he kept them

As long as

capital
all in-

the

followed

singers

The execuopening prayer with jubilee hymns.
tion was said to be equal to- that of any foreign
choirs. Mr. Kuaca took for his text, Lev. 25:
11; “ A jubilee shall that fiftieth year be unto
Says the Honolulu Friend: “The perorayou.”
tion was one of the finest cratorical efforts we

clerks, who go blundering along, causing a
death as often as once a fortnight, be sub-

The latest advices from Tucson,
of Arizona, state that the place, to

while

stone. church,

large

seated in the

many stood outside the building unable to get in.

munity, are usually arrested as soon as discovered.
Why should not these heedless

ing it systematically administered.

on Sabbath morning

The services commenced

with a physician

people will take medicine they ought
agsured of a reasonably intelligent and
tious person to prepare it. It usually
tains poison enough at -best, without

3

joicings of the jubilee.”

if he is found guilty of malpractice, and all
persons, dangerous to the safety of a com-

ject to the same restrictions?

to re-

quire the labors of several generations, has been
accomplished in half a century ,and some of those

crime that is becoming alarmingly prevalent. It can hardly be called anything else
than a crime. Apothecaries keep clerks
who either do not know how or are not
sufficiently careful in preparing prescriptions, and poison is almost as frequently
administered as the proper medicine. . The
Courts

Beston,and

A work which might have been expected

CARELESSNESS,

fresh

the people

proportion

the

from this point the light of Christianity is radiating to the remote islands of the Southern seas.

The death of two young persons, last
week, from carelessly prepared physicians’
prescriptions,

of

here who can read, is larger than in

ly diffused, that

;
FROM

Education is so general.

Churches dot the land.

Its

century of its existence, but it proposes to
double that growth and largely increase its
usefulness during the, new era ox which
DEATHS

an acknowledged

hold

people

To-day, the same

A constitutionplace among Christian nations.
al government administers equitable laws.’ .

remarkable during the

it enters,

superstitions pe-

They were burdened by

culiarly oppressive, sunk in the grossest gensual-

ditional schools, and to take a deeper inter

settled districts, are visited by

saves many a soul. Christ has established
a church—a building—a visible structure
—and is himself the corner-stone. The
disciples of him who had not where to
lay his head shall never be unhoused.—
Clark's Workday Christianity.

of naked savages, addicted to one of the rudest
forms of idolatry,accompanied with human gaeri-

fund to the full amount of $200,000, and that

all

of the

correspondent

A

Boston Journal thus contrasts the commencement of this half century with its close: ‘Fifty
years ago these islands were occupied by a horde

it shall be devoted to the establishment of a
Universalist publication House. The denomination also pledged itself anew to educational work, determining to establish adin

at the

missionaries

the first arrival of Christian

The exercises were of a creditable order
and full of enthusiasm for the work, It is
determined to raise the proposed Centenary

est

of ‘the fiftieth anniversary of

a -Sandwich islands.

three days’ conventionat Gloucester, Mass.

ing element.

comes mary a difficulty, quickens many a
conviction, expands many a charity, and

by

the island of Hawaii, in

held at Honolulu,on
commemoration

com-

last week

ure, admits a little frost at times, has a

Religious life depends
on one foundation,
more on the church than some persons
seem willing to admit. Fellowship over-

since

denomination:

memorated the occasion

shelving cornice, a crooked post, a knotty
plank, shall Christians batter it down and
disperse, shelterless, single and alone, to
contend with such a frowning world a8
this? With such human natures as ours
built in, could perfection be expected?
If the church were disorganized, what confusion, sorrow and loss! No, we are members one of another, compacted and built

SANDWICH ISLANDS.~—JUBILEE,
Last June, a week of Jubilee services was

CONVENTION.

this month

the first Universalist sermon was preached

and seemed mueh pleased to find that there

don’t be troubled if itis n't quite as well as
Mount Zion; Bethel, Beulah,
Hepsibah,
you did last time. If you do every thing
numerous creeks so narrow, that only a Nazareth, &c., or by some feminine name,
well as you can, the average on the
small portion of the -country will ever be ‘as Eliza, Lydia, Mary, Martha, or ido cy as
whole will be about right.’ So, rememberthe hills and through the forests, indicating

awakens hope. Wars and rumours of war
we are assured ‘ must needs be. ” While sin
reigns and envy and ambition inspire the

churches,

the

to the West Fork of the Little

Some time since, we learned that there is
a young and growing body of Baptists in ‘Pa. Yearly Meeting was, twenty-nine years
West Va., known as Free Salvation ‘Bap- ago, when I first commenced preaching
tists, and holding sentiments very nearly within it. I, however, saw nothing of
identical with those of the Freewill Bap- the prejudice that existed in that Yearly
tists. By invitation, we recently attended Meeting at that time, among some of the
their
Association,
held
on
the
West good brethren and sisters, against the ¢ big
Fork of the Little Coal river, in Boone Co., larnin.”
These brethren manifested no
West Va., some forty-five miles south-west opposition to culture, but called it a good
from Charleston:
and desirable thifg. They are also, perAfter proceeding some ten miles up the haps, a little moré,; demonstrative. They

The standard of public moral-

. and the fierce spirit that is begotten by the
taste of blood. May Heaven help its own
to avert the threatened - disaster to morals
and religion, Blessed be God, his word

again,

through

* Mission Field.

origi-

nated this body, which was organized as
an. Association one: year ago, with five

“divide”

No. 89

Events of the Week.

communion, he,

of his sons, oy

distange below. Charleston. Passing some
eight miles up the Coal, we then struck off

are not large, generally about eighteen or
twenty, by twenty-five feet. The chimney

friends

Orissa Mission were assembled at Derby to

free salvation and free

some . with several

arms, two or three hundred

families, are laying down their lives on the
Woes battle-field for dear ‘¢ Faterland, ”
it'van not be thought too great a sacrifice

Darkness and light;
‘Who the day for toil hast given,
For rest the night,—
May thine angel-guards defend us,
Slumber sweet thy mercy send us,
Holy dreams and hopes attend us,
This livelong night!

point,—emptying into the Kanawha

side.

secutions; and in the world to come eternal life.” While so many of the brave sons

RE

boats, sonre thirty or forty miles, to this

have led to this brilliant triumph of German

houses,
and brethren,
and sisters, and
mothers, and children, and lands, with per-

SEPTEMBER 28, 1870.

God, that madest earth and heaven,

of

going on that

my sake and the gospel’s, but he shall receive a hundredfold now in this time,

from

Prayer at Even.
SN

While the battles were

to be sold on commisprivilege of returning

the

The Morning Star,
WEDNESDAY,

and the same fiercé agonies are the birthpang of the new creation. ‘‘The warcloud rolling dun ” flashes its voljied lightning and launches. forth its thunders; evil
passions explode ; the moral atmosphereis
purified, and the calm sweet day of peace
comes at last.
!

house, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or
mother, or wife, or children, or lands for

collect

whele amount, whether the paper is taken from the
office or not.
;
8. The courts have decided that refusing to take

removing
and leaving them
facie evidence of intentional
ol
=
4% When Agents receive
a e on moneys sent for the
on,
89 We send no books out
on, or otherwise, with the
them.

field;

preminms, no percent.
Star is allowed in ad-

ue to send it until payment is made, and

periodicals

battle

uncalled for, is prima
fraud.

DECISIONS.

or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible
for the payment,
;
;
2. If a person orders his paper discontinued, he
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may contin.

and

death-throes of the

ing out upon us and seeming to bid us be
of good courage and take heart in the
Lord’s work®Mr. Bailey leaves behind
him an invalid wife and three or four children. He goes because our mission staff is
now so sadly diminished by death and the
return to England of disabled missionaries,
that the work suffers for lack of laborers.
It is impossible to dissuade him from the
separation he voluntarily proposes. The
Saviour’s . words come at ounce to the
mind,—'¢ There is no man that has left

1. Any person who takes a Raper regularly from the
post-oficé—whether directed to
his name or another’s

newspapers

YORK, AND DOVER, N. H., SEPTEMBER 28, 1870.

of thanksgiving;

royal

munificence

.

. We

of-

we

raise

our

and private

bounty unite to'spread the feast on the nation’s
holiday. This honor we pay to the gospel of

Christ, and to the noble souls who

here planted

and nurtured the seeds of a Christian civilization. This is our recognition of the worth of
the sainted dead, and of the honored living whe
still wait to put their robes of glory on.”
At the conclusion. of the exercises, the assembly, numbering 7,000, marched to the shaded
grounds adjoining, where an ample and bountifu
feast had been spread for the whole multitude.
The King had made a noble contribution towards

providing for the collation,
Varioug

other

interesting

gatherings

were

held during the Jubilee week.
It now marks
an era in the history of the nation. The Sept.
No. of the Miss. Her., from which

this article is

compiled, devotes about four and a half pages
to its notice of this glorious Jubilee. On account
of its extreme interest we give it more space in
our monthly mission column than we have heretofore given
to any other article. The original
article will well repay a perusal by every

Chris-

| tian reader.
3.0
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@ pmmunications.
2Uncle Luke's

Philosophy.

on his building operations, and, with a kind

| of sneering fling, answered :
¢ Anything but progress, Uncle Luke, it
‘seems to me; this house frame ought to
have been up by this time; planting

BY L. M,
Sn

[}

;

their tools with dexterity and alertness.
I remarked that he had fine timber and a
nice job of" work in excellent progress.
He seemed half affronted at the compliment

i

i

BESETTING SINS.

h

Mrs. Eliza ‘heard a peculiar,
sound alopg the floor of her

shufiling

hall,

and

‘is coming right on, and, though I've done

di-

rectly Uncle Luke peeped in at the open
door of her sitting room,

causing

my best, working quite beyond my strength,

her to

things are not ready to raise.’

leave the melodeon at which she was seated,
or.

and

advance

to

Uncle Luke had
impeding

barely lift one

her visithi
from a partial

suffered

stroke of palsy, which

limbs,

affected

his

locomotion,

foot

« Isuggested that between planting and
hoeing there would be time for raising the
frame; but he said he did n’t expect to be
able to get help then. When people com-

welcome

from

lower

menced

He could

thie

ground,

work

on

their

farms

in

the

spring; they were apt to find enough to

the

do

all through the season.
other he dragged -helplessly. after it; yet
¢¢ I said there were workmen in villages
he persevered in taking daily exgrcise, say- | who gave their whole attention to house
. ing that it made him feel better.
building. But these ask four or five dolUncle Luke had. seen ‘threescore years
lars per day; wages which he, Mr. Croak,
and ten; the marks

of age were seen in his

bowed frame, but his face

was

could not, and would

younger

than the faces of many men in life's prime.
That could never grow old, for the patient,
cheerful spirit within, satas a softener of
is lines of care, and imparted to it the im‘mortal tinge of youth.
It was a face one

loved to see at their
=

cause I fancy

you

can't

be

very

bers Toul

he
beor

lonely when thus occupied. You know I
called not long ago, and found you in tribulation, afilicted,

as

you

thought;

by

un-

itn

ne

necessary troubles,
troubles brought on
through the incautious conduct of others.
I have not come to inquire into those trials;
for ¢ every heart knoweth its own bhittermess,’ and the safest, indeed, the only

te

place for one’s own secrets
on

* own

safe

is within one’s

breast; I have found this to be true in

a EE

SN

-a long experience; but I would like to
know this morning if the burden is lighterp”
He said this while his

kindly on

the lady.

a

and kindness
shook her head

calm eyes beamed

There

was

mine is

lightly passing burden; it'is one I

no

expect

re
PB
a ne

‘“ Well, then,” said the old man, *¢ if the
burden is not, in the least, lightened, is the
strength to bear it increased ?”

a

‘It is at times,” was the answer; * perhaps, for a few days, I'll be quite brave,
and take up life’s duties ‘with some courage,
and then there will come a time when it
requires great effort to do even the commonest tasks, and I wish only to bewail

_ myself day and night,?”
frequent

than they were?
said the old man.
“of believe they are.”
i

Ne

N

less

—

this so readily.

:
acknowledge

\him,

especially

those

who open their mouths in the midst of
trial and affliction.
fancy that the occasional songs of the weary are sweet in-’
cense to our great Creator. After you sing
me the hymn commencing with,

*

- ¢ Afflictions, though they seem severe,
Are oft in merey sent,’

~~ 1 will tell you of a call I have just been.
making; not that T suppose you will be
much

edified

or

instructed,

but old

so.
men

love to prate, and I know of no one who
. 18 quite so ready and willing to listen to an

old man’s pratings, or so little likely to, let
harm come out of them, as my
Eliza.”
*¢ Thank you for the compliment,
Luke,” said the lady, with a hall

all

the

time

about

:

:

« That is my way,’ said Mr. Croak, ‘and
I wish everybody would obey the command ; then there would n’t be so many

But

man whose word is really to be trusted.
There are some who will do as they agree,

if it is convenient, but any little obstacle
that may supervene is deemed a sufficient
excuse for breaking their pledge. I have
hired three different men to work on my
farm this season ; they made a fair agreement, setting their

and they have

own

price

for

wages,

all disappointed me;

right

in the time, too, when I was ready to commence farming operations.
All the reason

given

was

that

they

were

afraid

could n't suit me, which was

they

equivalent to

no reason, as I am the easiesf person in the
world to be suited, in fact, too easy. I do
not assert, as I should, my own privilege
my

own

work

done

in

my

own

:
each

other again, while Mr

is getting

state;

even

Crozk

intoa very lax
the

ministers of

the gospel don’t take the stand they should
against the incoming tides of wickedness.’
‘He was sorry to find that some members

of dark providences, and be sure

praise

fretting

mark,—

demoralized

Beyond a doubt it is true.

to sing whenever you feel the least inclination to do so. \God loves to hear all
his children

uneasy,

resumed: |
““‘The world

Pray constantly that he may save you from
unbelief, and distrust of his goodness in
the midst

were

friend
}
Uncle
smile;

“ there is some eomfort in being reckoned
a safe person to hear what might not be
told in all ears.”
The little hymn was soen sung, ani, then
Uncle Luke, setting his limbs 01 a cushion
brought for his comfort, gave a preparatory ahem and commenced on this wise:
¢ ‘Let us lay aside every weight, and the

which

the

enemy

is

liable to attack and carry.’ Here is where
double guard should

be

set,

double

vigi-

lance
exercised.
We may know these
weak places ourselves, or we may be so
blinded by self-love and complacency as to
be quite ignorant of our own failings.

gospel, and

ported

yet

‘lived of’ it, was well sup-

and ought to preach it in its purity,

but deglected or failed to do go.
«But do n't you think that Mr,Anderson

tries to preach. the gospel ? I asked.
«Mr. Croak did not really believe he did,
for it seemed strange to him how he could
Professors pf religion, who seek the Spirit's.
make such a miserable failare if he tried.
enlightening influences, ought not to be
If he preached the’ gospel, why were uot
thus blinded; and “yet, though I wish to
his labors more blessed? The church had
say it in all charity, I think I have seen
been running down through almost his ensome who needed to pray that the scales
tire pastorate; this was conclusive evimight fall from their eyes. We all need
to do the same, I acknowledge.

I see

my

neighbor's faults, be sees mine,

Bear with

me, Mrs, Eliza, while I fell you some of

my neighbor's faults, and then I will ask
your opinion and advice as to whether you

would deem it wise or expedient for me
go and tell the taleto

him,

and

to

if such

a

eourse would be likely to lead to his considering op. his ways and striving to mend’

them.

*

dl

Fie

/

“Toalled at Mr. Croak’s this

Hefellto croaking at once.

morning.

He.was get-

dence that the
should be.

pastor was
:

not what he

+¢ «But is there nothing for the members of

a church to do? I meekly inquired, rising
from the hewn log on.which I bad been sit-

ting, for 1 had heard about enough of this
style of conversation, and did n't see as I
could turn it into a different channel,
“Onr members are all willing to do what
they can, if the minister will only getAhings
/
right and keep them xo.”
“As Mr. Croak uttered these words,T saw

ng out lumber for his new house, had a Mr. Anderson descending the hill frcm his
mice yard, and skilled workmen handling | house and approaching the lumber yard.

nN

by

he

won't

come

here;

I

it so, even now,
why he could not
to take care of the
besetting sin creeps

Croak; ‘I

don't want

I took the hint and shuffled off as fast as in, you see, and I'm all the time in danger

[ could, toward your cottage, where I hope
I have not proved any serioughindrance

to you, by thus prating the tale of my morn

of making to myself new idols; such is the
bent of my nature.
are your idols?”

Aundnow, Eliza, where
4
te

A
»

kindreds and peoples

and tongues. The

foundation laid in Zion is immensely broad

—broader

than. Plymouth Rock—broader

than

the

all

Augsburgs

in

Germany—

The corner-stone in Zion is firm enough for
an immortal superstructure that shall rise
above the'sun.—Workday Christianity.

Selections,

you do but give our sex their just due; and
justice is not flattery. I really do not think
that your preaching a sermon on charity to
Mr. Croak this morning, would have resulted in much good. Think how much sound
doctrine he has heard on this and all other
Bible subjects. Man's whole duty to God

and

man

for Mr.

has been often set before him,

Anderson

is

an

able and faithful

speaker, and 1 do n’t know but that his gen-

eral character is in keeping with his Sabbath preaching. I never heard it particularly called in question.
There are un-

happy

®fferences in**his church,

and Ido

not wonder that the poor man finds it hard
to reconcile them. If his. labors are not
fruitfully blessed in the upbuilding of the
membership, I am sure it is not a cause of
wonder with either you or I, Uncle Luke,

when we
spirit and

reflect and comment upon the
temper of some of its commu-

nicanfs.
This, I trust, I say more in sorrow
than in anger.”
“The same do I, if I know my heart,

Mrs. Eliza,” returned. Uncle Luke, wiping

tears from his eyes.

‘‘ God

knows

I left

Mr. Croak with a heavy,aching heart, praying that the Holy Spirit might come upon
him, that the power of the Highest might
overshadow

him, till he should

as God sees

him.

ting sin seems

see himself

Now Mr. Croak’s beset-

very

reprehensible,

does it

not? ‘But our own particular weaknesses
may be equally as hateful in God's eyes;
and I thought, as I was making my slow
and difficult way to your door, ‘I am very
quick to see my neighbor’s sin; am I equally ready to discover my own ? ‘andl

two

it, that

order

should be

observed.

Presi-

dent Woolsey, of Yale College, speaking
of Christianity as a historical religion, says:
¢ It spread by the simple telling of a story,
even among the most prejudiced; among
the Jews, to whom the suffering of Christ
was a stumbling-block, and among the
Greeks, to whom
a new religion, bureting |
in

upon the

events of

was
a thing

the present

not so much

world,

as dreamed

of.

It is true that it contained a system of doctrines, a philosophy suitea
to his convictions, to

but it is equally
not have

to man’s wants,

his deepest

separate

from

and that by the facts it was
impressed,

and

established.”

as a system

How,

then,

to become
Christianity

of facts and of teachings, and

within

definite

Let him collect

limits

the

for

to lodge

in a stable, and Jesus was born.

Since that time the world has beea convulsed about him. Believing or unbelieving, it was all one, they could not lay this
spirit of unrest. The world fought him,
contradicted him, watched him, beset him,
judged him, condemned him, crucified him,
and buried him, and hoped it. had ‘done
with him. But no—he rose again. Let
skeptics say what they please of that

resur-

rection of Christ's flesh, they can not deny
the patent fact of the resurrection of Christ's
spirit. They can not deny that Jesus of
Nazareth was a.niore mighty and powerful
agent six months after his death than he
was before, and that he worked a gradual
but mighty revolution, before. which all the
‘dominant religions of the then civilized
world fell.

:

est with which, at the present hour, this
man’s name is invested.
What other biog-

all the passages in whieh such a.doctrine
is taught, or implied, or alluded to; let
him investigate them in chronological order, applying to each a series of judicial
tests; let him examine their authorship,
the circnmstances in which and the purpose
for which they weré written. Having thus
fixed

no room

forced

could

the facts,

claims based on those facts, proceed?
Evidently he ought first to become master
of the facts, and then by patient and persistent and searching questioning of them
arrive at such a philosophy as they may
spontaneously teach. Suppose the student
to be investigating, for instance, the doc-

trine of the resurrection.

found

They can not deny the intense vital inter-

recommended,

shall an inquirer who wishes
thoroughly acquainted with

peasants

nature;

true the philosophy

existed

Judean

them at the inn, and were

scriptural

raphy could have roused the sensation eaused by Renar’s Life of Jesus? Try a life of
Socrates, or Pythagoras, or Confucius,

and

you do not go beyond.mere literary circles;
but the life of Jesus of Nazareth touches
the very nerve of being in’ thousands. St.
Beuve in oue of his critical works, describes
the sensation produced in the jaded Athen-

ian circles of Paris by this book. How they
rushed to its study! With what excitement

they

discussed

it!

What

furor,

posing opinions there were!

what op-

* What think

ye of Christ?” became the leading topic
through all the circles of literary France.
Many years ago a poor negro slave-woman, who could not read a line, who had

struggled and wrestled toward God,

of Jesus.

wonderful

Ii'was to her a strange,
revelation.

new,

She saw one stand-

ing between God and man, one who loved
—and who loved her. She felt that he loved her, and that conviction poured such a
flood of light and joy through her heart, that,
as she said, ‘ I felt such a rush of love, I

he

comes

Gradual Approach.
There are cheering. signs of Protestant
unity, which must bé ‘set over against the
still obvious evilof our divisions and rival-

ries. ‘The longing fora uniied Christen.
dom gains intensity every day, while the
tentative
hopeful ‘as
can not be
thing that

efforts. occasionally
0
made are
indications, éven when
they
adopted as methods. It is some.
men begin to talk of the idea as

desirable;

it is but one

sider it feasible.

step

more

It is progress

to con.

:

to have

minor divisions healed, and the fragmentsof

«a sundered ecclesiastical organism brought
together, even if the principal sections of
the univers€l Church remain apart. The
Presbyterian ‘reunion in this country
is
is auspicious

as showing the drift of

tian thought and

Chris-

feeling, and aé preparing

thousands of minds

for such further: meas-

ures 88 God may soon suggest by his providence and Spirit.
4
;
.
It is worthy of note

ing denominations

that, while the

maintain

lead-

¢

their bounda-

¥

b

spects.”
Uncle

It is this hidden

Luke looked

up

with

a peculiar

The

smile in his al ways pleasant eye.

“You think that I misapply language
when I speak of any sin as amiable,” the
lady said, ¢‘ but mine does not lead me to
find fault with others.”
““ You,

rather,

body.”

think too

well of every-

ey

:

‘That is so; I am imposed upon on accourt of a too unfounded trust, and, as often as this is betrayed and

cast down to the

earth, torn and bleeding, it grows up again,
a vigorous vine, reaching out its tendrils on
all sides.”
‘¢ This you call your besetting sin?”
“Yes. We will name it indiscriminate
trust, if yon please; now what is yours,
Uncle Luke ?— though I never discoverved that you had any; but I know that the
heart is deceitful and desperately wicked,
and no man liveth and sinneth not¥ What
word did the spirit of light write so plainly

life

of Jesusin

hiyman

hearts that, makes the imperishable power,

True
——

Church.
—

3

The church of Christ consists of

all true

believers of every land, age, complexion,
and tribe. This structure is bounded by no
narrow ecclesiastical limits.
It is greater
than any titled organization.
It cannot be
fully represented by theological views;
nor can its census be taken from denomi-

national
claim,

statistics.”
however

No

correct

sect

can

justly

its orthodoxy

or

high its standard of spiritual proprieties, to
be the only church of Christ. The New
Testament knows of no exclusive commnunity organized as the alone visible church.
‘No society of kindred believers can arrogateto itself the ministry, the meaps of
grace,

and

the

sacraments.

The

founda-

tion is Christ, the apostles, and the prophets: Jesus Christ being the chief, the cor-

the indestryciible nature of his religion.
And it is a hidden power, because his fo)lowers are.eo largely among the ignorant
and simple people of the earth. *‘Not
muny rich, not many wise, not. many
mighty, are chosen,” suid the Apostle in the
first ages.
““God hath chosen the weak
things of the world,to conf und the mighty,
and base things of the world, and things
that are not, to bring to naught things that

are
But it is by this power
stands,

form

of

from

age

to

are nevertheless assimilating to each other
inwardly. Each is taking on characteristics
of the others, and thus is preparing for
an easier union in the future. KEpiscopacy,
at least in “* the pious department,” to use
Prof. Bartlett's apt distinction, is mellowing in spirit, and a large proportion of its
ministers and laymen would delight to la
aside all appearance of exclusiveness, an
to accept from the other

denominations an

element of freedom in worship.
These, in
turn, are beginnin
see something be-

gides mere fer mali

ih the Epigcopal serv-

ice, and are gradually preparfng to adopt
a measure of its settled order and cultivated reveremce. Presbyterians are parting
with their rigidity of doctrinal construction,
and stiffness of

demeanor, and \are temper-

ing their government of the chureh through an aristocracy of elders and a central supreme authority, by a politic consultation
and vote of the

local

church in all matters

*

of importance.
Methodists are conforming
to the customs of other dengminations in
their worship, their sanctuaries, their education of the miniatry,their style of preaching,
and their introduction of the lay elément
into the control of the church.
Baptists
are discussing more than ever the guestion
of Christian communion in the place of
ritbal communion, and though few as yet
venture to break over the line of sectarian
usage, there is a steady progress of thought
and feeling towards a freer and more generous recognition of other chgrches. Our
own

denomination

is

also_in

transition,

preparing gradually for the church of the
future.
We have
a freedom which makes
it ‘easy, church by church, to adopt into
our usages any excellence of other .Christians which may commend itself to our
judgment.
In
doctrine we are
learning
to include both the Calvinist and the Armenian;in worship we can chant or sing
hymns, pray with or without a liturgy,
keep Christmas and other Christian festivals
or omit them; and in government, while
yielding Hoebing as to the autocracy in
discipline of the local church, we are yearly learning more of the necessity of a manifested fellowship and a practical, working
cc-operation of all the churches.
— Advance.

Beautiful

Illustration.
RR

Some of you may have seen what Iconceive to be an illustration of the gradual
progress -of sanctification in the soul, as I
have,

in nature's

bounteous

kingdom.

I

stood, some years ago, on a ‘bright summer’s day, at the waters, near the city of
Geneva,

where two rivers meet,

but do not

unbelieving.

The

through

every

world: knows

him not tc-day, as it knew him not eighteen hundred years ago; the world is lond

and strong, the world is cold by skepticism,
the world is derisive and unbelieving, but
ne foundation of the Lord standeth sure,

having this seal. ¢* The Lord knoweth them
that are is.” Christ chose a peasant's birth
and a

pessant’s

surroundings.

years he choseto be ouly a simple
ic.

His Apostles

he

chose

For

thirty

mechan-

among

fisher-

men—and from that time to this his home
ner-stone, binding the old and the new dis- | has been the hidden one—in the hearts of
Pencations into pne. The church of God is the poor,
in your sight?”
ie
:
There are times now—there have been
1{ the pure age of his blood—not a company
“Idols” returned the old man,dwell- united under a human head or by a human times before~when it seems as if all the
world were ging into unbelief.
There
ing on the. letters as he uttered them.
Wnd. "The base and boundary of all he- was such a time’in this country

Mrs. Eliza started at the word.

1%evers are broad as the Bible, the Christ,

* Why, that is mine, too. I called it by
too light a name,” she cried; ‘it is loving
the creature more than the Creator; it is
putting persons and things in God's stead,
trusting them rather than him; loving them
inordinately, as

instead of adoring

I may sny, idolizing

him.

them

But, Uncle Luke,

where are your idols P I never would have
dreamed that you had such.”
;
¢ Nor have 1,” he said, sadly; ‘they are

taken from me; but sometimes,

I am not

the

apostl

Lamb's

and

Book ™f

the

Life

is

prophets,
the

only

The
correct

the Revolutionary War, when

just after

young

8 restk und discussed

Tom

arn-floor and,at the

work-bench.

Paine on

farm

the

Since

Thy Church of the ‘then, what new impulses of beliet! The
Bible, Tract, ‘snd Foreign and Domestic
nor Protestant,
Missibnury Societies arose, and the Binle
Greek nor Anglican, Episcopal nor Presby- has been printed und scattered in every lin
terian, Baptist nor Methodist, although it guage of the earth,
~ But the secret apring of all this is the re
includes members in all theve| branches.
alityof Christ to individual souls, The
It is no national church, for no nation un- thousands
10 whom he is present in
der heaven is big enough to givé it a name. to whom he is dearer than lifa,and to prayer,
whom
register of believers,

First

Born is

not

plague of my own heart would weigh me
down ; otherwise the great, the giant temp-

tations that impart to my soul

Roman

Tt is nothing less nor lowef. than the great Le is more than father or mother, or wile,
multitude which no man can number, of all. or child—these are the cords that hold faith

a struggling

bitterness which no stranger may know,
might well cause me to despond, ‘‘everything shall live whither the river cometh.”

No impurity, no leprosy, no deatn which
can not be healed by the flowing of this
life-giving river.—W. M. Punshon.

‘Earnest Faith.
Bl

that the Church

age,

)

¥

ry lines with some degree of jealousy, they
™ .

davk-

ened and oppressed with the agony of a
great seeking, had revealed to her a vision

hold it ill

again.— Christian Union,

broader than the seven hills by the Tiber.

This was ‘asked with such an affecting
ing call on Mr. Croak.”
:
Mrs. Eliza, who was sewing by her little look of sympathy that the lady burst into
Cw
tears, as she answered :
table, answered pleasantly :
“In
the
grave,
as
you
know;
that
is,
“Oh, no, Uncle Luke, I have been deeply interested. How true it is that if takes all"—
‘Save your latest one,” the old man add‘all sorts of people to make a world,’ though
The Hidden Life of Christ.
ed.
:
Iam often quite amazed al such men as Mr.
en
——
v
“Yes,” she said, “and that is beyond my
Croak, who can never seem to find one
Looking
at
Jesus
as
a
historical
personreach;
I
have
never
had
anything
to
love
praiseworthy trait in another, but, with
age, and contemplating his life in its mere
long;
I
suppose
it
is
because
I
love
too.
whom, to blame seems as natural as to
human and historical aspect, two or three
breathe; nor do they appear to think that much; God has to remove them because things in it are very peculiar. One is the
«
it is otherwise than laudable in them to they supplant Himself.”
shertness of it. A young man dying at
‘I think it may be so. But does your thirty, then,died in the morning of life.” Jethus ferret out and bruit abroad the faults
of their fellows; with eyes for a world's sin now appear to you, .as you just said, sus djed at the age when most men begin to
live.
Are
errors, yet blind to their own, tifey are ex- more amiable than Mr. Croak’s?”
The next is that Jesus wrote nothing.
“No, deed,” she cried ; ‘‘it seems more Not a fragment of his handwriting has ever,
ceedingly to be pitied ; don’t you think,
so,
heinous ; that a poer worm should dare set that. we
Uncle Luke?”
know of, been claimed Hy traaught before the infinite God who created dito. i. Nota line, not a note, not a letter,
‘“Aye, Mrs. Eliza,I do,"was the response
has bden ettributed to him.' Another pe“they are to be pitied and prayed for. But and sustains us.”
culiarity is the shortness of his public life,
“Thus
we
find
ourselves
guilty
sinners,
all
do you think it would have been conducive
and the great comparative length of his
to .good results for me to have taken Mr. as one, before God. But, while conscience private and bidden life. For thirty years
Croak to task this morning, set before him condemns, Christ says, ‘I do not condemn, he was a simple, unknown artisan at Nazareth, Three years he was known as a pubhis own blind self-righteousness, rebuked goin peace and sin no more.” In these
lic teacher, and then he died.-.
sweet
words
of
promise,
is
rest
and
hope
him for fault-finding and his lack of charity,
How wonderful, then, the undoubted fact
for
the
contrite
soul.
We
will
‘meet
again
exhorted him to ‘pull the beam from his
that he did revolutionize the world’s histoto
speak
of
our
mutual
sin
and
may
draw
ry!
How wonderful, for instance, the fact
own eye’ and set his own house in order
before judging the character or conduct of some comfort ard knowledge from our sev- that every date we put at the top of a letter
is a memorial of his birth and of the change
his neighbors? Do you think any good eral experiences.”
it wrought on earth! We write 1870—and
would have come from this course, Mrs.
how few of us think what -it means—1870
Eliza?
Tois I ask you, and ‘desire your
years since what? Since the time that the
Theol ogical Study.
From factsto principles is the orderof
Nature and the order of ail true teaching;
and there are special reasons in the nature.
of the Christian system why, in studying

in the earth and will

a

HORE

mingle—the Aar and the Rbhg¢ne. One
basis on which such a doctrine must rest, loved everything.
with its beautitul water of heavenly blue,
I said,Yes, Lord, I ken
of his own church were in favor of retain.
let him ascertain/by
a careful and exhaus- love—even the white folks.” ¢‘ Bat,” she which is almost worthy the pilgrimage to
ing Mr. Andeyson, the present pastor. I
tive exegesis
full and exact meaning said, ‘I thought to myself, ef the white see, and the other muddy, partly from the
folks knows I've got Jesus, they'll get him glaciers of which it is largely composed,
asked if Mr. Croak did not consider Mr.
of the words,
geparatcly and in their con- away somehow, and so I kep it all to my- and from the clay soil which it up heaves,
Anderson a good man, and as competent
nection; and,
reducing the field of vision self, and thought I would n't hate nobody, come meeting together from two several
for the place as any other whom they thanked the Holy Spirit, which at once, as still further, to those passages which directFor miles and miles they go, with
‘ Bat,” she continued, “I went to a points.
would be likely to find. He said, tobe with a finger of fire, wrote on my heart, ly and plainly teach the doctrine, let him Methodist class-meetin’, and they began to .no barrier between them except their own
plain, he didnot.
Mr. Anderson seemed
and held,before my inner sight, the name of study the form in which itis taught,—let get up and ’late their experiences. Well, innate repulsions; they meet but do not
to him, entirely unfit for his position; he my ‘besetting sin’. I could not choose him, in short, ascertain by the help of such the first ong that spoke, began to tell about mingle. Row and then one makes a slight
Why, says encroachment into the province of the other,
made up quite beautiful theories which no- but read, and said in humility, ‘It is even tests as these, and any others that he may Jesus, and I give a greatjump.
1, that oue’s got him too. And then anoth- but is speedily beaten back agunin. Like
body could carry ont, which he did not, so, my God, I have criticised my neighbor,
find, precisely what doetrine of a resurrec- er got up, and, says I, Why he's got him mighty rival forces of good and evil do
be
‘himself, | ractice ; his daily life did not cor- now conscience turns my thoughts within tion the Scriptures really teach. “He is too—and fihally, says, I, Why they’s all got they seem, and for a long time the struggle
is doubtful; but if yon look far down the
|
respond with his pulpit preaching.
One to perform the same office in regard to my now for the first time in a pusition from him I”
valley,
intoa quiet little nook, you will find
Now
this
experience
of
Sojourner
Truth
of his deacons was guilty of unjust conduct, own heart.” ”
;
which he is prepared to survey the history is one peculiar to Christ alone. It never the Rhone has mastered, and covered the
yet he suffered it to pass unreproved. ' He
The old man bowed his head upon his of the doctrine, and of controversies about belonged to any human being. - There have whole surface of the river with its own em| countenanced unseemly mirth in the young hands and seemed lost in thought. His it, and to compare the form in which it is been all over the world, ever since the day blematic and beautiful blue. I thought, as
people by himself frequentins assemblies lady auditor - looked kindly toward him, new held by sheologians of his own or he died, thousands who speak,and feel, and Istood there and gazed, that there was a where a ministerof the gospel should not while her own face bore traces of emotion. other schools with that which he finds in think in this way. They talk of knowing grand illustration of the ultimate triumph of
be seen. The women of the church were She too had asked herself the question, the written Word. He has a standard, a Chri<t by some sort of spiritual intuition— truth over error; and in meditating upon
of seeing Christ, of feeling Christ, of having this vision of Ezekiel, and in reading that
involved in bickerings and scandal so that ‘ What is my besetting sin?” and had re- touchstone, by which to test every form, Christ in them, of being in Christ.
those healing waters shall flow inio the sea
they would not join the same Bible classes; ceived a ready answer. After a shorl and is prepared at once to say how much
Ten years ago,there lived in a lonely cot- and heal it, the scene rose up before me
this was allowed to pass without rebuke; pause, she drew near her aged friend and of it is from Scripture and how much from tage in Brunswick, Me , an old negro ‘wom- fresh and vivid.as if I had seen it yesterday,
an named Phebe, whose whole life was devot- and as my own faith wasconfirmed, and my
he was very remiss in visiting his people, said :
human opinion.
:
ed to prayer and loving service to others. own apprehension quickened by the memmade his sermons as brief as would in any
‘¢ Uncle Luke, the Spirit tells me my parWe do not offer this as a specific and | She said once to a friend, who spoke of her ory,l have sought in these few wordsto imway do, and thought it hard if called upon ticular weakness, too,—the crowning cause invariable order of investigation; but as an’ loneliness, ** Oh, I am never alone—dJesus part some of the vividness of the spprehento attend more than one prayer-meeting of all my sorrows; butit is very different outline illustration of what we strenuously is with me. I said this morning, as 1 was sion to you. “Everything!”—oh! ijt is a
daring ‘the week; he was now asking for from Mr. Croak’s, and I confess, I do think insist upon as the correct principle.—Inde- doing my work, I must sweep softly, for beautiful thought, and I can rest in it behe is here—my Lord and King.”
cause God has spoken it, otherwise the
;
an addition to his salary, when he already it is rather a more amiable one in some re- pendent.

had four hundred dollars. If a minister
could not support himself and family on
that sum,and lay by something,too he must
sin which doth so easily beset us, and let be wrong somewhere.’
Of this Mr. Croak
us run with patience the race that is set was certain.
before us.’ Th®s we read in God’s word, | ‘Even so hath the Lord ordained, ‘that
every thing that hinders our progress they which preach the gospel, should live
heavenward
is a weight, and none are of the gospel,’l ventured to remark again.
_ heavier than the easily besetting sins.
«‘Mr. Croak was most ready to assent to
These we are commanded to lay aside, and
the truth of the Scripture assertion,bu! proto patiently persevere in doing God’s will
ceeded to declare that Mr. Anderson, their
totheend. Now you and I have besetting pastor, did not, in fhe first place, preach the
sins, exposed points

quite reconéiled to have
and almost ask of God
folks, who have nothing to do, around hin- have feft one dear child,
| lame old man. Here the
dering me and my hands.’
tn
‘There he is now,’ observed

hope

the old house’s being so cold, so hard to
keep decent,
‘pride
at the bottom of
the complainings. He
did n't see but
their present abode was comfortable and
as good
as they deserved. Mr. Croak candid opinion; for, though men may orhated ¢ uneasy folks; why could n’t they be dinarily have better judgment than women,
quiet and take things as they came?’ At yet there is afine intuition, a nice percepthese words from their employer, the three tion of the fitness and propriety of a thing,
men at work on the timber looked signifi- which your sex possesses, but to which ours
cantly at one another, but did not speak. is a stranger.”
:
The word of God says, ¢ Be content with
“You speak quite flatteringly, Uncle
such things as ye have,” I ventured to re- Luke, or, no,I will not say that, because

toward

“Oh, I hope and trust that God is giving
you

tim-’

rot. before he could get the

¢*The men,at work on the timber,glanced

Eliza?

hear

to get

house framed and boarded. If it had n't
been for his wife and daughter, he should
net have tried to build at present; but they

to have
way.’

—% ‘What do you think is the ‘cause of this,

me more grace.”
“Jam glad to

troubled

take it where you will, in the church as
well as out of it, folks won't, do as they
ought to do. I den’t know of a business

to carry all the rest of my life. My great
need, my great loss, is ever before me.”

4 Put are these sad times

more

perplexing things to contend with.

interest

in their expression.
She
slowly, as she answered,

with a half quivering lip :
‘‘ Hardly that, Uncle Luke;

The

help ; We thought it likely enough the

her
for

sad

pay.

job, and that he should be

doors, and so Mrs.

Eliza® hastened?to make
welcome
guest,
bringing her easiest chair
him.
“Tam glad to find you singing,”
said, sinking into the proffered seat; *

not

he talked,the deeper the croakings became.
He wished he bad n't tried te build, for he
knew all the time that it woald be a costly
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A sea captain related at a prayer-meeting

in Boston a short time ago a thrilling incident in his own experience. . ‘* A few years
ago,” said he, “1 was sailing by the island
of Cuba, when the cry rin through the ship,
‘Man overboard! Ti was
imuossible to

put up the helm of the ship, but I instantly

seized a rope and threw it over the ship's
stern, ¢gying out to the man to seize it as
for his life.
The sailor canght the rope

just as the ship was passing.
I immediate.
ly took another rope and making a slip
noose of it attached it to the other, and slid
it down

to the struggling sailor, and direct-

od him to pass it over his shoulders aid ynder his arms, and he would be drawn on
board.
He was rescued; but he hod grasped that rope with such firmness, with such

a death-grip, that it took hours before his
hold relaxed, and his hand could be separated from it. With such eagérness,indeed,he
had clutched the object that was to save
him, that the strands of the rc po became
embedded in the flesh of his hands I"
And go it seems as if God had let down
from heaven a rope to every sinner on the

a

precious

<uffer neither the powers of earth

no: hell

varth, that every strand was

promise, and that we ought to be so intensely eager to secure these promises, a8
to lav hold on them as if for our liv: s,and
to shake

hope,

our

confidence

Christian Treasury.

er

disturb

our (

—

—

;

:

Joy ripens where the days make night

With bitterest draughts of Wye igh
Hbpe
leaps td; meet the dancing light :

#

45

hat ushers in the morrow. |

Sh

Through clouds, and tears, and angry * fears,

|

SN

NSaboraided, unhasted.

OL

To find it but a vision,

CS

ay

Is born of many a sorrow,
© ¢ And fields that glow in living green

g

ye

Are slumberingon the morrow.

| |

AM

of gold across

/

"PUN

The river's sullen flowing.

%

Revealing sunny places;

eloquenfly set forth:

.

Lifes dying years have many tears,
Yet cloud they angel faces.

Winning

7

TS

y
2

become immortak.

—

E—

It requires but a few

not ?

[S

‘which is essential

to

feel

1 can: but think

publications® hé seldom

Ih some

says anything but

He

is noble.

He is tree and loyal; no

:

His heartis a well-spring of

and

of generous

impulses,

and

of

knightly magnanimity. With him, gratitude is religion; do him a kindness, and at
the end of a long life he has not forgotte
Eat of

his bread,

or offer

him

just as the bramble may always either
yield fruit, or store up the sweet juices
which turn to fruit, so we, if we will use

our few gifts, and the trivial
which every day brings us,

may

be always

either yielding our fruit, or making ready
to yield fruit which our neighbors will find
both nutritious and sweet.

that

True

by

—

C—

A man may know all about the rocks, and
his heart remain as hard as they are; a
man may know all about the winds, and be
the sporti of passions

them

man may know

J

as

gation to be other than his natural self, and
therefore :
N
He is little, and scrawny, and black, and

fierce as

they;

a

all about the stars, and his

canons of

Remember that

what you seek is not

which can not rest; a man may know how
to rule the spirits of the elements, yet know

said about them the better.” The more
you talk to them about giving you their
confidence,

‘* the

not how to rule his own; a man may know
them { how to turn aside flashing thunderbolts, but

more

they won't do it.”

human excellence,

is thoroughly pitiable and contemptible.
There is nothing in his eye or his nose
that is attractive, and if there is anything
in his hair that—however, that is a feature
which will not bear too close examination:

In that position

hold of.”

I looked

over

soul ?”

towards her, and

said something to papa about her books,
but so that she could understand it. Every
now and then I threw in something—not
about her, but about what I knew she was
deeply interested in. She was soon de-

of death, nor light the foot of the weary
traveler on his way in -that valley through
which we have all to pass. Commend me,
therefore, to

infantile timidity.
But she kept at it, and
** Well,” said her father, *‘ that
conquered,

is the first time any stranger ever got hold
- of her.” What my success would have
been if I had plunged at her at ight, with

their

of fame—brother, sister,

in

Small,

others.

seek

to

increase

What is Poetry?
er

A smile, a tear, a glory,

mean

the things of eternity !
ated existence, in
tion,

above all, for the
friend; the Divine

calculated to win esteem. Do the opposite,
and Jou simply destroy the very possibiliey
' of \ what you seek, by undermining the
confidence in everybody.-—National S. S.
Teacher.
:

Inner
—

In proportion as the

Life.

On

life is vivid,
St. Paul
the outer life will be effective,
was naturally a man of vigor. His very
faults were those of energy. When he apprehended, or rather was apprehended by,
Christ, he did not lose vigor; he became
more intense, more earnesi, more execuThe inward life does not
tive, than ever.

inner

distract, it concentrates—does not enervate,

it' emphasizes—the

outward.

While

man,

and

in

every ob-

inthe

quiet

soul

of the

broodings

over the memories of early years, and in
the thoughts of that glory which chains our
spirits to the gates of Paradise. There is
poetry in the harmonies of Nature. It
glitters in the wave, the rainbow, the light-

the respect and

those attributes of character which are best

The

a longing after

It lives in all cre-

ject that surrounds him. There is poetry
in the gentle influence of love and affec-

Redeemer. In doing this, you are cultivating the very plant whose tendrils you
would have twine around yourself; and in
addition to this, you are exhibiting just

.

Guth-

rie.

love of Jour pupils fer worthy persons
around them, for the superintendent, the
_ pastor, and other members of the school,
and of the church—and,
sinners best and wisest

put your feet upon

Jesus, the crown of eternal life.—Dr.

souls make a fatal mistake just at this
point. They seem to think that by just as
much as they undermine our confidence in
others, they win it for themselves, Nothing is farther from the truth. In all proper ways

illumines the

the ladder that scales the sky; nor mind
though your brows are never crowned with
fading bays, if you win, through faith in

little sweet,

you,” anybody can imagine.
force the flower into bloom ;
it nourishment, warmth and
will unfold of itself.” Make a
upon it, and you destroy it.
continually, and this you may
to strengthen and increase

confidence

the light which

last hour of life—commend me to the light
that can irradiate the face of death—commend me to the light that, when all others
are quenched, shall guide my feet to the
portals of that blessed world where there
is no need of the sun, and no need of the
moon, and no need of any created lights,
for God and the Lamb are the light thereof.
Brethren, leave others to climb the steeps

talked on to paps.
By and by I extended
the hand
a little towards her. We talked
on, and the coy little creature kept steadily
to her work of getting into my arms over
the bulwarks of her innate modesty and

how I love
You can not
but supply
light, and it
direct effort
3. Labor
do directly,

lights of science; but

they burn in a dying chamber as dim as its
candles.
They can not penetrate the mists

seribing
a sort of irregular curve around
my chair, but at a respectful distance.
I

the ejaculation, ** You darling

:

I despise not the

it

ning, and the star; its cadence is heard in
the

thunder

and

the

cataract;

tones go up from the thousand

its

softer

voice-harps.

of the wind, and riviilet, and forest; and
the cloud and sky go floating over us, to

the music of its melodies.
moonlight ray that comes
stream or hill; not

a

There is not a
down upon the

breeze calling

from

cer, and told him

purposeless ' nmn,

to have

within himself the consciousness of a virtu ous affection, for the sake of which it. is

worth while to be brave, and necessary to
be
ure. You have said sometimes, of one
an another among your friends, «I can
soarcely recognize in him the same-man,”
and you have found the explanation® afterwardsin some secret kindling on. the altar

rabbit-skin

robe,

Count

over the
it

Mercies.
have been

cies/'renewing them every day, and never
If you
yet realized whence they came?
You, have: murhave, Heaven pity you.

mured under afilictions, but who heard you
rejoice over blessings? Ask the sunbeam,
the raindrop, the star, or the queens of the

night. What is life but. mercy ? What is
health, strength, fridndship, social life?

cer refused

So
still-—that

-

8

Had each the power of speech, each

'sdy, ¢* Iam a mercy.”

you

fire.

to surrender

Son

how

see

his

The

lad

flint-lock

musket

his hunt.

his hunting suit

«gallusly”

which

however,

thrust

this

in

rich

he

is!”

his

right

generosity,

the

of

“Pupil

name ?”

“Your

For

done
ants,

tore the

In every way.

to reYour

a

de

the Hotgl

The

er

singing

should

the reading
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Porte
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Ville,

Martin,

St.
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FALL

Good

Old
—

The days when women whirled the spinningwheel and plied the loom in this country are not quite forgotten yet. When

and when one does him a

emotion;

known

is an un-

it is safest to keep the face to-

kindness,

lest

ward

him,

is to

assume

To

the back.

the reward be an arrow in

accept of a favor from him

a debt which you can never

son.

That

season

is the summer,

hopping creatures before them into a ring
of fire. I could describethe feast that then
without

missing

a

detail,

if I

thought the reader would stand it.
All history and honest obseryation will
show that the Red Man ig a sculking coward and a windy braggatt, who strikes
without ' warning—usually from an ambush
or under

bringing

cover of night, and nearly always

a force of about five or six to one

his enemy; kills helpless women

day who
satin

and

of silk

in

move

whose

only,

school day garments were spun and woven,
cut and stitched, by a skillful mother’s finers. The times have changed. But after
all, there never shall be painted a more
beautiful picture than that of the by gone
days, when the flax-fields, bordered round
by heavy forest green, waved in purple

bloom, and webs of linen bleached white as
snow upon the meadow grass! The whir
of the fliers and the spool when the downy
the

flax from the distaff and

velvety

rolls

of wool from the yielding hand were
drawn out in threads and wound away, and
busy

the beat-beat of the

loom

made

as

churming:sound to the souls of our fathers
and mothers as the tones of piano and guitir to theix fastidious children and child-

Yes, the times have
ren’s children now.
changed ; but whether toward or from the,

be

in

this

lesson

WARREN

is

MILITARY

of

secured,

to

WHITESTOWN
HE

the

that

away. ‘Tell me
loveth, and of the
He dwells with
glory, and where
He is.’ It is news
I long to hear, of

to bear

ing

away.

I

care

not

for

in

my

affections.

I have

TUITION.

tention given to those fitting for College.
JOHN

MAINE
The

Mm

rr

er of

to

me

of

Jesus—that

life has

been

uaveiled

pres-

will

the

per-

Principal,

of

Penmanship;

$3,00 per

week.

Wood

i

Miss

bo

and lights oxfra

formed for the

pu

of thoroughly drilling those who propose to teach
the coming winter,
Especial attention paid those
students preparing for College.
:
M. E. SWEAT, M. D., Sec. of Trus.
Pargonsfeld, Jun®
R270.

4
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py
COLLEGE.

RIDGEVILLE

REV. J. L. COLLIER, A. M.§President,
REV, I. D. ADKINSON, A. M.,, Professor of Ancient
Languages.
WILLIAM REED,

Miss JORIE
ment,

Mis.

MARY

Professor of Mathemat cs.

SUMPTYON,
J.B.

Teacher of Primary Depart-
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Calendar fo ¥M1830-21.—Fall term begins Sep-

ence, and without Him heaven itself would

longing

System”

A Teacher’s Class will be

pre-

pleasant, and death is a joy unutterable,
because it bears me to His

Institution

Aug. 23, under

Rooms for those
desiring
to board
themselves,
Books furnished by the Principal at Portland p
.

cious name alone is the balm for every
wound, the antidote of every pain.”
«Talk to me of Jesus while any sound
reaches my mortal ear—let it be the last on
‘this side Jordan, and the first to greet me
on the other bank. Jesus in life, Jesu# in
deatb, and Jesus through all eternity.
All
I want I find perfected in Him.
With this
dear friend ever at my side,

Spencerian

Board,

broken

utterances, breathe forth the longings of his
¢ Talk

SEMINARY.

of this

Abbie Mary, Primary
Department,
Tuition:
Common
uglier, $2,003 Higher English,
#1,00; Languages, $6.00;
Music, .$5,00; Use of Instrument,
$2,00; Drawing, &c., $3,00 to $5,00; Penmanship, $1,50.
4

lose myself utterly in Him.”
«t Talk to me ot Jesus,” once again spoke
the dying saint, a8 now, almost over the

soul.

TERM

~- MADISON K. MABRY,

I. would

and

of

the care of

assisted by J. Marshall Hawkes, Teacher of Classics,
Natural Scieno2s and Voeal Music; Miss M. A. Pike
Teacher of Modern Lasguages, Painting and DrawIng; Miss J. B. Stanley,
Teacher of Instrumental
Music, Piano and Organ 5; Mr. J. W, Titcomb, Teach-

I am weary of my own

river, he could, only in feeble

FALL

commence on Tuesday,
sonal supervision of

ment, His precious blood shed for. me—
His robe of perfect righteousness, and plenand

PARSONYFIELD,
HE

inquired of his condition. *‘ Talk to me of
Jesus—of His great love—His tender, patient, forbearing love toward His wayward,
erring children—of His merits, His atone-

sinful self,

INSTITUTE.

will commence Sept. 1.

E. E. WADE, A. B.
i
i
For particulars address the Principal, or Rev. A.
L. GERRISH,
N. F. WEYMOUTH, Sec’y. Trust.
Pittsfield, July 27, 1870.

home

.

poor, miserable,

TERM

The Normal department will be under

“ Talk to me of Jesus,” said the same
aged man
to me, on my next visit, as I

teous redemption.

CENTRAL

FALL

Sec.

G. B. FILES, A. B., Principal,

that fire can not touch, a kingdom and a
crown that fade not away, and why ‘should
I be concerned about the affairs of the
day

H, SHAPLEIGH,

Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Precepiress,
and six other teachers will constitute the Board
Instruction.

This

a

ACADEMY.

3
Higher English, $5,00
Languages, $6,00.
Common English, $4,50.
Primary, $4,00,
Penmanship, (12 lessons) $1.50.
Ins, Music, $10,00
Good boarding places can be obtained.
Special at-

world and all its possessions must soon be
burned up, and wherefore should they
dwell

Prin.

Hayes, teacher of Wax Work.

His

them.

J. S. GARDNER,
22, ’70,
.

WEST LEBANON

him

of

institution will open

HE FALL TERM
of Lebanon
Academy will
commence on Tuesday, Aug. 3), and
continue
eleven weeks under the following instructors: G. H.
Pearson, A. B., Principal; Mi-s M. H. Feinald, Preceptress, and teacher of Instrumental Music; Mrs.
E.J. Cowell, teacher of Drawing; T. A. Stacy, teacher of Penmanship and Voeal
Music; Miss A. V.

of Him whom my soul
¢ many mansions’ where
¢ His own,’ in ineffable
I shall soon ‘see Him as
of the Master's household
the trophies won to His
advancement

SEMINARY.

of this

j
Whitestown, N. Y., July

of Jesus.”

was -soon

TERM

mation, send for Catalogue.

¢“ Talkto me of Jesus,” said an aged
Christian who hovered yet on the banks
river

FALL

Aug. 23. Its courses of study are as follows: In
Female Department—Collegiate, English, Musical,
Painting.
In Male Department—Classical, English
and Scientific, Commercial.
Superior facilities are
furnished to Young Men Fitting for College.
Its
‘Commercial Department is one of the Most Success.
ful in the state. Terms moderate.
For full infoy-

*|

the

INSTITUTE,

Send for Circular.

| Pupils seseived at any time.

great care taken in

Me

STATE

& COLLEGIATE

FERRY, N. H., on Nashua & Concord R. R.
Rev.S8.N.,, HOWELL, PRINCIPAL.
Advantages :—Retired location, yet easy of access;
No Saloons, or places of idle resort; Full corps of
teachers; Thorough instruction, &c.

is of the first

to impress

Foss, Sec,

REED’S

——

of

GRANITE

LY

of this being

class

of the hymn

Eden joys, let him who considers and dis “be no heaven to my
covers tell! Still, the health and bliss of senger.
honest work are very sure.

soul.”—Mes-

tember 6, and ends November 25.
Sprirg term begins March 7, and ends May 27.
Summer term begins June 6, and ends pa

36

The

and the

old men, women and children,spread themselves abroad in the plain and drive the
follows,

the rustle

tribes hunt is
The warriors,

prey that a number of the
crickets and grasshoppers!

but ‘imported fabrics and

nothing

of 11 weeks, will com-

Center Strafford, July 27, 1870.

cause, and the progress of His kingdom.
Do not tell me of the things that are pass-

Times.

Ger

fanciful fixtures every

TERM

Ll

N. H.

\
Tuition.
Primary,
$3.50
Common English,
_
4.00
Higher English,
4.50
5.00 .
Languages.
Instruction given in Latin, Greek, French and German laoguages.
Board from $2.25 to $3.00.
Rooms can be had for
those who wish to board themselves.

as in the intermediate de:
;

blessed name, of the

The

ACADEMY,

mence Tuesday, Aug. 30, under the instruction

Therefore, a competent lead-|

« Talk

the Year Round.

Not even imminent {jwear

gratitude

Board, $3,00,

THE

meaning of the words, and to teach them
to sing in a correct manner.

All
the Rue St. Honore and the Tuileries.—

ment.
His heart is a cesspool
of falsehood, of treachery, and of low and devilish

With “him,

.

For further particulars address the Principal,
REV. G.S.'BRADLEY, Prin.
Evansville, Wis., July 21, 1870.

AUSTIN

uniform

admit

to

large

too

importance.

Polytechnique

saved him. Giovanni di Aceto, an Italian
youth, only seventeen, shot an officer of the
Royal Guard, who was about to run through
the body of an ex sergeant of the Seventeenth Light Infantry. This lad, at the
head of thirty citizens, fought galfantly at

death can startle him into a spasm of virtue.
The ruling trait of all savages is a greedy
and consuming selfishness, and in our Noble
Red Man it is found in its amplest developinstincts.

College,

further particulars see catalogue.

by the general teacher and his assistthe class should be subdivided into

smaller classes,
partment.

thus appears, and waits patiently around
a swloon till he gets a chance to strike a
«gwell” attitude before a looking-glass, he ‘these lands were new, before pianos and
is a good, fair, desirable subject for exter- organs were common in the purlor, there
midation, if ever there was one.
was a music of winter evenings, when the
There is nothing figurative, or moonshiny, wood fire roared and the spindle hummed,
or sentimental about his language. Itis and the happy mothers, spinning, sang
very simple and unostentatious, and con- their children into the paradise of dreams.
His This is an ancestral honor that many dainsists of plain, straightforward lies.
“wisdom” conferred upon an idiot would ty dandies and befashioned maidens now
leave that idiot helpless indeed. would fain disown ! Indeed, there are here
He is ignoble—base and treacherops, and and there in American society persons who

hateful

Sy

Tuition from $5,50 to $7,50.

is the most favorable time

Therefore,

are

bers

the boy held
fire, until the citizens reached the piece, and

canted

and when he

a thread or two;

Tuesday, Aug. 30,

CENTER, STRAFFORD,

be the lesson for this class.
The teachers should know all the children in their classes, and assist them at
their homes.
Therefore, when the num-

school,” replied the young hero, and immediately rejoined his companions.
In one
of the skirmishes with the Royal Guard, a

hand—a

on,

hat

SEMINARY.

ALBERT R. SAVAGE, of Dartmouth
Principal, with suitable assistants.

The

hand,

missed

his

man can be more worthy than you
ceive this; “take it from my hand.

to starboard, and the lid off and

by

hanging

in

:

.

Apply to the President,
THOMAS TUTTLE, M.D.
E. 8. TASKER, Sec.
‘
Northwood, N. H., August 8, 1870,

pre-

breast—a venerable

stove-pipe

weather-beaten

L.P. REYNOLDS, Sec.

- NORTHWOOD

pre-

most important in every school, and the
verse containing the central thought should

and, moreover,

coolly

ficer, touched by

of the Forest certain

bare

ji

HILLSDALE COLLEGE.

The Fall Term will commence
aud continue i3 weeks.

ifthere is a bottom to it,”

childhood

memory.

decoration from his own breast,and presenting 1t, said, . “Brave young man!
No

appears in public with one boot on and one
shoe—shirtiess, and wearing ripped and
patched and buttonless pants which he holds
up with his left hand—his execrable rabbitskin robe flowing from his shoulders—an
old hoop-skirt on, outside of it—a necklace
of battered sardine-boxes and oyster-cans
on

&c.

TO

3w33

loving, child-like and Christ-like of all the
teachers—men and women who cafi.and
will follow the example of Jesus, who took
such children in his arms that he might
bless them.
>
It is desirable that the scholars of these
classes should commit tke Scriptures to

two

life is in my power. I could cut your
throat, but I will not shed blood.” The of-

cloudy
impressions of civilization, and
aspirations alter a nobler life, he presently

reposing

.

Ed

JAMES CALDER, Pres.

fore, the teachers of those classes should
be the best qualified, the most -devoted,

on pain. ‘of

the point of his sword near it, said;

when contact with the white man has given

Noble

Ad

The Fall Term of* Hillsdale Geollege will
.open an
Tuesday, September 6th, 1870
ge
will
Catalogues will be sent on application to the Sec-

piece of artillery had been léft in an open
As God has’ given eyes to see, as well
swept by musketry fire. A Polytechspace
sess a belt; he never owned a moccasin or
the piece and @lasped as ears to hear, therefore, blackboards,
to
up
ran
lad
nique
wore a shoe in his life; and truly he is
crying, “It is ours! I|.pictures, flowers, and other object lesnothing but a poor, filthy, naked, scurvy it with both hands,
will keep it. I will die rather than surren- sons are beneficial, and are heartily comvagabond,
whom to exterminate
were a
mended.
His comrades behind shouted,
charity to the Creator’s worthier sects. der it.”
killed! Come back!” But
be
will
«You
and reptiles which he oppresses.
Still,
the the cannon through all the
the

Academies,

to make impressions for good, so especial- |" - MR. A. N. MARSTON, OF BATES
COLLEGE, Principal,
ly is the primary” class the place where
these impressions should be made. Phere, MRS. SARAH BE. MONTGOMERY, Assistant,

seized the officer by the throat, and putting

consists wholly of the half of a horse blanket brought’ over in the Pinta or the Mayflower, and frayed out and Iringed by inveterate use. He is not rich enough to pos-

to

-

pr;

9

blew

a charge with

to Obey,

gented his pistol,

against
would
Perhaps you have and little children, and massacres the men
and then brags about it as
i® it in that one higher region
never regarded them as such, If not7you Lin their beds;
son and his grandhidden life, that death to thé orld, of. have been a poor student of n&ture and rev- long as he lives,and his after him glorify it
which St. Paul tells. If you wish to mov 0 elation.” Wha is the propriety of stopping gon and great-grandson
s.”
th! eir ancestorel
de
hearts, if you wish to influence minds—if to play with a thorn bush, when you may “among . the “heroic » deeds ofwill fill the whole
Fenians
of
nt
regime
A
|
eat
and
flowers,
you wish to be a statesman where before {Just as well pluck sweet
world with the noise of it when they are
you have
been a politician,” an orator | pleasant fruits?

of bis soul of a fire of human devotion.

=

was|—ir“in

"Phe Infant. Class.

As

extermination, *‘for liberty and force were
now in the hands of the people.” The offi-

ing suit is gallantly fiinged, but not intentionally; when -he does not wear his disgusting

to

. 7.

streaming bayonet wounds in his thighs,
and still refusedto cease firing. At the atattack on the Tuileries a Polytechnique student called through the railings “to an offi-

He wears no

his arms or ankles;

the young: bull-dog

than ten returned from

its blue air throne to the birds of the summer valleys, or soundiug through midnight repay to his satisfaction, though you bankraing, ite low and mournful dirge over the rupt yourself trying. To give him a dinner
perishing flowers of spring; not a cloud, when he is starving, is to precipitate the
hospitality,
bathing itself like ah" angel vision,in the whole hungry tribe upon your fetch them,
and’
straight
go
will
ke
for
a
nor
twilight,
rosy blushes of autumn
dogs, and these
rock, glowing Ju the yellow starlight, as if men, women, children, andaround your door,
dreaming of Eden land, but is full of the they will huddle patiently
against your window,
beautiful influence of poetry. It is the soul or flatten their nosesbeseechingl
y upon every
gazing
day.
by
day
are
‘Heaven
and
earth
The
of being.
ously swal.
unconsci
and
take,
“you
l
mouthfa
heavings
the
and
quickenedby its spirit;
scum of
The
swallow!
you
when
lowing
are
calm,
of the great deep, in tempest and
but its accent and mysterious workings.— the earth !
And the Noble.Son of the Plains becomes
Prentice,
re emE—
a mighty hunter in the due and proper sea-

Count’ the mercies which
gives repose, it also gives force.
Down they
ou have seen the invigorating influ. quietly falling in your history.
‘ence of 4 human
passion. You have ob- come, every morning and evening, &s-anserved how Joye wi 1 make: a timid woman
gol messengers from the Father of Heaven.
ave you lived these years wasting mercourageous; how it gives rush and flow toa desultory,

on

horse rid-

twelve, crept-under the muskets, oftlie soldiers, and then fired their pistols into the
men’s bodies. One Spartan boy of less

pendants in his ears, and as for his—however, let us not waste time on unimportant
bracelets

gold;

“] want

out the officer's brains. Some of the Polytechnique students, mere lads of ‘teh or

straight across the forehead, from side to
side, and never parted on top. He has no
particulars, but hurry along.

master’s

his head, lifted the urchin from the ground.

He wears no feathers in his hair, and no
ornament or covering on his head.His

It is even possible for you to make
feel that they ought to do it, while they ‘not the wrath of God from his own guilty
head;
he may know all that La Place
know they do n’t,and believe they can’t.
2, Donot be too demonstrative and di- knew-—all that Shakespeare knew—all that
rect in your efforts to secure what you the gredfest geniuses have known ; he may
. desire. Notlong ago I was at a friend’s, know all mysteries and all knowledge, but
and while conversing with him, I noticed a if he does not know his Bible, what shall
bright, sensitive, nervous. little girl of two it avail? I take my stand by a dying phior three years, playing with her picture- losopher as well as of a dying miser, and
books, and occasionally eyeing the stranger. ask of the world’s wisdom as of the world’s
She was one of those little ones that you wealth, ‘What shall it profit a man if he
feel at once an irresistible desire to ¢* get gain the whole world and louse his own

Harris, which of the two should

makes

den by the Marquis de Chabauves, commander of lancers. The horse, tossinggup

fate be the meteor's, that, after a brief and
begotten of a sense of duty. You can not brilliant career, is quenched in eternal dull-black frowsy locks hang straight down
lecture it into your pupils. It is, in this night; a man may know all about the sea, to his neck behind, and in front they hang
res ct, like some other things, ‘‘the less | and his soul resemble its troubled waters, just to his eyes, like a curtain, being cut
1.

In the

question

in Arms.

fourteen seized the bridle of the

not being .on dress parade,and not being gotten up to see company, he is under no obli-

of our

for her, and

In Ty

said he. “O!” said the French Embassador, “of course there is a bottom.” ¢Ah#’
Vermont, on TUESDAY, Augu:t23, 1870, for
.
said the Spaniard, ‘‘but my master’s treas- the Academical year 187¢-71.
——
!
CALENDAR...
Full term begins August 23; ends
ury has no bottom, for he has all the mines
ov.
2
The present condition of -Paris, ‘and the of Mexico and Peru.”
Now, what the Winter term
begins Nov. 15; ends Jan. 20, 1871.
deeds of daring that are promised to be ex- Spaniard said boastfully we may say truth- Spring term begins Jan. 31; ends April 14. 1871.
fully. The treasury of our God is without Summer term begins April 265 ends July 6, 1871.
hibited there during the next few weeks,
The Institution will be under the charge of
a bottom; itis fathomless; and while you
MR. GEORGE W. WORTHEN, Principal,
give an especial interest to the following car hear God say to you, ‘‘I am thy God,”
Miss SARAH E. MASON, Preceptress.
account by an eye-witness, of what was ze you may laugh at penury and distress, at| MR. HIRAM M. PEARL, Teacher af Commercial De~
destruction and famine, for you shall lack partment, and of Plain and Ornamental Penmanship.
Miss LUELLA I. MEIGS, Teacher of Music,
complished by Parisian youths in the revo- no good thing; you shall be satisfied as
with such other assistance as may be required.
with marrow and fatness, and your mouth ( 6
lution of 1830:
The very children fought. A boy of shall praise him with joyful lips.

out on the plains andin the mountains,

table

mother

"Children

dirty ; and, judged by even the most chari-

Wisdom.

the

were I making the choice for myself, I
should prefer Mary.” Mr. Archer, turning
to Dr. Harris, said smartly, * Pray, Dr.

he

before her wore, and all the ¢*blush-

|°

hue mantles her dusky cheek.”
|
Such is the Noble Red Man [in print.
But

No;

~~
«

lisfens with downeast eyes, ‘while a richer

opportunities

The Marys,” etc.

of conversation

ing” she does can be removed with soap Spanish Embassador took his: walkingand a towel, provided it is only.four or stick and began to thrust it down into the
five weeks old and not caked.
ie bags and into ‘the money chest.” ‘What
do jyou do that for ?" said the Frenchman,

even imminent death can shake his peerless

faithfulness.

oly

mother

of thought and wisdom that before lay concealed in that one little word.

maid at twilight.

honestly earned.

Pres,
her work like an abjectslave all the restr fer?” The author of ¢ Mammon” was only
for
a
moment
disconcerted,
and
replied
in
a
of her life toscompensate him for the outre
lay. He never works himself. She builds style that set the table in a. roar, “0, I
NEW ,HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
the habitation, when they use one (it con- think I should choose Martha betore dinner,
!
gists én hanging
half a dozen rags over and Mary after it.”
HE FALL TERI begins Aug. 23, 1870.
~~
the weather sideof a sage-brush bush to roost
REV. A, B.MESERVEY, A, M, Principal,
under) ; gathers and brings home the fuel;
Fathomless. 4
with eight assistants.
\
takes care of the raw-boned pony when
C. LEW1S, Sec, Trus.
to Principal or to: E,
Apply
—
:
New Hampton, N. H., July 20. *
they possess such a grandeur; she walks
“Look,”
said
the
Embassador
of
France
and carries her nursing cubs while he rides.
©
+
EVANSVILLE
SEMINARY.
She wears no clothing save the fragrant to the Spanish Emdassador, vii took him
HF FALL TERM of this Institution will open
rabbit-skin robe which her great-grand- into the French King’s treasury ;*‘look at my A Aug. 30, continuing 12 weeks.

He

“Waugh!” and this, with a page of explanation by the author, reveals a whole world

it.

said, I wishto make a few practical suggestions. They are so simple that I am
almost ashamed to write them; but as they
are constantly disregarded by many wellteachers,

er of condensation is marvelous.

Let us catch. fire and burn the forest down.”

point, the direction of effort is settled.
Assuming the truth of what has been

meaning

efficient

could scarcely reach, he is a be-

*

“The Marthas,”’**

course

trades a crippled horse, or a damaged musket,or a gallon of grasshoppers, or an in-

wind, but as ‘the whisper of the Great
Spirit;” and so forth and so on.- His pow-

truth,

I am a devoted, earnest, and intelligent
disciple of Jesus?” Having settled this

worth repeating :

there

for us. Oh, that we could bear olives, or
figs, or grapes! As it is, we are good for
nothing but to be cut down and cast into
the fire. Why should we wait for that?

for social position or into

soned, blushing

and ‘the ‘bond of hospitality is sealed—
selves P Ask the birds who dive off the hips a bond which is forever inviolable with
and -haws of the thorns all the winter | him.
through. Ask the boys who pluck blackHe loves the dark-eyed daughter of the
berries off the briers. Even the bramble, forest, the dusky maiden of faultless form
if, instead of catching fire, will give itself and rich attire, the pride of the tribe, the
to its proper work, is capable of bearing a all-beantiful. He talks to her in a low
fruit which many prize above the sour ol- voice, at twilight, of his deeds on the warive, or the too luscious fig, a fruit as sweet,
path and in the chase, and of the grand
but not so perilous, as the grape. And achievements of his ancestors; and she

learned?
Do I want them to think I am
. smart?
Dol want them to acknowledge
them

orchard,

But need the brambles thus despair of the:-

do T waft my pupils to have confidence in
me? “Po I want them to believe that I am.

Or do I want

an

and wien, rainbowed with

never speaks of the moon, but always as
“the eye of night;” nor of the wind as the

gether, and say, “We are of no use; the
forest does nov-need us; men do not care

1t would be well for the teacher who is
conscious cf a lack of this power, to ask
himself t
stion, ‘In just what respect

fluence?

or

flowered with

ing to fall down and worship.
His language is intensely figurative.

perhaps a hundred of these for every tree
that throws lofty branches into the air.
And a few of these branibles might get to-

effective teaching.
On the other hand,
declaim, as much as, we will about the
wonderful sagacity of the little ones in
reading character, it is the easiest conceijvable thing to deceive them, and they are
continually giving their confidence lo those
utterly unworthy of it.
ie
L

and respect me

In a forest,

wonderfully

beads;

field-glass

der the larger trees there must be many
briers, many brambles—perhaps a score,

especially a

good
teacher of religion, is Fogle for
without the confidence of bis pupils.
How
to get and retain this vantage ground are
the great questions. Such general platitudes as Love them,” ** Be what you profess,” etc. do not meet the case. Many a
teacher who does love his pupils with a
strength of affection which would lead him
to do anything in his power for them, and
who is no hypocrite, nevertheless fails to
win that‘ confidence

TH

must be trees of many kinds. All can not
be olives, nor all figs, nor all vines. Butif
every tree yield its fruit, and the best fruit
it can, does not the orchard prosper? Un-

grains of common

teacher,

that a

sence to know

.

Confidence.

Ty

jg

on his

his war-paint; he stands at full hight, with
his erimson blanket wrapped about him, his
quiver ‘at his back, his bow“and tomahawk
Jrojecking upward from his folded arms,
and his eagle eye gazing at specks against
the far horizon ‘which even the paleface’s

Bat some will say, ‘How willingly
would we serve men if we could! But we
have no special gift, no/great opportunities.
We have nothing tg give which our neighbors would accept. ‘The little we can do
is not worthy the. name of service.” Is it

;

Come on, then, toil, and fear, and pain,
That bat the golden portal ;Through suffering, garner we the grain,—

colored

which the manner by which those having little gifts and opportunities may do_good is

These dark, lone days are God’s good ways,

moccasins

| ble must be unspotted. from the world,
The thoney that sends. the missionary to:

ing and smoking and talking, waiting with | mooted, which was the most amiable of the
Indian patience for their customary odds two sisters of Bethany, Mary qr Martha?
prefer
of seven to one to- offer, and.as soon as it | Dr. Archer immediately replied, “I
Martha
for
the
unselfishness
of
-her
&haraccame they seized the opportunity; that is,
when two of the men went out, they killed the ter, in being more ready to provide for the
other the instant he turned his back to do comforts of her Lord than gratify herself.”
some solicited favor; they then caught his « Pray,” rejoined Dr. Harris,addressing Dr.
coprades separately, and killed one,but the Philip, ¢ what is your view? which of the:
two do you think would have made the best
other escaped.
:
The Noble Red Man seldom goes prating wife?” ¢« Well, really,” replied the good
loving foolishness to a splendidly capari- man, “Iam ata loss, though I dare say,

suit is gallantly fringed, and the belt and

an article in

™

and Martha,

the heathen must be

the warwhoop: rings in his eats and the

books he is tall and tawny, muscular,

:

Mary

On one occasion there was ‘a fathering of shart the two arms of ‘the church—justice
friends at the house of the late Dr, Archer, and mercy—must-be strefched out, workof London.’ Among other guests were Dr. ing for man, strengthening the brethren,
Harris, author of ‘* Mammon,"and Dr. Phil- or else faith is:-vain, and ye are yet in your
ip, of Malferly Chapel, the worthy author of sins.— Bishop Huntington.

tomahawk sinks ipto his brain. In June,
seven Indians went to a small station on
the Plains where three white men lived
and asked for food
; it was given them, an
also tobacco. They stayed two hours, eat-

by the inimitable Mark Twain.

ears and nose are silver ornaments;

the

——W—

The Sunday Magazine has

the Red Man declareg war, the first intimation his friend, the white man whom he
supped with at twilight, has of it, is when

arms and wrists and ankles are broad silver
bands and bracelets; his buckskin hunting

“Gifts and Opportunities.

Each star that’s lost, and dream that cost
Such anguish in its going,

Through death

In

]

etting ready to invade Canada; but when

straight, and of kingly presence; he has a
beakedénose and an eagle eye.
ot
His hair is glossy, and as black as the.
raven’s wing; out of its massed richness
springs a sheaf of brilliant feathers; in his

that sat in the council, looking steadfastly
at him, saw his face as it had been the face
of an angel.”—@Goed Words.
:
v

We blight the fairest hope, then weep

And yet the rainbows silver sheen

»

We copy from the Galazy for September :

words and in the actions of the possessor.
*¢ They were,nol able to resist the wisdom
and the spiritby which he spake.” ‘* They

‘We gather flowers too soon to reap
The harvest’s glad Truition;

But build a bridge

Red Man

spirit,

felt, and : man-

ifested, without pretense or*parade, in the

spring appears

The resurrected

Sok Sivie bib oof Cs

elevation, a dignity, a nobleness of

due to a presence inwardly

hopes and fruit untasted,

Dead
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The Noble Red Man.

whete before you were a rhetorician—if |
you wish to warm where before you shone,
to’ kindle where. before you 'dazzled—
learn to live the life unseen, to eome forth . The contrast between the real and th
from God's presence into the’communion ideal is “farely more truthfully set forth,
‘and contact of men. ¢ The'life hidden than in the following description of the
with Christ in God” will show itself in an

Evil.

-

.

.

from

-

Good

-
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THE

Eye
—

The

passage

from

S—

the New Testament,

«It is easier for a_caipel,” efo., bas perplex-

ed many good ménWwho have read it liter-

ally.

In oriental¥eities there are in the

large gates small and very low apertures,
called metaphorically ‘needles’ eves,” just
as we talk of windows on shipboard as
“bulls’ eyes.”
These entrances are too
narrow for a camel to pass through them
in

the

ordinary manner, or even if loaded.

When a loaded camel has to pass through
one of these entrances, it kneels down, fis
load is removed, and then. it shuffles through
on its knees.
‘Yesterday,” writes lady
Duff Gordon from Cario, ‘I saw a camel
o through the eye of a needle—that is, the
ow arched door of an enclosure.

* He must

kneel, and bow his head, to creep through;
and thus
gelf.?

Lr

the

Christiad

of a Needle.

rich man must humble him-

—

T=

Council.

LASELL

B—

We want in you Christianity that is
Christian across coudhters, over dinner-tables, behind the neighbor's back, as well
We want in you a Chrisas in his face.
tianity that we can find in the temperance
spect for authority,in amiability

re-

in

of the meal, in moderation of dress,

at homey

AT AUBURNDALE,

very dog and cat were not the better for

his’

religion.

We want

fewer ‘gossiping,

glanderirg, gluttonous, peevish,

conceited,

bigoted Christians.
To make them effectual, all our public
religious measures, institutio , benevolent
agencies, missions, need to

be managed

MASS.

tion paid to common and

solid branches.

chosen with great care. . (Combines

and camforts of a school

ited to 40,

Address

gyre

and home.)

the

Next year begins September

!

Teachers

advantages

Number

lim-

15,

5

CHAS, W, CUSHING.
;

WILTON SEMINARY,

give

aman’ whose

very. little for the religion of

SEMINARY.

Ten miles west: of Boston.
1nstrustion thorough,
careful, complete.
Advantages for Music, PaintingFrench and German, unsurpassed.
Particular atten,

in veracity and simplicity in mixed society.

Rowland Hill used to say he}would

FEMALE

,
WILTON, TowA,
SUMMER
WTRERM commences

me

Sept. 7.

Tuition,~common branches and incidentals—
$7.00y0xtra branches, each, $05.
Ph rding and room remt at terms to favor stilen

Terln,

™e

on

a high-toned, scrupulous, and unquestiona-

.

LAPHAM

-

INSTITUTE.

/

Ph

HE PALL TERM will cofimence on MoN®
DAY, Aug. 22, 1870. . Comple
courses of study
ble tone of honor, without evasion, or partfor both sexes.
nership, or overmuch of the serpent’s cun. |
G. H.R
H.
ER, Principal,

ning.

The hand that gives

away

the
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religion ; and the church ought to have no
It is the business
of the former to care for the temporal, and

_ control over civil affairs.

of the latter, for the spiritual.

and

eternal

interests of men. Voluntariness is essential
to the prospejity of religion; religious du"ties enforced by law, always hecome heartless and powerless to renovate character
and secure decent morality.
While the churck should never assume
eontrol of politics, Christians can not entirely separate their “religious from their
political duties. As Christians, they must
regard all the interests of man,
eternal,

and

both

labor

to

tem-

promote

them. They are bound to do good in every
possible way. If they live under a government which permits them to sharein its
management,

they must use the opportuni-

ty to do good. They can do so without any
attempt at ecclesiastical control, they can
use civil government to suppress evils
which destroy,

and

which always brings

to

promote

morality

temporal prosperity.

This much can be done without interference,

with religious belief or worship, and less
than this, Christians can ‘not in conscience
‘do.

Whenever

morality

and

civilization

‘can be promoted by political action,
can be no

tians.

there

question as to the duty of

They sin agdinst God
and

Chris-

and man, if

they fail to speak, vote and act,

men from crime

misery

to

and

rescue

elevate

them in the scale of being.
Our wisdom abd integrity in this matter
are yet to be tested.

The question is to be

settled whether virtue or vice,
or barbarism, shall rule the
rum power comprehends
and

civilization
land.
The
represents

md
Re
a
ed

cs a
Et

4;

posterity. It cares more about facts than
fates, and a living faith than a belief in

can

be defeated only when those who have con-

We

understand

that the

sword

and

our

ancestors were,

and what they have transmitted to us, as
what-we

are, and what

George

which

and that he wore

upon

we will leave to

It will be one hundred years, on

ring with an anfethyst in it, which the same
Uncle wore upon his own correspondid.

finger during most of his wonderful care
It is said, moreover,
issue of the Prussian campaign, he trusted

largely in’ a peculiar charm, which, he flat.
tered himself, invested these cherished me-

mentoes of the Man of Destiny.
;
We {presume he: must have. had some
degree\of confidence,in the faithfulness and
efficiency
of his offjcers, ‘and full as much,
perhaps, yn the devotion of his soldiers;
but his
njain reliance seems to have been
upon an/ arm of destiny reached down to
him from the little old house on the island
of Corsica. He supposed that he would be*
attended by auspicious fates, simply because the first Napoleon had consecrated
the family name to marvelous achievements,

He hag signally failed. He is utterly fallen.
He trusted too much in his Uncle.

It is individuals of this type who are
coming to ruin every day. Their natures
have a good share of the superstitious element. Their schemes are improbable and
quixotic.
They do not stop to estimate
their own resources, nor to be satisfied of

the actual condition of the foe that they
must meet. They take the hand of a blind
chance,

and

rashly follow it to destruction.

The suicide of the stock operator and the
death at the gaming table are of a piece with
the disastrous march to the Prussian frontier.

If either had been actuated more hy common sense and less by a rash infatuation;
if one had thrown away his ring and taken
a careful

survey

of the situation, and the

other had-giyen up his stocks and his cards,
and ‘resolved to make an honest living,
there would have
less fatal results.
It

seems

to

been

be pretty

wiser

action and

well

established

God

and himself for success, he leans upon

reed.

Friends may prove false;

wealth may pass away; armies may prove
treacherous; chance is never certain, and

the 30th

The savor of his name is still

fresh and sweet in the memory of all earnest Christians.
God
Sent him
to the
church, when formalism and coldness made

that for a successful her a ¢¢ valley-of dry bones,”

he awak-

ened her to a new life of love and enthusiasm for souls. He was a * bright and
a shining light;” a great love inspired him,

| and he went

forth among selfish,” stupid

“ watchmen,” weeping
cious seed,

#nd bearing

and the fire

pre-

of his enthusiasm

aroused the slumberers and awakened
many of them to a new lifeof earnestness.
He

revived

the

apostolic

spirit,

the

true

succession, ands hundreds of evangelists

have ‘worn his mantle and won souls,
throug h¥the impulse derived from his remarkyble ministry. It was the beginning of
a new era in preaching; the power of his
example changed the whole style of minis-

terial labor, led to warmth and earnestness,

and to-direct and persistent efforts fof the
salvation of souls.
Alll branches of the church have reasons
for gratitude that the Master sent such a
herald of life to prophesy to the spiritually
dead. His influence has done them all
good.
‘‘ He, being dead, yet speaketh.”
But Free Baptists especially should remember him with interest. Whitefield, more

than any other man, is

the

father

of

our

type of Baptists; his &pirit, methods and
aims found their only organized succession
in our churches ; ours is the anly denomination in America which grew out of his labors
:

Whitefield

went

was not an organizer:

everywhere

preaching

Christ,

He
dis-

carding all sectarian bonds, and was indifferent as to the organic relations of his
converts.
He had no desire to found a
sect, and attached little importance to any
special forms of procedure. Herein he
differed entirely from Wesley. The former
gave to the world the legacy of enthusiasm
for souls, but did notset the converted in
order of battle, with officers, rules and dis-

cipline ; but he left them to stand or fall,
organize or not organize, to join churches

the fates are very fickle allies. Success in
or stand alone, to find out a way and
the past is.not always a guarantee for the
place for themselves, or follow the lead of
the chief obstacle to progress in civilization, future.
The fortune of Marengo is almost
intelligence, morality and religion, and always différent from that of Sedan. The others; while the latter organized and set
every thing in order, so that every soul
imperils our liberties and peace more than
sword that cut its way to victory in a prewho might be converted, should be held by
all other causes put together. The dramvious battle, may be laid ‘at the feet of
rules and discipline.
shop is the source, the feeder of all that is
your Majesty” in a subsequent fight. There
But multitudes of Whitefield’s converts
wicked,
degrading and dangerous, and
is no’ charm like the inspiration of a just
were drawn by sympathy and spiritual
has become so potent and impudent that
cause, and with that a brave spirit can
affinity to form themselves into churches,
it defies the authority of law, the remonmake almost any fate propitious.
strances of the moral and the pleading of
and it is a singular fact that they generally
If the springs of success lie anywhere, became
the suffering.
It dictates to law makers,
Baptists, though Whitefield him-they lie in one’s own faithful endeavors.
self was a Pedobaptist. This brought
controls political parties, and holds the
Blood may be worth something, especially
states in bondage to its behests.
a new element into the Baptist
denominaif it contain the proper amountof iron, and
What can be done for our relief? Is circulates freely ; ancestry should undoubt- tion, which was then infénsely Calvinistic
there no remedy for this state of affairs? edly be relied upon somewhat, particularly and lacking in spirituality, and opposed to
Must we allow this serpent to bite and de- if they were honest aiid earnest, and set ys all active measures for the salvation of
stroy-at will? There is” but one way to good examples; but it! is not safe to risk souls. There was more or less conflict
abate the evil. We must smite with the much on transmitted fortune. He who looks between the old and the new elements,
swordof civil law. We are citizens as the exigencies of life squarely in the face, and in Rhode Island, and afterwards in
well as Christians, and car not escape the and resolves to shape them for success, is New Hampshire, a division occurred; and
‘these converts of Whitefield the
responsibility of our station. Politics fos- much more likely to prosper than he who from
churches were formed which were separatter this enemy, and all friends of virtue are sees the new moon over his right shoulder,
bound by the most solemn obligations to and therefore expects them to shape them- ed from the main body of Baptists, on account of their liberal views, and from them
reverse this order, and turn the whole pow- | selves.
The character that is shaped bya
denomination arose.
er of the state against the foe. Other po- trust in charms and talismans, whether they the Free Baptist
litical questions are mere trifles compared be the ring of arenowned uncle,or the fetich From the churches composed of his conwith this. No party ties skould deter us of the ignorant African,is rarely of a reliable verts in R.I., emigrants moved to New York
and planted other churches, which were
from a decided warfare against the liquor kind, and nearly always fails in its efforts.
generally
known as Open Communion Baptraffic. The public sale of .intoxicating li‘The case of the fallen Emperor is not tists;
and in New Hampshire, Randal,
quors is so hurtfal that it becomes a crime, an isolated ome; neither need we go to
who was converted through the preachin g
and all good men should combine to sup- Europe to find its counterpart.. There are
of Whitefield, led in the organization of
press itby law. We must prohibit it or it rulers losing their thrones, and their kingchurches which were also of the’ same libwill destroy us, and we may as well meet doms passing under other control, every
eral views, and were known as Baptist,
the question first as last. It is time that we day and all about us.” Our cities are filled
until
about 1800, when the name Freewill
decide what poweris to rule in this country, with them. They walk our streets in the
Baptist was accepted by them.
So that
—rum or decent morals.
flush of health, and rejoice in the possesTheir appe- our first churches were the fruits of the laBut how shall it be done?
There is but sion of promising talents.
bors of this remarkable preacher.
one way. Moral suasion is effective upon tites and passions are seemingly under
His spirit and style of labor also characcontrol,
and
their:;aims
are
high
and
honormoral people, but law is the only remedy
terized this. people. The ministers were
No Monugidh holds richer possessions
for dram shops.
We must enact and en- able.
inclined to, travel, preaching to sinners,
force laws for our protection. What does than they. Their impulses are generous,
multiplying converts, but giving little atthat mean ? It means that temperance and life looks like a very beautiful thing.
tention
To organization.
They trusted
should become ,a fundamental
political
They admit as associates the corrupt and largely
to the inspiration of the Spirit, disquestion. Al) good men must be persuad- depraved ;—the enemy has captured an
carded salaries, wept over sinners, endured
ed to act with no party which
is favorable outer fortress.
They enter the drinking
hardships joyfully, possessed great fervor
to the liquor traffic or indiff¢rent to its sup- saloon and imbibe its poison ;—the foe has
and tenderness of soul, and as they *‘* went
pression. We have no
sjternative; we secured the main line of defense. They forth
weeping,” they moved the sympathies
must come to that before thé\evil is abated. yield tke control of their appetites and pasand melted the hearts of men, and multi~ Other issues are so far settle
that this is sions ;—the citadel has fallen, and they fly
tudes were converted to Christ, and united
now in place, and can soon be
“made all- before a merciless foe.
They bave lost
with the various Christian churches.
eontrolling. Politicians will protest against their possessions ; evil rules in their hearts;
It would be well for us to stndy the exit, and contrive all possible ways to defer their impulses prompt only to base deeds;
ample
and cherish the spirit of this godly
the crisis, but it must come, and the soon- their trust was not secure; life has become
man, who, more than any other, is the faer it comes the better.
Leaders, educa- a very miserable thing.
nie
ther of our denomination.
His errors we
tors of society, ought to keep this fact conIt is not always a superstitious belief in
may
well
discard,
but
his
great
love for
stantly before the public; the judgment of destiny that leads to misfortune and ruin.
people must be settled in favor of decided There are many failores where the chances souls, his enthusiasm and warmth, his tenderness and pathes, his usselfishness, selfpolitical action ; and if politicians refuse to for success were very largely in the majority.
denial and abundant labors, we ought to
earry out our wishesftthey should distinctly But there is hardly a single remarkable
imitate. Paul isa better model, because
know that their political organizations will’ man who has fallen, but there could be discomplete as a preacher and organizer; but
be smashed, and better men called to the | covered the evidence, of some wild fancy
as an evangelist, a preacher to sinners, we

They now expand their chief enerunning and craft, to catch the votes
The riff-roff of society are
if the salvation of the parties
curing their votes.

It is time

shaping his course and determining_his
overthrow. It was so in the days of the notable Greeks and Romans, when it was the
established custom to consult oracles and
watch pmens,
Soothsayers and divining

rods were held in high veneration then, and
hgye, just

as

their favorable responses inspired faith in
almost sny enterprise.
1 °
:

|

questions to
thigjone of rex adowing importance. To attain this poiftof decision,

this singleness of purpose,

\ press,
NOW

the religious

all leaders of society,
ntrate their effogts.

should

are enough who are gpen to réaSif
, and who have-some regard to the wel"fare of their fellow men, to settle the ques_ tion, if they are once enlightened and
aroused. It may take some time to bring

ha

i

’,

The

\

can.have no better model than Whitefield,
There are weighty reasons why we should,

erly was the chief topic of anxiéty before

Events sweep swiftly on. The Emperor,
who proudly, impiously declared war,is a
prisoner, his army destroyed, his dynasty

the. Association

annulfed,

The

his

nation

%

The case of the Calvary church of West-

War.

humiliated.

Rrance

at

this

session.

‘This

Denominational News and ites...

church has planted-itself on the policy of
giving no formal invitation

administrator

to the

simply

:

Supper.

Meeting

of Qorporators.

o

2

announces,—

The annual meeting of the corporators
can never ggain be the dictator of Europe. “This is the Lord's supper. Leta man ex- of the Printin
g Es
lishment, held last
Whatever may be the terms of peace, her amine hindsélf, gnd so let him eat.” It is week,
was a fall, laborious and interesting
arrogance and meddlesome spirig are sub- well understood, however, that Christians one.
Twelve of the thirteen members were
dued. She never before received such a of other denominations who .come fo the present, and
punishment as this, and never was in a po-

| sition to take the ‘lesson so fully at heart.

It ill do her good.

Whitefield.

of this month, since fhis great Jand good

his little fiagera man died.

a broken

criminals

our

sciences and love of humanity, engage in destiny.
It has had enough of the charmLT conflict with enthusiasm and determin- _ed-ring inspiflition, that goes out after the
ation.
1
improbablé ‘and comes back defeated; and
it requires more of the kind that is aroused
4
by necessities, and makes victory sure.
Trusting in One’s Uncle.

lic morals, consumes the fruits of industry,

alms houses with paupers, enddngers life
and property, burdens every man’s 'business and possessions with taxation, and is

)

powerful, canning and persistent, and

that if & man relies upon anything outside of

.with

It does n't care

so much

the sum of the evils which threaten our
welfare. Intemperance corrupts the pab-

fills our prisons

{
if

and] ‘bodies and sound minds:
about who

.
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the conviction is becoming deep and general that it must be done. The object is
worthy of high endeavor; the enemy is

started for Berlin, was a souvenir of one
of his Uncle's great and successful battles,

We most heartily believe in the separationof church and state. Civil governments have no right to dictate in matters of

poral and

them up to action, but it can be done,

‘Louis \Napoleon girt on when he recently

Politics and Religion.
N

NT
4
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The position of Eu-

the two days’ labor kept them -..
busy. Fall and detailed re.

Supper, will not be rejected, and if its own
members go to the Supper in other church-

posts of the various departments

upon this point,

and hopeful spirit.

of the

In prac- Establishment_were made by the officers
rope will henceforth be more pacific, and tice, this is becoming quite general in the
and committees having the supervisionof
relieved from the burdens of perpetual Baptist denomination. The only difference
its
several interests, and the work of the
readiness for war. =.
:
between this church and many others is, ensuing
Germany is made one nation by the war.
No docal despot swill now attempt to sustain a separate court, ministry, army, and
expensive

ended.

paraphernalia.

Germans

: That

are no

pefty tyrants at their

curse

longer

is

to have

very doors, to watch,

oppress, tax and despise

them.

They will

have one.government for the whole nation,

es, they will Wot be disciplined.

thoroughly

it

will

do,

that it openly

while

they

allow

says

what

the

same

Italy. France has at last left Rome to its
fate. Her power no longer bolsters up the
worst of tyrannies, the most

shameful des-

potism the sun ewer shone upon.
Rome
will henceforth be the capital of Italy, and
free. A great event! The schoolmaster, the
preacherof the gospel, the Bible may now

enter Rome and fulfill their mission work.
Strangely, God works out his plans. Liberty was first planted in the little kingdom
of Sardinia. The progress of the people in
intelligence and thrift was marvelous.

Parcel after parcel of the continent was

added, and now Rome becomes the capital.
How singular it will seem, to have that center of all intolerance open to the most radical Protestants ! It may yet be noted. for a
pure gospel and a sanctified people. Eivil
liberty will not make the people Christians,
but it will insure

access

tient, faithful labor

that

to them,

and pa-

will do the rest.

Christianity

All

asks isa free field, a

chance to speak to the people, and reason
with them out of the Scriptures.
With
such a privilege, victory will in due

time

come. Where are the missionaries to occupy Rome?
Men should be ready to unfurl the banner of the cross, the moment
the door is opened and liberty established.
The whole current of politics in Europe
is changed by this war. Prussia can never
be the dictator that France has been; her
people are different, and will not permit it.
There will

be

more

liberty,

and

hence a

higher type of civilization and religion.
Even France will be better off. Her people needed this chastisement to sober them,
to extract their excessive egotism and vanity. They will become more sober, solid
J and pacific now. The world will never
seem to them again as formerly. They |

ps

received

into the Association,

another

liberal

We are

glad

member

to

to

death, and

the

see such- an

tokens

of

the

year.

and adds publication of books, both thdge

the family.

evidence

oneness of

pa

There .has been a fair degree of prosper-

liberty, but do it silently *without an ity enjoyed during the past
avowal of their policy. This church was the regular issue of the Star

of progress, and confidentially expect that
one parliament, and one system of laws, those who now merely allow liberty, ‘wink
with frée intercourse,”trade, and profit. at” these generous tendencies, will soon
None can imagine {lie magnitude of this gin courage and strength of conviction
gain, who Has nevei studied the compli- enough to openly and boldly assert and decated and absurd system which
has there fend, not only the right but the daty of each
hitherto
prevailed.
'
church to offer the emblems of the Lord's
|.

Not the least benefit of the war4is-a united.

year was provided for in a resolute

Besides

and Myrtle, the

of a denom-

inational and those of a general character,
his been carried on with considerable vigor,

and the amount of work of a miscellaneous
sort that has been performed,
has been much
greater in amount than during any previ-

ous year. The Establishment is the center of

much of the denominational enterprise,
and around it gather many of the strongest

sympathies

of thousands

our household of faith,

of Christians in
~

2

the family of Christ to all the disciples.
We rejoice over all its successes; we
As much as we dislike their practice of thank God for the Christian faith and devoclose communion, we are not forgetful of tion that markéd its founders and early

the

great

excellences of these

people. friends; we prize the legacy of patient,

They are kind and conscientious,
more liber-

skillful service left to it and to us by him
alin their feelings towards other sects than who stood at its head and gave a strong
many are in reality who profess special impulse to its heart during the life-time of
freedom from sectanism. They are zealous a generation ; we find a stimulus to fidelity
in every good work, and wield a Christian in the memory of those who have gone
power for good, which the Master and all from its Board of Corporators in in

his disciples will honor

accounts.

We

in the day of final to the call of the Great Master; we are

rejoice in their prosperity,

freshly impressed with the serious nature
of the responsibilities imposed by its manstruggle against the flood tide of sin and agement when we look st its means
of
for the triumph of the Savior, are encour- influence, and we have a large
hope respect
agement, strength and comfort to the whole | ing its'work in the future when we know
household of faith.
that the fervent prayers of those who daily
feel that their successes

are ours,

and their

talk with Heaven

are lified in its behalf.

We trust it may never lack true friends,
Token of Regard.
nor fail to comprehend and perform its
—
proper work, nor be left out of the petitions
The Baptists of England purpose. to
of those to whom prayer is a reality and a
erect a marble statue in memory of Rev.
Robert Hall. The whole Christian world power, nor miss the blessing of Him whose
is: debtor to that good apd great man. Lib- favor is the only sure pledge of success.

eral Baptists in Ameria especially owe
muchto him for his eloquent and unanswer-

New

Hiampton

Institution.

able defeuse of the unity of the family of
In the removal of the Theological school
saints, and the right and duty of every | from New Hampton to Lewiston,
the friends
Christian to come to the Lord’s table, not | of the Literary school feel that a great
loss
because he has or has not been immersed, has been sustained. The joint committee,
but because he is a Christian. Those who raised by the Education Society and the Inlove the generous and eminently Christian stitution, to make an arrangement for the
doctrines which he advocated, and honor benefit of the school at New Hampton, rethe talents and remarkable virtues which
adorned his character, will find satisfaction

ported, as one

the Financial Secretary, Mr. JonNBURTON,

least,

of the

conditions,

that

ten

thousand dollars should be added to its
in this enterprise. We are very glad in- permanent
fund. This proposition was
deed that Christians in America are invited adopted both by the Education Society and
to share in this work of love, for while they | the Trustees of the -Institution.
A joint
honor the name of Robert Hall, they | committee was raised by these two bodies,
honor the precious truths which he preach- and invested with authority to appoint an:
have passed the gate into a new: arena; | ed, and commend the enduring influence agent, and to have the general direction of
they enter upon a new development, and a in favor of Christian Union which he
raising the money.
That committee has
better one. She may sustain a republic,
exerts. “He being dead yef speaketh.
been successful in obtaining the services of
but probably not. She is not quite ready
The following card explains itself:
.| Rev, J. L. Sinclair, who has already enfor that ; has not conscience enough.
The
A MARBLE STATUE, of colossal propor- tered the field and ihade a good beginning
French must have a better religion before tions, designed in commemoration of the
toward the subscription.
We hope he may
they can possess liberty without abusing it; late RoBERT HALL, is now in the hands of
receive
a
hearty
welcome
by
every friend of
principle must take the place of supersti- the Artist, and during the Autamn of the
the. Institution.
present
year
it
is
hoped
will
take
its
posi|
tion; reverence for law must supercede
tion in LEICESTER, so long the scene of the | It scarcely need be said that this school is
respect for power, especially for military labors of this distinguished man.
the only one of the same grade in the state,
commands.
Then liberty will not retroThe estimated eost is 1,000 guineas, the in our denomination.
And we firmly be- _
grade into license, order will not be sacri- great portion of which sum has been al-s
lieve that the friends of the school, espeready raised.
:
1
ficed to passion, nor law to lust of power.
The Committee of Management are de- | cially in New Hampshire, will be ready to
But this blow upon their pride prepares the
sirous of associating some contributors from | aid usgn this time of pressing necessity.
way for a better religionthe
; door is America, with the list of subscribers already
The prosperity of the Institution in the
opened to Pere Hyacinthe and his brother composed of persons of the highest distincpast; its highftanding and liberal patronreformers.
With their teachings will come tion and of évery denomination in England. |
age, constitute a sufficient reason why it
general education, a better morality; a The man they seek to honor belonged to
should be well sustained. This is an imneither
party
nor
clime,
but
it
is
the
bright
purer faith; and these will afford a ‘sure
and proud inheritance of the Chureh and of portant crisis in the history of the school.
foundation for republican institutions. ~ We the world.
:
The long discussion of the removal of the
have hope of the future. The way opens
A hundred guineas from trans-Atlantic Theological school is now settled, and we
for the gospel, and that will redeem’ the sympathizers will complete the cost of the
think amicably adjusted, so far as this
Memorial.
nations.
:
~ Your contribution - will be - gratefully! school is concerned. But now a special
Our immediate longingare
s for peace. acknowledged by the pndersigned, or by
effort must be made to supply, in part at
The civilized world

ment

feels that

already-. endured

far, King William has

the punish-

is enough.
had the

Thus

sympathies

of the nations; if he persists in demolishing Paris, he will have their execrations.
He can now return to his capital with the
plaudits of the world ; if he foolishly pushes
he war to extremes, his own people will

did

him.

His first duty now is to

make peace.
ous;

He can afford to be

he can not afford

acting. - He

will

to be

be richer

gener-

and

stronger

higher, if he spares Paris and is generous

to the nation.’

Pride and ambition

Rev. G. H. Ball, Morning Star office, No.
30 Vesey St.,New York.

may

THE ANNIVERSARIES.
It is hoped that |
the attendance of our ministers and others
at the Anniversaries in Augusta,next month,
will be large. Maine, especially, will be
expected.to

appear

by her representatives

in force. Our brethren at Augusta are andom bids him sheathe his sword and speed- ticipating a season of spiritual refreshing,
| and pray for an abiding profit as the result
ily proclaim peace.
*

The Warren

carnage,

but

wis-

of the gathering in that city.

Association.

, The readersof the Star are espeeiallyin-

terested in the
venerable

liberal
to the
liberty
church

attitude

‘Association,

of this

large and-

on account

of the

position they have assumed in regard
independence of the churches, and
at the Lqrd’s table. The second
of Newport, Rev. C. H. Malcom’,

the loss

sustained by

the

removal.

The expenses of running a school have considerably increased within ten years ; teachJ. P. MurseLL, Hon. Secretary.
Ministerial Successor to the late Robert Hall, ers generally command
greater pay now
Leicester.
than
formerly,
and
buildings
constantly
{tern
August, 1870.
It has already been advertised that any need repairing. Hence the necessky of
contributions to this object may be sent to having our permanent fund increased.

hard and ex-

without a foot of French soil annexed to
his dominions; he will stand . indescribably

push him on to farther

LEICESTER.
G. STEVENSON, Mayor of Leicester,
|

We frag

We need the prayersof Christians, that the

religious element of the school may be not
only continued but increased.
In behalf of the Committee,

E. H. Prescorr.
Pa.

F. B.

Mission Society.

This Society held its last session in Bellevernon, in connection with the Pa. Y. M.

The following officers were appointed for
the ensuing year: I). Springer, President ;

they are not to be disappointed. The re- | W. Joy, J. W. Hills, S. Small, Vice Presiquest of Bro. Penney, found in another col- | dents; A. H. Chase, Secretary and Agént ;

umn should not be overlooked. Statements
respecting reduction of fare, &c., will be

found elsewhere.:

:

ort

John Young,
Treasurer.
For board of
managers: O. C. Hills, C. J. Carter, G. W.
Sissons, T. F. Boyer,I. Guiles.

There

was

no report from

last year to the society.

STANDS Firm.. Bro. H. A. Sawtélle still olution was passed :

the agents

The following res-

stands

erect in the assertion of his conResolved, That, in view of the condition
is decidely open communion, and yet. re- | victions on the communion question, and of the Treasury, there be no appropriation
made for the ensuing year to any chureh,
tains its standing in this body. We were ‘the Lord i§ prospering his church in San | and that no salaries or expenses be paid.to
‘Breatly delighted, too, to observe, at its re- Francisco, and blessing his lab6rs with his| any of the officers or agents for services
pen. The Spare Hour, which he publishes
cent session, held at Phenix, R.1.,
rendered.
A. H. CHASE. Sec.
that the

amiable and talented pastor of this church

at this date,study and imitate his exgellenc-

was treated

are too sedate and suppressed. They lack
fire and force; they forget that the heart

they have the confidence and sympathy

with courtesy

and

manifest

monthly; is

a

precious

little

sheet, fall of

good things, and useful in confirming jts

: Vermont Yoarly Meeting,
es. We are losing his fervor and tender- consideration by thegnore influential mem- readers in the truth. If all who believe
.
SE
ness, while we increase in culture. The ‘bers of the Association, who obviously in-: that those who are born of God havea|
This religious body held its last annual
models which fill the eyes of our young men tended to make him and his church feel that right to celebrate their Lord's death ‘at his gession at South Strafford, September 8-12.
table, ‘acted as conscient

iously as Brother

of

A goodly number

of ministers

and

mem-

their brethren. This indicates that the Sawtelle does, the Baptist, denomination bers were present. The Quarterly MeetBat the case is Somewhat different now. and feelings are chief elements in. religion, tide is setting in the right direction. It| would be redeemed without delay. ings were all represented except one. Del>

The mind

that trains for condition, that

lookw at the contingencies, that relies upon
& worthy cause and a steady purpose, haa

and the easiest points of access in’ sinners.

‘Warmth, fervor,are becoming unfashionable’

among
us ; we suffer lpss by ‘it; there is
and is much more likely | ‘power in it; the whole gospel can not be
to succeed. What an enthusiastic adven- preached witffout it. Would not memorial
turer has hocomplished in one generation, sermons on the character and. work of
the man of caution and energy has defeated Whitefield do us good! There are numea ‘surer support,

was also pleasantto observé that his church
leads off with sp'rit in an effort to provide

for the widows and orphans of deceased

Tae, New Books.
the

‘‘Sacred

egates and visiting brethren were in attend-

The new edition of ance from New Hampshire and New York,

Melodies,” and

the

**Ques-

‘ministers, and asks the other churches to tion-Book for the Young,” recently pubcosperate.
We hope that the resolution lished, aré works which promise to meet a
presented: by Brother Malcom, pledging in- real want in our churches and Sabbath
creaseed effort, in this direction, and the #chools. Orders for them are solicited, and
in the next. The world is coming to rely rous and important lessons to be driwn Ruatities to carry it out, of which he'is will be promptly filled. We believe the
less and less on family names and. auspicious from his-life and teachings, only the least chairman , will bfing to ‘this object abundant work will yiéld a real and high satisfacfruitage.
births, and more and more on healthy of which8 we havev hinfed
tion wherever = they shall circulate,
et. at.Wa: : ~~ =.
iy

also Dr. Graham, of Chicago. . The

Metho-

dist Episcopal Conference and the Congregational Convention of this State were

resented,

rep-

;

The usual amount of business was trans.

acted, and

that with the greatest possible

harmony. Deep spirituality was characteristic of the public and social servipes. Sev-

©
f

~~

MY

PE MORNING

*

The inter-

able, ingtructive and practical.

were

Meeting

ests of the Yearly

looked after, and measures” were adopted

Burbank

for their promotion. One entire day was giv-

chairman, and Rev. N.

these causes, and appropriate resolutions
i
. were adopted by the Conference.
The subject of “lay preaching” was considered at length, and the following resolu-

°
port was adopted:
It is deemed advisable that

pastorate of the church in Apponaug,

The meeting was a rich, spiritual feast,
from which we separated reluctantly, yet
with new zeal for the cause of “our Master.

and unable to

coming
object.

churches are doing

nothing, and by their indifference are voting that our mission work shall be abandoned.
Pennsylvania

The delegation

from

the several Q. Ms. was small, and re-

ports

represented

the

churches

Agricnltural

LAWRENCE, N. Y., Q. M.—Held

also

in

erecting a new house.

The church at

Jacob's Creek,and in Bellevernon,under the

labors of Bro. Joy, have enjoyed prosperity
the past year. The church in Harrisburg
has received an addition of eighteen mem-

in the Morning

the

meeting, and

Rev.

A.

H.

Clerk

benevolent

was

‘enterprises,

appointed

and

a committee

a

well

meetings
attended,

of public

the

the

pitable.

kind

citizens

were

and hos-

A. H. Cuasg, Clerk.

custards,

there

Not less than 100

in churches that wish such meet-

~~. a

held
with
soon
hod

A ‘council consisting’of Revs. Burhdnk, Fullonou Rowell and Merrill, appointed by the Dan
ville church, convenedat Danville,
Sept. 14, for
ye

“ie

’

o

&c.,

months they have established a business
mense magnitude and importance.

made

of

FOREIGN

prise. His association with the Harpers will give
him peculiar additional facilities. The works he ad.

|-

The

AND HoME, a finely illustrated family journal of a high character, hitherto issued by
Messrs. PETTENGILL, BATES & Co., has been pur-

by

Messrs.

ORANGE

JUDD

&

Co.,

cy,

established

1n 1849., is one of the laigest and
in the world, find that their exten-

reputable

most

sive business requires their exclusive attention, and
they therefore transfer HEARTH AND HOME to the
ant facilities will enable
the past high character
materially to its value.
announce a reduction of
The

change

not

will

affect

AMERICAN

tbe

BOSTON

AGRICULTURIST, which will continue on independently as heretofore.—The Illustrations and reading
matter
Either
to the

Summer

he can not cure.

by the proprietor
Can

It is old by druggists.

get it for sixty cents by mail from Dr. R. V. Pierce,
133

Seneca

free.

Pamphlet

N. Y.

Buffalo,

street,

Don’t be swindled by men calling themselves Dr.
Sage; Dr. R, V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y., is the only
that

living

man now

can

make

and

Genuine

the

10,000

original Dr Sage’s Catarrh Remedy, and his private
Government’ Revenue Stamp, bearing upon it his
portrait, name and address, is upon every package
of the genuine.

Special
Brethren making

Any who have

disease.

Laws,

BRONCHIAL TROCHES

teachers

the

Arminians

Owing to the good reputation and-papularity of the
many worthless and cheap imitations are

“Proches,

*BROWN’S

a prayer-meeting

on Friday evenings, conducted by devout laymien. A new rector has recently beeh abtained,
d
and a week or two since aythe company gathere

for their usual

service, the

found closed and not lighted,

lecture-room

Was

Upon applying to:

the sexton it appeared that the ‘pew rector”
had instructed him net to open the church for

the

prayer-meeting.

This _high-handed

pro-

for

nothing.

sure te

Be

BRONCHIAL TROCHES.
SOLD EVERYWHERE."
6md4

Ingrains, all woolafor 62 1-2 cents
new warehouse, 76, 78, 80, and

marble beauty you now
the language of all who

These goods are a yardgwide,
ors, resembling ThreéPlys.

of youth,

twenty.

It makes

Both

very pleasant.
session,

|

a lady

of thirty

appear but

3

'

Oil

Cloth,

in

PILES!

Progeher,—Bev.

.

\

ia)

variety,

great

at manufacturer's prices, at our new
PILES!

PILES!

plications are money thrown

The Anniversaries.
B,
The Anniversaries will be held with the F. 11,
Oct,
Me., commencing
church, in Augnsta
:
follows
as
be
will
meetings
the
of
The order,
TUESDAY, O01. 11.
Anniversary Convention, at 71-2, P M,
sermon, at 8, P. M.

heavy and brights colThe best low priced

all widths,

warehouse, 76,

78, 80, 82 Friend St., Boston.
"

ER

Anniversary

Bos-

from the late
Brussels,
Tapestry
Fuglish
sales, ‘150 rolls at 1.20, New England Carpe
| trade
Company, Boston.

Floor

manent cure

is DR.

LOZENGES-

They

PILES!
away.

HARRISON’S

strike gt the

Outward
The

apper.

only

PERISTALTIC
cause,

pleasant, nor, like all piils,do they require

They

are

increase

cos.
of dese. They are exactly suited to obviate
tiveness—the cause of. ill health,
Forrale at No. 1

Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A. HARRISON
Co., Proprietors, and by all Druggists. Mailed
-

60 cents,
\
it

2m34,

Day

Series.

Home eocessecssecccecsene

Child’s

Series.

The ChristChild,«ecesecercsssascsascsace

Boy's

HeaveN,ceeecseesecssesssssscescs

Bright Day

Series.

~

Bright Days,eeesseccsccsscsccccancressssl2b
Sunny SKies,ceectcsssceccesacscanssacsssl,2b
Pompeii and Herculaneum,eesseseecessss1,28
Archibald Hamilton,..eeeeeseeescccssesedl,2d

Do-

under

new

the

law,

is 24

ADVERTISERS.

* ‘I'he rates
Star

of
will

at our office, No, 30 Vesey St., New
York, who is authorized to make contracts for advertising, and transact any

business belonging to the advertising
department.

yard.

for 37 1.2 cemts per

at

Jirs.

| be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,
on application to Mr. Geo. B. Coss,

Carpet in the market. For sale at our new warehouse, 76; 78, 80, and 82, Friend 8t., Boston.

.articles are entirely harnpless and
They should be in every [ady’s pos:
wi3b
:
Li
wr

D.W. CC. Durgin,

Carpetings,

Dundee

give them
fhe bloom

Noesant Apoigments.

To

ton.

This is emphatically
eee,
A -fine
use these articles.

Rainy Day

E

advertising in the Morning

at our

Street,

Rainy

A Rainy Day at School,eeee
Birth Day Present,ccceceee.
New Year ceeesiseeecsssene

us for the Myrtle.
Sample copies will be sent free on apphcation.

street,

per yard,

Series.

Shining Hours,««.
Master and Pupil,seccccccecse
May Bell.cosesvesoosreoccscoccncencece
Sabrina Hacketty.eeeescesscecscocccacsesl,B0
Aunt Mattie,ceeeseessescsecssonccssessesslDO
Light from the Cross.ccsccecssesesseesss1.50
Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50

No percentage is allowed on money sent

Agent.

62 Friend

Prize

cents a year; and no more on 10 copies,
or any number between one and 10, when
gent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of de
volume begins with the
| livery.
The
Orders are solicitfirst number in April.
ed.

Prices, ~175 Rells

Carpets at less than Old

d delivery.

;

of the Myrtle,

10

What Mid Xt ?—Lyon’s Kathairon made my
hair soft, luxuriant and thick, and Hagan’s Magnolia Balm changed that sallow complexion into the

ron and Magnolia Balm are just what will
to you, and nothing else will. The Balm is

Gen.

S. 8.

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing EstabThese Books are now ready for sale
ishment.

Starlight Series.
Starlight Stories...ceeicecrescgeccecacees 75
“Brother and SiSter..ceceetesscccaccsasses 70

\ JHliscellaneous.
1,50
Anecdotesof Animals..eeesseecsssences
Bloomfield ceesesssessscsssascscaccssaes 1.50

PostaaE.—The postage on a single copy 4 Glercoe Parsonage ...eoveesee®**easess1,00

Providence, R. I.

at our newwarehouee, 76, 78, 80,and 82 Friend
New England Carpet Co., Boston.

head of hair and a refined complexion are the greats
ent attractions a woman can possess. Th "Katha

d
able to write that the Queen and the Prime
ister rendain firm to their Christian. profession.”
Ra enforcements have been sent out by the Lon“don.Missionary Society, adding sixteen to the

has for many’ years sustained

are’ good

R. WHITTEMORE,

TO

Superintendents of

TrrMs.—Single copy, 80 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
ents each,—payable in all cases in ad-

to the

650 Rolls Oil Cloth

OBTAIN the true

about

present missionary force.
The church of the Evangelists in Philadelphia

which

offered,

AND

MyrTLE,” Dover, N. H.

vance.

CHURCHES

TO PASTORS OF

Itis printed on paper oi

should besent to L. R. BURLINGAME,

The Lowest
for the People!
CARPETS
he Trade Sale of the
From
Prices Yet.
Ast Anat.
1,20
150 Rolls English Tapestries
1.00
100 rods Extra Two-Plys
621-2
175 Rolls Ingrains, all wool
371-2
40 Rolls Dundee

clear and strengthen the voice.

are said

D.

by sending orders to Rev. G. H. Ball,
No. 30 Vesey street N. York.

CLARK,

ver, N. H.

Quarterly, from

Freewilk Baptist

school maps, cards, and singing books ;
and Theological, and miscellaneous
books, can be had at ‘wholesale rates,

All orders and remittances for the paper

failed to receive a copy of our By-

will be supplied on application.

of Mr.

a copy

send

we will

Books in New York.
All of our own books, and a general assortment of carefully selected
Sunday school bofks, and Sunday

as being in every

and teachers

to «Tae

turned.
Those who have sent applications to me
without the money, and have received no reply, have
been accepted on condition of the payment of the ad
mission money.

Requires immediate attention,asneg
lect often results in an incurable Lung

Premium.

who order the books.

tended for publication should be addressed

Notice.

application for admission

Postage,

the same terms. The postage—which
is twelve cents,—must be paid by those

a very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equalsdo that of anyother pa~
All communications inper of its class.

F. B. Mutual Benefit Association, are requested to
Sen. their admission money WITH THEIR APPLICATIONS,
If not accepted, the money will be promptly re-

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

professing

August 6, 1870

KIDDERMINSTER CARPETS.—AIl wool, 90 cts per yard
such as are selling at $1,25 per yard.
JOHN J, PEASLEY & CO.
47 Washington 8t., Boston.
§2~10,000 yards carpeting in remnants of from 10 to 30
rket rates,
yards each for sale at less than
JOHN J PEASLEY & Co.,
47 Washington 8t., Boston.
New Fall designs.—Don’t be induced to buy an old
style until you have seen the new, designs in Brussels
and Tapestry now being uv; «nid by
JON J, PEASLEY & CO.,
,
+47 Washington 8t., Boston
'
874t

Sage’s Catarrh Remedy for a case of Catarrh

of Dr.
which

is offered

Arrangement.

$2,00.

Large

to pastors, superintend-

first of April, 1869.

RAILROAD.

For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.40 P. M
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.50, 8, 10.55 A. M., 5.06
P. M., and on Mondas, Wednesday, and friday at 7.40,
A. M., 12 M,, 3, 5 P. M.
Dover at 7.30
Leave Boston for
and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6 p. M.

If you do n't want to disgust everybody with your
offensive breath, cure your Catarrh upon which it
reward

MAINE

Price

the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on

This semi-monthly, published by" the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much improved about the

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.40, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.

scription rate, viz.: the WEEKLY HEALTH AND.
HOME, at $3; the MONTHLY AMERICAN AGRICULT
.
URIST, $1.50; or the two for $4.

$500

Clara "A.

same, Sept.

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 2.40 and”
4 P.»., and .on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
2 P.M.
;
M., 2.40, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
For Great Falls, 10.10 A.

of the two journals will be entirely different.
of the journals will be furnished from now
end of 1871 (15 months), atthe yearly sub-

depends.

AND

the

THE MYRTLE.

Notices.

Special

scriber,

way worthy of their patronage. Orders
may be sent at any time and they
will be filled just as soon as tne book is
out of press. Price 15 cents.

Mary Webster of Salem, N. H.

them not only to maintain
of the paper, butito add
The new Publishers also
the terms to $3 per year.

at "all

ents

20, Mr. Luther H. Welch of Westbrook, Me.,and Miss

long experience and abund-

whose

Publishers,

Miss

At this rate of

To any person who will send us a
year’s subscription in advance for his
own paper, together with a year’s subscription in advance from a new sub-

No. 39 Washington St.,
_ Dover, N. H.

recommended

Also, by the

Mass.

Armor of Medford,

hands.

A

by the Printing Establishment, and is

and

Mass,

W. Pierce, of Reading,

our

This book re«The story of Jesus.”
ceived the prize offered not long since

100,20
Treas.

Miss Martha C. Ward, of R.
Dover, and
In Saco, Me., Aug. 9, by Ezekiel True, Mr. Joseph
H. White, of Boston, Mass., and Abbie A, Abbott, of
S.
In Petham, Ang. 16, by Rev. T. Foss, Mr. George

PETTENGILL & CO., whose great Advertising Agen-

of

extrg 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100. or more.
Orders are solicited.

led to classes that have just completed

and Miss Abbie R. Dyer of the
ber, of Cumberland,
Cape.
=. Rumney, N. H., Sept. 1%, by Rev. ‘Cyrus RichMr. James Y. Demeritt, of
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Broadway,
the AMERICAN
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In Cape Elizabeth, Aung. 12, by Rev. B. F. Pritch-,
A
J. Connell and Miss Lilly
ard, Mr. Thomas
Also Sept. 11, Mr. David E. Web’
Shorey of C. E.
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sale this whole Edition will soon be off

Is now nearly complete and will be isIt is adaptsued in about four weeks.
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generally known, and greatly respected Gall
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420,50
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1 No Berwick Me, per J Nason,
Wyatt Cook, Peru, O,
Rev MH Smith, River Falls, Wis,

ness, it will -be of interest to our readers to know
that Mr. Bill is a leading member, and we believe a
deacon in one of the Brooklyn Baptist) churches,
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1,00

Johnson,

Ill, per D

No Kingston,

the

sold.
that
anthat
and

“Tho Woueeil Works of Joss’

4,40

:

Rockingham Q M, per J Burnham Davis,
Parsonsfield gM, per Ira A Philbrick,

in their line. None but the best books will find a
place in his catalogue. Though it will not affect the
character of his books nor the conduct of his busi-

this

THE NEW QUESTION BOOK,

6,10

rish,

«

value

snd

character

standard

a

of

are
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Il,

now

first volume, have already
heen
This number is nearly half’ef all
have been printed. This simple
nouncement is sufficient to show
others think the work a good one

L. R. BURLINGAME,

;
CIF Lothrop, Chesterville, Me,
Mrs 8 Beacham, 2,00, Mrs F Beacham, Miss H
Pray, Miss E Beacham 1,00: each,—Mrs 8 Ww
Beacham? 0,—a Friend, 15,00, Water Village,
N H,
Bangor, Me, per 8 D Church,
Penobscot ¥ M, per A L Gerrish,
Fem Miss So, Exeter Q M, per Mrs L A Ger-

in the subscription-book business, his adaptation to
the
work, and his well known favorable dealing
with all, will ensure him successin his new enter-

vertises

MISSION,

Prairie City Q. M., Ill. per E Dudley,
St Albans,

Fifteen

9
by the

can be done in good style at short notice
:
and pon reasonable terms.
Orders are solicited from all parts of
the country. Address,

EXPRESS,

im-

D.,is

ready for delivery to our customers.

printing of cuts and printing

Rev A K Moulton, Care J 8 Thomas, Cleveland, O,
Rev J B Davis, Gt Falls, N H.

We call attention to the advertisement of Avery
Bill, Esq., in another column. Mr. Bills experience

16,000 have separated themselves from the corrupt mother church.
The'gospel is making rapid progress in Madagascar, and the resources of the missionaries are
severely taxed to make adequate: provision for
-the daily increasing ‘congregations which are be-

in holding revival meetings; conducted by two or

:

jellies, puddings,

Juno when she banquets;” and as

BROWN’S

are

native

in religious truth, andof

nomination) is active in measures for revivals,

Ordination,

Charlottes,

The

who own the patent for the article, have their central
depet.at 53 Park Place, New York, and within twelve

Arto be now engaged in educating Moslems,
minians, Greeks, Bulgarians, Syrians and Arabs

and

\

amount

a clarifier for refining cider and other fomented potables, it has no equal, The SEA Moss FARINE Co.

Christians, and fifteen or twenty -native preachers, all supported by their own churches.

‘

ings. ‘We learn that the late Q. M. session,
at Strafford, was interesting and closed
signs of good, We hope that old field will
ld
be watered with heavenly rain.

From

obtained for the same cost,

from it, are ‘‘fif for

D. 8, Smith, Clerk.

In Sierra Leone

The New Durham Q. M., (the oldest in the de-

three minfsters

The introduction of 8zA M0osS FARINE

as a national food staple, solves that problem.

Rev. John J. Butler, D.

ence and an 'Argument,”—and will also,
therefore, that all send a copy of the same work to the
Or, if it is preferred,
of Job-printing, including the new subscriber,
unbound volume of
any
send
will
we
in colors,

kinds

Rev!Wm Peck. Conesus Cen, N Y.
J D Murray, Parkman, Me.
Albert Sargent, Clinton, Me.
» Rev 8 Patterson, Coopers’ Mills, Me.
Mrs Lizzie R Cook, Standish, Me.
§ T Bowman, Downington, Ohio.
Rev Ira Joacly Sinnamahoning, Pa.
G W Seeley, Shelby, N Y.
Charles E
Baker, Littleton, N H.
Rev J C Osgood, Gilmanton, I WN H.
Rev G W
Moffatt, Sheridan, Mich,
W B Hopkins, Pembroke, N Y.
Mrs Lizzie R Cook, Standish, Me.
Rev M Atwood, So Strafford, Vt.
Chas Shaw, Ea Canaan |N H.
Rev G C Waterman, Lowville,N Y.

|

:

of the country.
| It is believed,

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

palatable nourishment at the lowest possible price,
has been earnestly discuesed in thousands of Amer

minister and that
ing the work for their
He
the minister was at work with them,
That ing formed all over the island. ‘ There is an
wrote the facts. to ‘a Boston paper.
J, Runnels, pastor of the F\ increasing desire for Christian knowledge, and
minister was Rev.
tobe
W. Baptist church, Such efforts encourage the for the word of God; and ‘it is. gratifying
blessings all around,

N.Y,

will most invariably give instant relie
:
The Christian Education Society of India, has
For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE
expended $100,000 in the publication of school
and{THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effect
books in all the principal languages of ‘that coun.
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to
try.

Dunn, . in consequence of ill health,

the people,

at the

Ready

ence of twelve years, and that in some Kennedy's volume,—*“Close Communof the best offices in the largest cities ion, or open Communion? An experi-

Received.

I M Bedell—A Barrington—S D Bates—8 D Church—W
Clark—A Call—C Campbell—R E Cook—0O A Carpenter
—8 Cutter—J Cutter—G
H Danforth—M Dewing—J Erskine—S R Foss—C W Furnald—C E Hayes, J Granville—
M V B Gile—I C Guptiil—W H Harris—R B Justice—E
Jordan—J R Kenney—E R Littlefield~D Libby—F D
Millett=—D Moody—0 D Patch—H O Perry—W Phelps—
Randlett—Salford, Ont.—A Sargent—J EGW Page—O
Smith—A Sargent—E True—Mrs Watts—W Wilkinson.

tion how to obtain the largest amount of yholesome,

GENERAL.

has not attempted to preach since January. He
has spent some months in the State of Nebraska.
_ Rev. W. Vary died in Harrisville, N, Y,, of
He attended our Theoconsumption, Aug. 1.
logical school, was pastor at South Berwick,Me.
He
Newmarket, and Washington St., Dover.
then left our denomination and joined the Bap:
tists.
A gentleman visiting Tamworth, N. H., saw
He
quite a number of men. in a field at work.
soon learned that they were gratuitously do-

are enjoyable by

cities,

-

The Commentary on the Gospels by

1,5
,10
9
87
8,64

has had an experi-

The Pressman

Poughkeepsie,

of deliclous fare be

-

DISCOUNT

schools.

Now

24

EA)

This Press is the

in New York, Boston,
phia.

Addresses.

Letters

A Question im Many Homes. The fine times
when we could all live on the fat of the land have
gone by, perhaps never to return.
Of late, the ques-

ican homes.

Office

Su

§

1,72

of doing most excellent work.
;
and
new,
entirely
is
The Job “type
from
care
has been selected with great
type made by first-class manufacturers

« UV. dae

Rev. G. W. Wallace. Warwick, R. L.
Rev H. Belden, ‘West Haven, Vt.
’

train for Fall

for the different

a
Post

and

H, G, EASTMAN, LL. D,, ~

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

‘We failed to notice, at the time, that Rev. A.
XK. Moulton, late of Concord, N. H., has changed
He has been in charge of
to Cleveland, Ohio,
the church there some weeks.

full meeting.

"A LIBERAL

Press

Printing

Job

;

to Sunday

best in use, and is, of course, capable

Clerk.

nebee railroads, will have free return tickets, furnished them at the meeting, ‘to the Station from
which they paid full fare in going, Let there be a

as-

industry,

Men to

39

Star:

me in

———

minister,

articles of home

business

Tuition $110.

4th. That the entire membershig of this Q. M.
are admonished to faithfully practice his godly
precept, and follow his pious example.
bth. That we tender his honored companion
and family our sympathies, and will ever rember
them in our prayers.

Ministers and Churches.

Rev. R.

Society

20

Morning Star Office.

-

ta, Oct. 11—13, going over the Boston and Maint,
Eastern, Portland, Saco and Portsmouth, and Ken-

extend to our fellow citizens of

and Middle-Aged

pring

will soon call for us.”

to lo-

worship

Agricultural

J75
Minutes

From these pri]

ces we make
wd

has just been put into operation in the

Half Fare.
All persons attending the Anniversaries at Augug-

im-

1,35
,08
,77
,76
720

)

In another column, see

list, and retail prices.

THE_MORNING STAR

A new Steam

NATHAN VARY, Clerk.

miles from Bristol village,October 18—20,
A. SARGENT,

28

’at
,20
,08
20
,12
144

single,

of their class.

3,48
20
2,76
,29
2,66
1,20

ne
Ba sly

v doen8 BAS.
_»
dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,

are not excelled by any other books

JOB-PRINTING OFFICE.

SANDWICH Q M. will hold its next session with
the First Bridgewater church,at the new chapel three

oljest, large+t and only practical Business College,
and. the only one providing situations jor Graduates.
Send for Catalogue of 3000 in bueiness, Board and

9d. That we will cherish his memory and
remember with gratitude to God his Jong service
among us, and the success which, by the blessing of God, attended his labors.
3. That the ministers of the Q. M. are admonshed to be faithful jn the work, as the Master

cate tife next session of the Y. M.

The

having a repre-

ANTED
Boxes Young

faithful minister of Christ in this Q. M.

Chase,

’

ers, we, offer our own prize books which

~~»

W. WALKER, Clerk.

ren,and help extend thé Redeemer’s kingdom.

thus promote the interests of all sections.

to his will, we feel the loss of an old and

mission

Clerk, with G. Amalong as Assistant Clerk.
Resolutions were passed in favor of the
various

State

plements and other

its Septem-

dozen.

1,

08
,60
04
,36
04+
,b6
20

04

Aa There is no digcount on the

CHEMUNG Q M., will hold its October seasion with

the Georgia State

unanimously,

sembled, do hereby

‘new

OM,

the Pine Valley church. commencing the seventh.
It is hoped that all the churches in the Q. M. will be

the North, East and West a cordial invitation to meet
their brethrenof the South.at said Fair, to exchange
friendly greciings, to exhibit Stock, agricultural im-

in the gospel ministry, Rev. B. Bundy, thereore,
:
Resolved, 1st. While we bow in humble sub-

formerly a Methodist, a young man of
much promise, and an able prea chr, has
united with the H. church.
Rev. W. Joy was appointed chairman
of

Society

tives to the Georgia

‘Whereas, it has pleased God in his infinite wisdom to remove from earth our beloved brother

bers during the same time. Bro. Matthews,

Westgate.

mediate control and supervision of the Georgia State
Agricultural Society; therefore be it
Resolved, That we, the delegates and Tepresenta-

during the’

C

schools at as low rates as they can be
| bought elsewhere in New England.
In addition to the publications of oth-

E

,20

do
do
+
Cemmunionist,
do
Choralist,
do
Minutes of General Confer.
.
ence,

ROCHESTER Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Parma church.
Opening sermon by Rev. C. M.
Jackson; Sabbath school addres
by Rev, A. W.

"* We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

ae 9,80ba 2402 12,001

dozen,

Sunday in
(Ques. Book) single,

By
10 Cosel
APES]
nscience,
P
do

commenc-

~

13,02
|
2
In

20

dozed,”

ol
EA
Lessons for every
the Year,

8. 8. NICKERSON, Clerk,

been Wellington Q. M.

2,40
04
48
02

1,20

e,

Foran, (Quod« 2 Book.keine,8, oe»
ofot Jesus,
1.44

SIO tory

Q. M., as noticed in the Star of Sept. 14,

should have

WHEREAS, The Fair to be held in Atlanta during
the month of October, 1870, is intended to be a grand

ber session with the Hopkington church. All the
churches were represented by letter and delegation; a very good season was enjoyed; the
time of holding the Sept. session was changed
from the third Saturday and Sabbath, to the
Next sessecond Saturday and Sabbath of Sept.
gion with the Dickinson church, Dee. 9—11.
resolutions
following
the
Conference
By vote of
be published
were read, with a request that they

Bellgvernon are contemplating

WELLING

dozen, 11,52
25
single,
dozen, 2,40
,16
single,

,80
2,88
25
2,40
25
2,10
1,00

Q, M. will be held

ih Tunbridge,

ing Friday, Sept. 30.

sentation {rom over 100 counties.

contributed for that
8. BowbDEN, Clerk

to be ina

sad condition. The church in Jenner are
building them a house of worship, and the
church

was

The next session of the Strafford
with the Eass Hill church,

9,14
@l,88
% 1862@

single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,
ozen,
gingle,

dis.

11,88
I
12,52

,16
1,96
08
9%
28
8,36

Church Member's Book,
do
do
do
Treatise,
do
Thoughts upon Thought,
ao
do
do
The Book of Worship,

appointed in seeing a large number present.
:
C. F, PENNEY,
Augusta, Me., Sept. 22, 1870, - -

per-

1,208

1,00

We most’ cordidily invite-the attend-

ourbrethrem, and hope we may not be

Total,

1,00

single,

represented as there is business of interest to every
church, laid over till that session. Come out,breth-

The following resolution passed

SEBEC Q. M.—Held
its Sept. term with the
The session was one of
church in Bradford.
unusual interest. We were favored with Corresponding Messengers from the Exeter
and
Springfield Q. M.; also Rev. O. Andrews, of
ew Sharon,
was present;
Sermons
were
preached by Revs. Tarbox, Andrews, Graves,
Welch, Kenney.
As there was no request for
next-session,
any church desiring it in January
(third Saturday and Sabbath), please inform the
clerk at Dexter, at'your earliest conveniences
B. S. GERREY, Clerk.

XY. M.

in Bellevernon.

$15,44

ance of

lands.

}

The twenty-sixth annual session of thi
religious association was held with the

church

fall.

entertainment.

acknowl-

exhibition of Amefican Industry ; and
WHEREAS, Said exhibition will be under the

be held in the churches of this Q. M.

ing ‘me of their intention, asit will lessen very much
the labor of those who have the care of
providin

At Wholesale Prices.

Price. Pu

dozen, 9,00
single, 1,10
10,56
di
85.
8
dozen, 8,18
1,60
dozen, 15,36

Marks.

of

Benevolent Societies, holden in this place during the
second week in Oct:, will confer a favor by inform-

have the supervision of all the Orthodox Russian
churches in the United States, and will bear the
title of Bishop of America and the Aleutian Is-

That we, the students of the The-

mas
do
do

Those proposing to attend the Anniversaries of our

professor in the ecclesiastical academy ir Moscow, andis soon expected in San Francisco, will

R. I., and

*
Christian Baptism, Bound,
do
0
do
do Paper Covers,
do

Notice,

eal

average,
:

History,

.

tion Society, at 3, P. M

single,

do
x
do
do Embossed Morocco,
do
do
do
82mo.
do
_
do
do
Butler's Theolegy,
do
do

Anniversary of the Foreign Mission Society, at 7,
P.M. Speakers —G. T. Day,C. O. Libby.
PER ORDER OF COM.
Dover, Sept. 24, 1870.
ME

in several of our cities, with its head-quarters in
| San Francisco. Bishop John, who has beena

WATERVILLE Q. M.—Held its Sept. term with
the church in Clinton,
16, — 18 inst.
The appearance of rain caused many of the delegates to
stay at home consequently the delegation was
very small, and the meeting commenced under
very discouraging circumstances; but help came
from above and abroad, for we
were
favored
with a large number of God’s sarvants who came
in the fullness of the blessing of the gospel of
Christ, and their preaching was of the right
stamp, for sinners were pricked in their heart.
Sabbath eve some 20 came forward for prayers.
The attendance was large, especially on the Sabbath.
Three days’ meeting was recommended to

help support their pastor.—One -church reports a few dollars collected, but used for
their own expenses. The New York
church sendsin more than a dollar and a
half per box. Thus far this is the banner
church; though the reports are generally
But many

jes

Psalmody,18me, in Sheep,

Speakers,—A. H, Heath, J. Fullonton,

pledge themselves
:

(0

A.D eerin £.

Anniversary of the Educ

often

The Gre ek Church is about to establish itself

E. Charleston church from Aug. 30 to Sept. 1st.
The business was promptly done in a spirit of
harmony and Christian fellowship,
Some of our
churches report revival interest and some additions, while others are feeble.
The school at
Lyndon has opened prosperously, and bids fair
to be a tower of strength in this Q. M. Nearly
$40,00
were
raised for benevolent purposes.
Next session at Brownington,of which furher.
notice will be given.
§Nn
E. C. SMALLEY, Clerk.

From one church, where a good brother
endeavored to introduce the Mission Boxes,
a report is sent to the Secretary, that nothing can be done. The people refused to
use the Boxes, and declined to make any
- contributions to missions.
From our little church of freedmen at
Berryville, Sister Jackson reports seven
dollars and twenty-five cents, collected from
a people who are very poor, and struggling

very good.

to
:

no other article under the sun can the same

Contrasts.

to build a house of worship,

he had

proposes to commemo-

a few centsto twenty dollars, the
haps, being about three dollars.

Quarterly Meetings.

Clerk.

in which

society

E. A. Stockman,

edge total receipts from * Mite Chests” since
October 1, 1869, of $114,388,70. The sums collected and forwarded by each chest range from

WHEELOCKQ.M.~Held its last session withthe
Instructive

Federal-street

"'. The Episcopalian Board of missions

ological School, tender our sincere thanks to all
who aided in extending to us so cordial a reception, especially to the ladies of the several societies, the officers and students of the College, and
the friends who furnished the excellent music.
Resolved, That we will endeavor to reciprocate the courtesy and Christian kindness with
which we have been welcomed to Lewiston,
and that we shall henceforth cherish an ardent
interest in everything promotive of the growth
and improvement of the city.
PER ORDER.
Lewiston, Sept. 23, 1870.

by our

That

not to use tobacco.

A Grateful Welcome.
In consideration of the very kind
welcome
given at Gymnasium Hall, the following resolutions were passed by the students of the Theological Schoo] :
1
Whereas, the members of the Free Baptist
Societies in Lewiston and Auburn have given
the Theological School so cordial a welcome,
and by a generous and varied entertainment on
evening of the 22d, have indicated their actsympathy with the work and aims of the
school, therefore,
3

Resolved,

Church,

of’ the

candidates for ordination

to se-

entered upon his labors,

churches to enter, tq ‘‘go forth bearing
precious seed.” Let this not be a mere
al movement with us, but let its practical benefits be brought out and realized by
our churches, especially such as may not
be able to sustain a pastor.

; W. L. Noyes,

appointed

Rev. G. W. Wallace
has accepted
a call to the

teach the peo-

encouraged

be

such

committee

v. E. A Stockman, who closed a successful
pastorate of three years with the Pittsfield church
last Sabbath, has accepted a call”to the Haverhill church, gnd will enter upon
his labors
about the middle
of October.
This
leaves a
flourishing church unpro#fded for, and desirous
of securing a pastor.
CoM.

ple on the subject of religion, under the direction of the church and pastor.
Here is an ample field of labor for many
who think they can not occupy the pul-

Let

an evangelist for the

4

ent as may be found in its membership,
capable of leading in public worship, and
license such as lay preachers, with the understanding that they will not devote themselves exclusively to the work of the minisgo into destitute
try, but that they sBall
neighborhoods and hold religious meetings,

pit.

pulpit

considerable majority, has, after a long discussion, reaffirmed its last year’s rule requiring all

arrangements

N. H. FARR, Kennard, Mercer Co., Pa.

of this Yearly Meeting seek out all such tal-

organize Sabbath schools and

Pa.,

the field can, for particulars, address, ~

churches

the

At the , last ses-

the Nov. session of our Q. M., and as much sooner as possible. Any ene feeling inclined to enter

the re-

follows, and

as

reported

ers, who

Clerk of Council.

We are very anxious to secure a man as soon as

ing meetings, conducting Sabbath schools,
&ec., as lay preachers.
Conference appointed a special committee to designate the functions of lay preach-

is

rate the one hundredth’ anniversary of bis death
on Friday, the 30th inst,
dba
;
The North Ohio Methodist Conference, by'a

N. L. BoweLL,

preached.

sonal ease more‘ghan to labor for the salvation of
sinners. The man
wanted is one that has had
experience and success in this. kind of work,

their ability, hold-

to labor to the extent of

buried under the

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,
Single and by the dase ; also Postage on the same

A.

i no al meeting ofthe Foreign Mission Society, at
yA.
M,
Anniversary
of the 8.8, Union, at 2, P. M. Speakers,—D. M. iy
ania
Anuiversary of the Home Mission Society, at7, P.
M. Speakers,—L.B. Tasker, A. H. Morrell.
y
THURSDAY, OCT, 13,
Social meeting, at 9, A. M,
Temnerance Convention,at 10;A. M. Speakers,—

September 30, 1770, and by his own request "was

Charge

find employment nowhere else; neither the man
who loves greenbacks more than Christ, or per-

disap-

2. That we as a Yearly Meeting

view
]

Society, at 912,

' ‘Annual meeting of the Home Mission Society, at

Rev. George Whitefield died at- Newburyport,

cure the man, We do not inyite the man who can

frove the license of such, by Quarterly
eetings, as are not considered fit subjects
for subsequent ordination to the gospel ministry; but that we heartily encourage such

in

date.

coming year, and a

introduce a systém of lay preaching (its
functions to be designated by Conference).
whereby this latent energy may be brought
:
into effectual use.

ministry

Presbyterian

were made for employing

2
Meeting

having the
ko!

by Rev P. 8. ‘Burbank; Hand of Fellowship by
Rev. N. L. Rowell; Benediction by the candi-

sion of the Crawford Q. M.,

amount of talent
and whereas our
‘latent force no
where it may be

rendered eflicient,therefore,
Resolved, 1. That we as a Yearly

The number
quite large.

a

AX EVANGELIST WANTED.

tions were passed by a unanimous vote:

Whereas, there is a vast
in our laity now in disuse,
preted system gives this
egitimate sphere of action

Ts

Merrill ; Sermon by Rev. N. L. Howell ;

in behalfof

made

appeals were

L. Rowell

Reading of Scripture and Prayer by Rev. J. B.

schools, Temperance, Church Extension, &o.

Earnest

Chicago University commenices the new €ollege year under the most favorable auspices.
Students are coming in rapidly, and there is a
prospect of a decided - increase over ‘last year.

clerk, A thorough and satisfactory examination followed, after which the council proceeded
with the services of ordination in the following

en to Benevolent enterprises, in which reports were presented by the several comorder:
mittees on Education, Missions, Sabbath

Meeting of the Education

feéling among the parties affected by it.

try, Bro. B. Griffin, a member of said church,
The council organized by choosing Rev. P.. 8.

carefully

| WEDNESDAY, OCT. 12.

ceeding bas ‘awakened a good deal of strong |

the purpose of examining, and, if found worthy,
of ordaining to the work of the Christian minis-

were

which

preached

wera

eral-sermons

S
E
I
R
A
R
B
I
J
L
O
O
‘SABBATH SCH

STAR: SEPTEMBER 28, 1870.

&
fo r

HOW TO GET PATEN
8 FULLY EXPLAINEDin a Pamphletof
ust issued by MUNN

& CO.,37 Park Row,

gen
Pork,

SENT FREE
REE.
MUNN & CO.,Editors of the Scientific
American, the best mechanical

in the world,(25 YEARS EXPERIENCE),
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No

one

escapes sorrows

this life, Mrs\s Lyndon.”

“Idid -not

ask,

*

or

=

in

expect,

that

**.

Into

py deprived of it. . I
have died instead of
are past; the charm
gone, while she was

Never still the whole day through,

For the little brainfrom dream-land

Brings them work enough to do.

Racing through the hall and parlor,

educated

Romping on the winding stair,
Tearing books and breaking vases—
Into mischief everywhere.

my

Tearing little oats and trousers,
Rumpling up his curly hair—
Busy, naughty little fingers,
+ 'Into mischief everywhere.

easy for you to fill?

4

that

a hired

housekeeper

who, like you,

oQuld haye the

strain

win

the

eli

of eighteen years, with

sure,” said Mrs.

to wild courses, was

Lyndon,

shall see God.”

liver thee,

I hope youmay

and

thou

shalt

me.

spirit,—
death

ended her short life.
:
How often the mother related the ineidents to friends who dropped in to saya

relief in

telling of her sorrows, while the husband
shrank from the very mention of his loss,
hiding the hungry pain in his own heart,
and there letting it eat away his very life.
¢“ Lute always ‘made so light of any
trifling illness of hers,” the mother said.
ma, I'm never sick, you know,’she

would say, and, truly, she was a very
healthy girl. I never thought of her dying. I think that God might have spared
me one daughter.”
:
Do n't you suppose that the parents who
bave several daughters love each one of
them just as well as you” Joved your only
asked.

;

ened.
Sayto your heart,
‘Be still
know that I am God.”
Trouble is

and
often

sent to prevent our leaving Jesus, or to
bring us back, if we have wandered.

¢ Cast thy burden upon the

Lord,

shall sustain thee.”

He

¢ Hath

have spar-

ed one better,” was the unreconciled response.
“I fear the blow will kill my
husband. “There is only one thing more
that God can take from us.”
“ What ig that?"
“Our boy, of course; and I expect it. I
never see Alonzo come in from school now
"and take his place at the table, without
thinking that,in a few days, I may have to
put by his chair and hide from my sight
his plate and napkin in the dark cupboard
where Lute’s are now hidden.”
“ Well, God giveth and taketh;

it

is his

this, Mrs.

Lyn-

don”

“ Itis his right, perhaps, but

I used

to

consider God a God of mercy.”
“I hope you have not changed your
opinion.”
’
The bereaved mother wis silent, for in
her heart, she was angry with

her

Maker.

She thought that he had dealt very harshly
with her. He seemed to her more like a
God of vengeance than a God of love.

“It often seems to us a strange,

dark

providence when the young and promising
are called away by death,” the friend re-

sad. it is for

them to die when life. is so fresh and fair;

whilewe niight consider;if we would, that,

if their days were prolonged, sickness

and

trouble would

the

overtake

them;

be overcast

rosy sky of youth would soon

|

and
said,

he
and

’e

Iam in

an

unsubmissive,

rebel-

faulty creatures,” re-

turned Mrs. Lyndon ; *“ but we are as God
made us and can not achieve impossibilities.”
¢¢ Of ourselves we can do nothing, but
with Christ strengthéning us, we can do all

and in idle

sports.

drunkard.

Almost

every

one

knew this before the parents suspected it,
for the boy kept away from home when the
worst effects of liquor were upon him; but
his mother, at length, noticed

his inflamed

eyes and unsteady

first she at-

hand.

At

tributed thesd appsarances

had

never

been

himself

to the brother’s

since

she

died.”

The truth was at last made evident to her by

present state. Grief and irreconciliatign
hold me—they will have their sway. Iam
as one powerless.

Do pray that God

have mercy on me, and on

my

household.”

The friend promised faithfully
leave,

she

will

to

noticed

do so.

that

Mr.

in

the

Lyndon was unharnessing his horse

shed.
She drew near, wishing to speaks
few kind words in his ear, but his manner

places about the house.
boy on the subject, and
he drank cccasionally,
and low-spirited, adding
It is the best thing in the

trouble,

mother,

and I

She spoke to
he admitted
when he felt

froma course

which

must eventually

end

in disgrace and ruin. The boy listened
with a dogged manner and said :
¢¢ It is no matter how soon I go to ruin,
for you don’t care anything about me.”
“On the contrary, you are all we have
to care for,” returned the mother, begin-

ning to feel that there might be troubles
keener than the calling away of a dear one
by death.
“Your actions dont show it,” he answered; ‘you and father have left me to
my own ways for the last half year, and
now, if my course does not

please you, you

than death,”

said

the

friend;

“and

my

heart truly feels for your present afilictions.
I can, however, do no better than to point
you to the mercy-seat. Trouble is always
near,

but Jesus

is also

ever willing to hear
come to him

ia

near, ever

our

humble,

cries

ready,

when

penitent

we

prayer.

It is not becanse he likes to see us afllicted
that he sends us trials. He will not always
chide. In a little wrath he may hide his

rod

accomplished its purpose.”
;
Mrs. Lyndon listened with more patience,
and a humbler spirit, than she had once before. She was resolved to return to God
and see if he would not return to her. A

to greet his

ear,

but,

instead,

sobs

lying

and

pros-

ttate on the sitting-room sofa. . She started
up and ran toward
him as he entered,

reaching out her hands

imploringly

while

she cried:

« Comfort me ; do comfort me ‘in
way, husband, for I can

hardly iff

is withheld

the

protessed Christian,

moment
the stroke nas

but long a silent spec-

tator in the house of God, she again bowed
down apfong the followers of Jesus in the
gocial
Meeting, confessing her sins with repentant tears. By this means, the gross
darkness moved off from her soul. She began to see light and to obtain strength to
combat her trials.
But the husband’s case was more hope-

_gome

less than her own

vis

to believe that there is sno God.

had

been i he professed

The wife

agony much longer.”
;
“I can not say a word to comfort youn,”

had never gone se far as this; she had
dared to dishonor and disobey her Creator,

was the answer,
in
measured
tones;
“there is no comfort for such as we.”

but never to doubt his existence and power. She now prayed daily for her unbelieving
companion.
Ie
was becoming

"Thus saying he passed on.

subject to very stern moods. Often his anger and denunciation toward Alonzo were
quite,a fearful to witness. The poor boy,

‘“ Do n't leave me alone,” she cried.
‘1 must,” was the response.
He betook himself to the chamber

which

munity.
The father, however, sometimes
sneered at his boy's sanctimoniousness, as |

and father don’t do the same.”
The mother was shocked to hear such
words from her boy and went to her husband with the tale. He was also moved
with fresh pain and remonstrated with the
misguided youth, entreating him to desist

The kind woman intuitively felt-that his
was a situation that words could not relieve, and turned away with a prayer in

groans from his wife who was

gaining the forfeited esteem of the com-

wondet that you

can remove the shadow from my soul.”

The husband entered the house which
the awful gloom of death seemed to fill and
darken still. No heart of laughing girlhood, spilling over with song and gladness,

his distant manners, out relaxed in severity
toward Alonzo. Indeed, reprimands for
miscondugt were no longer called for.
The youth maintained sobriety and was re-

:
world to cure

forbade her. A settled gloom overspread
his countenance.
His eyes had a stony face from us, but, with everlasting kindness,
coldness, they seemed mutely to say:
will he*have mercy on us and prove him:
, “Don't speak, I entreat of you; not a self our Redeemer.
There is a ¢ need be’
word you %ould utter but would add to my for all our woes, though we see it not; our
distress ; have mercy, and be silent.
You
heavenly Father will bestow no harsher
can not restore the dead ; and nothing less corrections than our case requires,—*the

her heart.

by, and the father remained callous and
unconcerned,to all appearance. He retained

finding bottles of spirit secreted in different
her
that
sick
¢¢

saws

was

done very rapidly and cheaply.
The proprietors were delighted at their
success, but it was soon found that the
dampness of the sea air warped the holders

and spoiled the symmetry of the pencils.
It was evident that some change must be
meet a repulse and was not surprised when made, or the pencils would lose their repuhe turned away from her in silence. She felt tation.
‘A new experiment was tried.
The
sad as she returned to her son, and told
‘him that she thought the time had pot yet | machinery was all removed to Nuremburg,
come, when they could bow down and pray and American mechanics went with it, who
with his father for the salvation of his were accustomed to the work.
soul.
The new machines created a great excite¢« But do not be cast down,’’ she added; | ment in Bavaria, and German workmen
‘ think how long I prayed in secret for | flocked from all quarters to see and admire
you, Alonzo; and I'had to pray alone, too. |the wonderful automaton hands.
For a
It was one against two, then ; now it is two | time all' went smoothly and with great sucagainst one. My faith is strong that the |cefis,” and the proprietors congratulated
desire of our hearts will be granled us, if themselves that all difficulties were overcome.
we persevere.”
But Americans have a great love of
Weeks, and months even, passed slowly

Before

:

SF

Js

The boy fell

- Idle Daughters. high

shall

greater things than these.”
machine with automaton hands, with
At home, her prayers h d hitherto been {and turning lathes, so that the work
join with his mother in family prayers,
making the father a special object of their
supplications ; so Mrs. Lyndon made known
this wish to her husband.
She expected to

and un-

have only yourselves to blame.”
The parents looked at each other in siMrs. Lyndon shook her head, and anlence;
and that night the poor mother
swered : “ I'm not much of a Christian,—
prayed
in earnest.
indeed, Ido n't know as I am a Christian at
She sought out the friend who had counall; Ibave not much grace; what little I
have had, has, I believe, failed me since seled her in the first .days of her mourning over Lute’s death, and poured the tale
Lute died.”
;
* You should, th®m, devoutly ‘pray wae of fresh woes in her ears. But there was
it may be restored ; thatthis trial may be more brokenness of spirit than formerly,
the means of deepening the work of grace less rebelling against the chastening of the
.
in your heart, and brightening your Chris- Almighty.
“1 would spend the remainder of my
tian evidences ; for all troubles are intended
to endear Jesus to our souls by weaning life on my knees,” she cried, * if my son
us from earth and drawing us more closely might be saved from this degradation. It
to him, as the one true source of comfort.
were a thousand times better to see him in
He lone pe the matchless balm to heal his coffin, as we saw our poor Lute, than to
the wound®dl
spirit.”
behold him, day afier day, degtading his
¢¢ I need both comforting and healing,” God-given faculties to a level with the
said the afflicted mother.
¢‘ Pray for me, brutes.”
;
friend, orlcan not, dare not, pray in my
“There are, indeed, worse calamities

things. ”

As she took

“J don’t know ; though,if I had had two

in grief

negligent

afraid, my grace

trying to reform; but his vice ‘on to final victory.”

in secret, but Alonzo, in the first joy of a
newborn soul, had an intense longing to

Search well your heart in this season of -inordinate grief at his sister’s loss, and retrial, Mrs. Lyndon ; let not your faith and ‘marked to friends that ¢* poor Alonzo took
trust in God's overruling goodness be weak- Lute’s death as hard as. anyof them, and

partake daily of his bounties, are fed
clothed and sustained by his mercy and
goodness, lift our puny voices in rebellion
against his righteous dealings? ¢ Shall
not the Judge of all the earth do right?’ ”

carelessness,
and

de-

not cherish a spirit of rebellion, do not
| have a controversy with your God, lest he
visit youagain, in wrath.
May he not be
justly angry, when we poor wretches, who

in her class at school. The blow was
stunning in its suddenness. A slight cold,
thoughtless

one of

will

both, absorbed

the living.

saloons,

common

lious*mood,” said the poor woman.
«¢ Ask him to teach you submission; do

years of age, fair, winning, second to none

or three, it seems to me I could

pos-

some

be

to himself.

autumn’s dead leaves rustled over his sister’s early grave, Alonzo Lyndon was a

glorify

«But

And one of them, the father’s joy, the
only daughter,taken. - She was just sixteen

soon

and

a tendency

among evil companions who induced him
to leave school and spend his time in taverns,

wiping

rather

left quite

became

heedful toward

heav-

fal Creator.”

’

She found

for the dead,

can comfort you, and he will doit, if you
commit your cause unto him,as unto a faith-

Two,

BY. L.M.

konly how

go

Lyndon,

It is true, we are

sumed
;
“w

in

lo

business, and, at home, shut “himself away
from his family.
The boy Alonzo, a youth

Father and mother

shall He not do it? ¢ He hath spoken,
and shall He not make it good?’ Go to
your Saviour, my stricken friend; he alone

Che Family Circle,

then a wild, brief run of fever,

somé

those who ¢ through faith and patience inherit the promises.” Our Lord says ‘call

‘We measured the sleeping baby
With ribbons white as snow,
For the shining rosewood casket
That waited him below;
And out of the darkened chamber
We went with a childless moan,—
To the hight of the sinless angels
Our little one had grown!
— Hearth and Home.

acknowledge

showing

¢ “Blessed are the-pure in heart, for they

Up from the dainty pillow,
‘White as the risen dawn,
The fair little face lay smiling,
With the light of heaven there-on—
And the dear little hands, like rose leaves
Dropped from a rose, lay still,
Never to snatch at the sunshine
That crept to the shrouded sill!

right, you

advice?

tears away.

In the hush of a long repose!

one P" the friend

sister's

¢ I shall certainly wish to

Lay side by side together,

¢ “Why,

Would

ies, was

Here he paced the

Would even his father have an influence
as potent as yours ?”
¢¢ Alonzo is quite a mcther's boy, to be

sess it,” said Mrs.

Ah me!
In a darkened chamber,
‘With the sunshine shut away ,
Through tears that fell like a bitter rain,
We measured the boy tc-day ;
:
" And the little bare feet, that were dimpled
And sweet as a budding rose, '

sympathizing word.

power to re-

en, you-will be rich,” said the friend.

When June rolls around with her roses,
‘We’ll measure the boy again,

—for she had a gay,

could

ol youth?

upon me in the day of trouble]

contracted, perhaps, through

if

your daugha mother’s
one parent
get second

¢« But if you yet*have treasure

That yet had a touch of pain,

Only

duties;

pride and satisfaction in this assertion;
“but don’t expect to have him long;
¢ misfortunes never come singly.’ Iam expecting to lose all I have in this world.”

~

Yi

yousay

he heed, at all, a younger

His eyes were wide as bluebells—
His mouth like a flower unblown—
Two little bare feet, like funny white mice,
Peeped out from his snowy gown;
- And we thought with a thrill of rapture

Fh

Think of all your daily

a step-mother; this is hardly ever pleasant,
or happy in results. There is your boy;

Without, the bluebirds whistled:
High up in
the old roof-trees,
And to and fro at the window
The red rose rocked her bees;
And the wee pink fists of the baby
‘Were never a moment still,
Snatching at sunshine and shadow
That danced on the lattice-sill!

{i

hands.

wives often ; your children might have had

‘We measured the riotous baby
Against the cottage wall—
A lily grew at the threshold,
And the boy was’ just as tall!
A royal tiger lily,
With spots of purple and gold,
And a heart like a jeweled chalice,
The fragrant dew to hold,

jis

Could she have taken

have performed these, think of
ter left in early: years without
care and tenderness.
Could
fill the place of both ? Men

the Baby.
See

aspirations.

your responsibilities?
Certainly, they
would have been very heavy on her young

Spilling ink apon the carpet,
Dashing pictures from the wall,
Breaking mirrors, singing; shouting,
In the attic and the hall.
Tracking mud acress the entries,
Turning over desk and chair,
Cutting up the morning paper—
Into mischief everywhere.

—-O

worthy

How much good she might have done in
society, where I am but a cipher!”
* Your daughter was promising, I know,”
returned the friend. ¢ Her prospects were
flattering ; but do you think she could, at
once, have filled the place in your family
ahdin society, which experience renders

Picks the cake and tastes the jelly,
Breaks the window, slams the door,
Throws the statues from their brackets,
Scatters pla) things on the floor,

Measuring

would that I might
Lute; my best years
of my existence is
growing up highly

and with

help yon
;
The three joined in prayer and praise
floor with irregular, uncertain steps, ory- would often get the betver of his resolves,
£ in an undertone of anguish:
Jot
| and "then" the father's rage would break that night, and have ever since been faith“Oh, Lute,—come back,—come back—
ful servants of their heavenly Master, their
forth
:
come back to me, or I fear,—I fear I shall
“ She, who was a pleasure to our eyes 'lives and histories evineing the truthof the
take my own life so as to go to you.”
and brought us credit, is dead, while this words, ¢* The Lord loveth whom he chas-’
He many times laid a hand on the knob wretched fellow lives to distress and dis- teneth, dnd sconrgeth every son that he reof the door leading into the wardrobe grace us every day.”
ceiveth.”
be
ole
:
:
Bi
‘where hung the garments in which his lost
Thus he would often bitterly exclaim in
idol had robed herself in life, but he hardly the presence of Alonzo, till, at last,
the lad
The Faber Lead Pencils.”
run
| dared to look on the sight. Her presence told his mothdr that he would certainly
:
wp
.
seemed all around him in this room which’ away unlesWrhis father ceased from such
All school children are acquainted with
she used to occupy. He, at last, laid his harshness? for it én! discouraged his at- the Faber lead pencils, and know them to
‘head down on the pillow where hers had so ‘tempts at reform and drove him back to be the best in the market. But few of them
often rested, and kept up the increasing ad- his cups. The wife and mother went often- may know “about the place or the manner.
juration so pitifulgo hear, so vainly ‘utter- er to her closet; it was her only resort. in which they are made.
;
i
ait
| ed;
She could not approach her husband in a
he factory in which they are “Prepared
” Oh, Lute,—come back,—come back to direct manner, for he would not allow it; for sale is in Nuremburg, Bavaria, and the
father,if but for one moment.”
she had made one or two essays and met lead is obtained near by. But the wood for
The wife came to the door and entreat- only harsh rebuffs to which she: was too the case comes from our own country; from
-ed him to let her enter, But no; his sorrow timid to expose herself again. After a Florida, and is carried over to Nuremburg,
was so morbidly intens
d selfish it re- while her prayers for Alonzo were an- and then brought back again to this counfused to admit one_ soul to its presence. swered; finding that his own strength was try in the form of pénecils.
=
His one pleasure, §# to speak, consisted in not sufficient to withstand temptation, he
At first the wood used to be sent abroad
gloating over hig own desolation, in soli- sought aid from above. ® The mother felt in large logs, and was wrought into proper
tude, with nol
an being near to witness greatly encouraged now that there were shape in Nuremburg. - But the proprietors
two to pray for the father; her faith was of the factory, finding the freight to be
the abandon of kis grief.
:
As time passed by, anxiety for her hus- wonderfully increased by the conversion of heavy and the expenses large, thoughta
band was added to the wife’s woes. He her son, and she could now say confident- great saving could be made if the work was
7
looked as if he was not long for this World ; ly:
done in this country, and only the pencil
society shunned him, for he shunned society.
“I know that God hears and answers holders sent by ship. The experiment was
He mechanically attended to the claims of prayer;'I will believe that I shall yet see made, and Yankee genius soon. invented a

the door behind him.

le; bit, surely, Jife is a blessing, and ‘we
mawjustly weep to see the young and hap-

Mischief.

——
Dancing feet and busy fingers,

urged by his mother’s prayers and entreat- no more

had been his daughter's, closing and locking

rt

danghter’s lot might be exempt from troub-

ic

28, 1870...

he termed it, und one day told him rather |
grufily that he must be done with praying |
and psalm-singing in the shed, for it scared |
his horse. The youth colored and made no |

home.

They enjoy travel and the novelty

of new scenes

and experiences, but

sooner

It is & most painful ‘spectacle in families, .
where the mother is the drudge, to see the”

daughters elegantly dressed, reclining at.

their ease, with their drawing, their music,
their fancy

work,

and their reading; be-

guiling themselves of hours, days

and

weeks, and never dreaming of their respon-sibilities, but as a necessary consequence of
neglect of duty, growing? weary of their
useless life, laying hold of every newly

invented stimulantto amuse their drooping

~

with clouds.

energies, and blaming fate when they 'dare:

not blame their God for having placed them
where they are. These individuals will
often tell you with an air of compassion—
for who can believe it real P—that poor’dear

mamma is working herself to death. Yet
no sooner do you propose that they should
assist her, than they
her

element—in

declare she is quite in

short,

that

she

would

never be happy if she had only
much to do.—--Ezchange.

half

as

LITERARY MISCELLANY.
The

Brunswick

x

\

Diamonds.

——

Allusion has lately been made in the cable dispatches to the “Brunswick
Diamonds,” which,

genie has

it is said, the

Empress Eu-

sent for safety to

England.

A

writer in the Charleston Daily Times thus
describes these treasures:
In the year 1830, Charles, thé theh. eign-

ing Duke of Brunswick, eldest son of
Dyke
Frederick William, who led ‘the Black
Brunswickers”

at

Quatres-Bras,

was

~

ex-

pelled from his hereditary dominions on account of his crimes and misrule.
The two principal traits of the character
of this prince were profligacy (he was a ver
handsome mun) and avarice. Although
the inheritor of much wealth from his
mother, a princess of Baden, he had,daring

a reign of seven

years, extorted several

millions of thalers
‘he took with him,

from his subjects, which
together with a famous

onyx

vase,

worth,

and

perhaps,

other articles
half

of ‘vertu,’

a million,

which he

stole from the-museumof his capital a few
days before his flight. I femember when
‘the Brunswickers’ set his palace on fire.
It was a very interesting scene. Bureaus
full of louis d’ors, which the duke had to
leave behind for want of transportation,
were found in the palace and plundered.
Several poor ‘Brunswickers’ got suddenly
rich’ in that way. The mob had rolled
numerous casks of choice wines out of the

or later a longing is felt to get back again cellars of the burning palace into the street,
to their native land. So these mechanics where they drank the Duke's Chateau Marwhile receiving good wages and having guax and Chateau d'Yquem from fire buckets; the magnificent grand piano, a masterevery thing pleasant in the factory, found a piece of art, inlaid with gold and mother-of
homesickness creeping over them- they pearl, on which this modern Heliogabalus
could not conquer, and one by one they left had been in the habit of accompanying the
Bavaria, and turned their faces to the singing of his prima donna, was thrown from
a balcony into the palace court below (the
motherland. The proprietors thought it sound of the dying instrument sill rings in
would be easy to fill their places with Ger- my ears,) numerous splendid paintings
man mechanics,and train them to the work. which adorned the palace walls were cut to
But though they éxercised great care in pieces by the enraged people, because, as

| selecting skillful men, the new workmeh they said, they were the portraits of his
; some others were saved, among
sonia
not understand the machinery. It" mistresses
castic smile:
:
which was a portrait of Nell Gwynne,by Sir
¢¢ Praying is not soothing to horses, how- soon got out of order, and at length would Peter Lely, which adorned the Duke's bedresponse, and the father

———

oe Poetry...
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a

added,

with a sar-

| not run. Nobody could he found in Ger-.
ever much it may be to men.”
These words disheartened the boy, as to | many able to put it in erder again, and the

his father’s case,but the wife took fresh cour- | machinery, valued at fifty thousand dol| lars, was a dead loss to the owners.
age.
| We believe that the old roundabout meth‘“ If he had not felt rather disturbed,
he
|od had to be established again, at a large
would not have shown this opposition,”
|increase of expense, simply
because
the
she said.
| German mechanics bad not the intelligence
Her words proved correct; for not many |and tact of American workmen.— Youth's
days after this, her husband came home | Companion.

from his usual daily rounds, wearing a new.

face. Mother and son both saw it at a
The Power of Children.
glance. He sat down to the tea-table, and
his first remark was:
A man was leaning; much intoxicated,
““ Wife, I received fifty dollars to-day; a against a tree; some little girls coming
man

who

has long

owed

me,

and

from

from

school

saw

him

there,

and

at

once

whom I never expected to receive a cent, said to each other, “What shall we do for
came up to me in the street and placed it in him ?”
my hand.”
:
Presently said one, “Oh, Tl tell you,
‘“ That was quite a pleasant surprise,” re- let’s sing him a temperance song.”
And so they did ; collecting around him
turned Mrs. Lyndon.
‘“ Yes; but what do you think I did with they sang,
ite?
:
‘Away the bowl, away the bowl,”
‘“ Idon't think I could guess,” was the and #0 on, in beautiful tones.
answer;

‘‘ perhaps

you

placed

it in

the

The poor fellow enjoyed the singing, and

bank !”
when they had finished that song, said,
“ I gave it to a missionary.”
“Sing again, little girls, sing again.”
‘“ Then, I trust you have, indeed, put it
“We will,” they said, * if you will sign
in a bank which will pay more than com- the temperance pledge.”
:
pound
interest,” she said, with a glad
“No, no; we are nov at a temperance
smile.
s
meeting ; there are no pledges here.”
¢ I don't know but that you are right,”
“I have a pledge,” cries one; and “I
he answered;

‘ for it seems

to me

thatI

have been mere than repsid already.”
‘ Buthow came you

to

do

this?” asked

Mrs. Lyndon, who knew her husbaad to be
quite a *“ close man ” in money matters.
Alonzo attentively regarded his father as
he ‘answered: ‘‘ Because the
man who
paid the debt said it was the Spirit of God
which led him to be

my just dues. At
sionary came along
paper; he seemed
jmoney. I gave it to

honest, and

that
with
sent
him,

dominions, went to Paris with his ill gotten
wealth, where he has lived ever since in a
private capacity (for owing to his degraded
character he was never admitted to court),
until about

two

years ago,

Borgia memory,

(he

career of crime,

when a young

had

oisoning first his cats and

he

died.

commenced

his

man, with

dogs, then

his

oors, and
lastly his old tutor, Count
Oberg.) and with collecting diamonds, for
which he had an irrepressible mania.
He
is said to have left a whole trunk full of
them, and these are the ‘famous Brunswick
diamonds,” which have puzzled the writer
of the ‘Impewinl Baby’ article.
Whoever has been in Paris during the
last thirty years, and has visited the Italian
opergfmay have observed in one of the
boxes a handsome, strangely-dressed, paint-

ed figure,

monds—that

covered

with a blaze of

was the ex-Duke

Charles

dia-

of

Brunswick, son of the hera-of Quatre-Bras.

Who has inherited
his wealth I can not
tell; certainly not his brother William, the
reigning Duke of Brunswick, and the last
of his

illustrious race.

I believe, united

in

Duke Charles was,

morgangsie

to some Countess ; perhaps

marriage

she is now

the

fortunate owner of the famous ‘Brunswick
diamonds.” At any rate they have been
sent away from Paris to avoid being captur-

ed by

when the latter get there.

:
:
Iwon'tsignit now.

when

While in Paris, the ex-Duke is said to have
occupied himself almost exclusively with
stock jobbing,
with the.
re-discovery
of the most subtle poisons, such
as
the famous Italian Aqua Tofana of Lucretia

have a pencil,” cries another, and, holding
tosign it.
‘No, no;

pos-

session.
The expelled Duke Charles, after
some vain
attempts to recover his lost

up the pledge and pencil they besought nim

the Brunswickers, no

Sing for

Story,

me.”
So they sang again,

longer

black,

3

the Sculptor.
———

“The drink thal’s in the drunkard’s bowl
Is not the drink for me.”

give me

moment the mishis subscription
to receive that
and immediately

chamber, and has since come into my

‘Oh, do sing that again,” said he,
wiped the tears from his eyes.

as he

Story has had a remarkably varied, yet
uniformly successful life, and when I saw
him at his work

in Rome, many scenes

member

a playful

his previous

him

career came to mind.
as

boy

about

of

I rehis

father’s house and the streets of Cambridge,
sign the pledge; sign, and we'll sing it for with his down-turned collar, merry eye,
and, if T mistake not, with clustering curls
a
a voice
said to me,
‘It
is I,—be not you.”
of hair; then a College youth taking his
afraid.’
He plead for the singing, but they were part at foot-ball on the Delta, and on the
“ What voice do you think it was that firm, and declared they would go away if platform at exhibition with an original
poem, I think.
Then he was law student,
he would not sign.
;
thus spoke P” asked Mrs. Lyndon,
and lawyer, and maker of law books, with a
‘‘But,”
said
the
poor
fellow,
striving
to
““ It must have been.the voice of Jesus;
word of poetry now and then in the magafor I discover such beauty in that name, find an excuse, ‘‘there's no table here, how zines and at the Phi Beta Kappa anniversary. Then he astonished the public more
that I have a desire to pray and praise con- can I write without a table P”
At this a modest, quiet, pretty little crea- than his friends by dabbling in clay with
tinually.”
:
the molding-stick; and he is now one of
‘¢ Thus Jesus has met you by the way. ture, with a finger on her lips, came and the most pronounced facts of that old Rome
said, ‘“Yes, you can spread the pledge on
How near he stands and how ready he is to
whose rubbish-he has so celebrated by his
save, when our hearts will allow him to the crown of your hat ,and I will hold it for pen. He looks “well and strong, with a
you.”
:
enter !”
touch of a soldier's toughness in his make,
Off came the hat, the child held it, and as if he kept muscle as well as mind in full
The wife's face was radiant with heaventhe pledge was signed, and the: little ones play. He talks well, and said more that is
ly joy, while Alonzo could hardly refrain
worth Yemermbeorisg for original thought
burst
out with
hp
from shouting aloud.
than any mian that I met at Rome.
They
“Oh, water for me, bright water for me,
scold about him a good deal there, and ac‘ The truth is, I have been for a long
Give wine tothe tremulous debauchee.”
couse him of turning the cold shoulder towhile thinking of these things and praying
favor with
I heard that man in Worcester town hall, ward Americans and. ourrying
for myself, but could get no light bdcause
the English, especially with the aristocratwith
uplifted
hands and quivering lips, say, ic class. He did not seem to me to be of
of my covetous spirit; I found that'if
I became a Christian, Ishould be called on by “I thank God for the sympathy of those that temper, but rather to be a lover of culshall thank God to all eternity ture wherever he finds it; and it was this,
God to give largely to the support of his children.
gospel andto benevolent causes generally, that he sent those little children as messen- and not time-serving, that led him to have
This I was not willing to do; but the moment I laid that fifty dollar bill in the mis-

sionary’s hand and met the look of surprised gratitude

which

shone

in his face,

‘No, no more,” said they,

—John B. Gough.

gers of mercy to me.”
No

man's

‘‘unless you'll

abilities are

so

shining as not to stagd in need

remarkably

of proper

Browning spend part of tho summer with
bim.

If there is any coldness between him

and Americans, it is probably as much their
fault as his, and they prefer less intellect

ual work and

less exacting society

than

perhaps he makes too much a
light broke in upon me; Jesus came near; opportunity, a patrotyy and even the pralses his, while
luxury of his gifts, and does not wholly
he seemed to touch me, as he said:
of a
¢ The spell that bound you is broken ; be

friend to recommond them

tice of the world.

Sk
g

to the no- keep up his republican loyalty. —Iarper's : '
:

Magazine.

a
ce

Mr. Beecher on Tobaceo. | | tea

Ee

bling the *‘watches” of theancient Jews and
bad tobacco; and I Romans. Public clocks not being in use,
have been polite enoughto say to men that these divisions of time arg. proclaimed from
were smoking, ‘I have no objection to the minarets.

southeast.

‘Its circumference is twenty-two

thousand

guns.

miles.

dislike

I still more

he

a

is

clock. | city, touchin

the natural day, resem-

oertain portions of

tobagco, and

dislike. good

I exceedingly

EE

what i

hours

three

evry

tice

:

-

on

:
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Yith a view to possible

es, a line of railway

has
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And Religious Publications,

been
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tleman rushed out of his house, determined,

chewed

and

spit,

and squirted, is beyond: all belief. I pity
the woman that mops it up. I have thought

if possible, to inflict

that very subject.
The snail that goes along leaving slime

thrash you

article—and

an

of writing

saying, when

on the offender,

punishment

e caught the boy, ‘Now, you rascal, I'll

will yet——on

I

life!”

your

of

inch

an

within

anybody's comfort but his own, and selfishly smokes or chews his tobacco, and
smells scarcely less strong than a poleecat,

hibited.

dress of every woman that contes near him

are awfully sold; I ain't the boy !"—Harper's Magazine.

they wear long dresses), and mukes every-

Dignity of Labor,

and spits wherever he goes, and dirties the

Ido not pity the women, when’
Such

uncomfortable.

him

around

body

men often profess to be. good Christians.
examine men
Abominable fellows! We
for membership on drinking. For my part,
1 should: like to see them examined on
smoking and chewing.

hr

to the succession of rulersin France, possess peculiar interest at the present time :

died after a reign of nine years.
His brother, Charles X., whose

at,

Of all the
successor was Louis Napoleon.
sovereigns of France since 1773, he has had
or.

Louis XVI., eighteen years.
Napoleon I, fifteep years.
Louis Philippe, eighteen years.

years.—

twenty-two

Napoleon,

Louis
Bp

tianity by Alexander Clark.

Female Gamblers.
always too much occupied with their domestic affairs to find time for play. What
will our modern - ladies think when we
scarcely

Emperor Augustus

the

state that

wore a garment which had not been woven
by his wife, his sister, or grand daughters.
In France, women who wished to gamble
were, at first, obliged to keep the thing
secret;

casts.
Louis
wives
play
stress

for if it

In the reigns of Louis XIV. and
XV. they became bolder, and the
of the great engaged in the deepest
in their mansions; but still a gamewas always denounced with horror,

+t Such women,”

ms ehaste;-they
its

but

known

became

lost

they

to be broken down, and an American had
been selected to announce to the restof the

The Countess

vice led to other “crimes.

of Schwiecheet, & young and beautiful lady
from Hanover, was much given to gamlivres, at Paris.

lost 50,000

bling, and

In

order to repair this great loas, she planned
and executed the robbery of a fine coronet
of emeralds, the property of Madame Demddorf. She had made herself acquuinted
with the place where it was kept, and at
owner, the

vy its

a ball given

Hanoverian

purloin it. Her youth
lady contrivedto
and rank in life induced many persons to
but

pardon;

solicit her

Bonaparte

left her

to the punishment to which she was condemned. This occurred in 1804.
During the last half of the century, many
titled ladies not only gambled, but kept
gaming houses. One of these actually
appealed to the House of Lords for protection

intrusion

the

against

of officers

into

her establishment on the plea of her peerage !—Harper's Magazine.

Ancient Divisions

all to wear cheap grass cloth jackets in summer, and pack our winter woolens in cam.
phor trunks.

Day-before-yesterday began to hobnob with
morrow

of the Day.

The Chinese, who begin their day at mid

midnight

follow-

ing, divide this interval into twelve hours,
each equal to two of ours, and known by a

nam e and particular figure.
In Egypt the day was divided

equal

hours,

The

contrived
hours by

as to lengthen

un-

invented “hy

“clock”

Cresibius, of Alexandria,

into

B. C. 550, was so

or shorten

the

the flowing of water.

The Greeks divided the natural day into
twelve hours; a practise derived from the

/
dd
Babylonians.
~The Romans called the time between
rising

and

setting

sun,

the

natural

the
day;

and the time in the twenty-four hours, the |
civil day. They began and ended their civil day at midnight, and took the practise
from their ancient

rites of religion,

laws

and

in use long

customs,

and

before they

had any idea of the divisions imo hours. .
“The first sun-dial seen at Rime was
. brought from ' Catansa, in Sicily, in the
#Fira. Panic War, as
part of the spoils of
that city ; and ufter ths period they divided
the day into twenty-four hours, An officer,
used to proclaim ‘the
- called Adeccensus,
hours; and ay the bench of justice gave no-

was for handeaffs and tomahawks

rather than hobnobing; and the sitting
down of seventy-five Chinese on the shoemakers’ benches of North Adams shook the
whole coontry. IL was a very small de

Ginns began the day at sunrise, and divided
both the day and night into four parts
This division of the day into quarters was
in use long before the division into hours
to the

a pleasant rural
But Day-after-to-

Day-aftei -to-morrow in
town in Massachusetts.

The Chaldeans, Syrians, Persians, and In-

night, and reckon

painfully brief.

was

dream

This pretty

tatchment of the oppressed of other lands
—a mere squad of the victims of the « fletest

many of the orators

but

despotism of all;

nastened to shut the gates in their faces,
and to declare that we did not mean those
particular victims, rot the oppressed of
The protest was
that especial despotism.
limited, indeed... IG did not declare that no
Chinese should come, but that they should
by
pot be brought over as virtual slaves

Yet it was said with such an air

contract.

and

alarm.

of

with such a denunciation of

a degraded race, that the argument seenred to apply to the permitied as woll as to
the proscribed
is

It

all

and

right,

American will agree;

every

thoughtful

bat he will still smile

the contrast between the exuberant fe:-

at

tive eloquence that saluted the treaty, and
the kicks and cuffs that greeted the arrival
of “the most ancient of people aud civilizations."— Harper's Magazine .

How

Paris is Defended.
C—O

The

defenses

muy

be

described

as

ar-

consisting

ranged in two lines, the

inner

of un con'inuous

of aserivs of de-

city, the outer

earthwork

composed

encirvling

the

tached parts. each complef®in itsel’ and
ap86 arranged as to leave no possible
consists
line
inner
The
proach uncovered.

:

victim

of early

¥ Te
\

The

funeral

was

Novelty

the mourners,

bebind

cession

wearing

and

27

days.

This

precious

Address

Msdss.,

Ill, or

busi-

JOHN-

ALL PAIN

Pitts:

St. Louis,

SURE

Mo.

Depend

‘34 Merchant's

Row,

REMEMBER

THOMPSON,

|
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Trustees.
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RicHARD BEAcHAM died in Ossipee, May
He was industrious and frugal,
aged 60 years.
but always ready to help the poor and needy.
faithful and true; as a
Asn hushand, he was
He bore a long
tauther, kind and affectionate.
illness with true Christian composure and cheers
While a great loss 18 sustained by the
fulness.
comrelatives and friends, there is retained the
on
forting assurance, that, with the redeemed
high. he now lives a yet noblér and far more
CoM.
:
glorious life.
died in Lyme, August 80, aged
JouN LATA
He experivneed religion abotit two
66 veurs,
hope
years ago and died trusting in grace, witha 8 rvFuneral
of immortality beyond the grave.
H. KF. J. SCRIBNER.
ices hy the writer.
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using drugs,

attached

to these honds

can not

fail 1ail to

cause them at no distant day to commadd a market
yrice considerably above par, besides paying about
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go eent., currency, interest in the meanwhile.

8. Five-twenties at present prices only
cent, and we regar
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Wall

return

6 per

the security equally safe.
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It is far the Wes
Mild, Certain, Safe, Efficient.
Cathartic remedy Jot discovered, and at oncerelieves
and invigorates all the vital functions without causingjnjury to any of them. The most gomplcte suceess
has long attended its use in many localities; and it
is now offered to the general "public with the convietion that it can never fail to accomplish all that is
It produces little or no pain; leaves
claimed fort.
the ergans free from irritation, and never over taxes
or excites the nervbus system. In all disea: es of the
skin, blood, stomaeh, bowels, liver, ki‘ neys,—of chil.

dren, and in many difficulties peculiar to women, it
The best phydrings prompt relief and certain cure.
and prescribe it; and no person
beians recommend
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is the best Clothes Wringer
A

connect and lose their power, as is the case with oth. *
er wringers, whether the cogs are on one or both
1
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sides of the shaft.
It also has the peeuliar advantage of two pressure
both
on
screws, so arranged that eachfscrew presses
ends ef the rolls alike, the safe as if it'was in the
give double the cacenter, while the two togethdr
pacity for pressure.
The “Universal” has its iron parts either ‘wrought
or malleable, and is built se strongiy and substantially that for years it cannot be broken im wringing
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“Universa)” wringer a good and serviceable article,
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delizhted

On the centrary, all are

Sold by Druggists throughout the werld.
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SEED
i

& CO..
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It has “patent cog wheels,” (Rowell’s patent double
teeth,
gear,) with very long. and strong alternating
is on
which, together with the “patent stop” (which
no other wringer), allows the rubber rollers to sepa-

“ Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,”

Scratches;

AND

DOUBLE GEAR.

“Universal” as the best and strongest machine.

Having the fac-simile-of ‘* CURTIS & PERKINS” en
‘All others are base imitations, |
the outside wrapper.

A DAY MADE AT HOME! 40 entirely
new articles for Agents. Samples sent free,
Addresg, II. B. SHA ¥, Alfred, Me. 3ni37

quity.

a

ERSAL,”

(Frof.the Boston Traveller of July 2d.)
“After careful examination, we recommend

Be sureto call for

|- $2

N

try your

Strongest and Best Wringer in the Market.
:
(DOUBLE COGS AND DOUBLE PRESSURE.)
Which

an instance of dissatisfactiom by any

direations for using will accompany

ao

tle.

cattle orsheep.
It makes the best washing Soap iw
the wortd.
Warranted to wash in hard water and.
free from adulterations.
i

437

it, mothers, it will give rest te your-

In almost every Instance where the infant
DECLARE.
from pain and exhaustion, relief will be
is suffering
found in fifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is
administered.

and Sores of any kind and will kill Dice and Ticks on

WAREHOUSE
STORE,
WHITTEMORE, BELCHER

The

BOWELS.

speakin this matter * WHAT WE DO KXOW,” after
REPUyears of experience, AND PLEDGE OUR
TATION FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF WHAT WE HERE

AND

ACRICULTURAL

iipon

THE

with its ‘operations, and speakin terms of commendation of its magical effects and medical virtues. We

Disenfecting Comrpounds.
Rot,

REGULATE

one who used it.

Soaps

Foot

will

IMPROVED.

and spasmodic action, and is

TO

er dia we know

Claremont, N. H.

cure,

sufferer

soften

We have.put up-and sold this article nearly thirty
years, and ‘CAN SAY IX CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of 1%
what-we have never been able to say ‘of any other
medieing~<<NEVER HAS IT FAILED IN A SINGLE INw
WO EFFECT A CURE, when timely used. NevSTANGER

“Address; TRACY, CHASE & CO.,

Prepared for and will

E

[©TMPROVED

RELIEF AND HEALTH T® YOUR INFANTS.

Wanted.

Carbolic

every

but a trifle, and will prove

CARRUTHERS & DEMERRITT, Proprietors,
15
120-Hanover Street, Boston.
13teow

_selves an

This is a book of great value and unusual interest
to every New Hampshire man,
and especially to
every New Hampshire soldier.
It contains a brief
action of the
the
war;
the
of
and concise history
State; histories of the organization of the several
New Hampshire Regiments and their action in the
field, witn biogr ‘phical sketches of many of the men
who were prominent in and during- the grest Civil
War, from April, 1861; to April, 1865.
Itis illustrated with eleven steel portraits of New Hampshire Officers, and three fine wood engravings.
The steel
portraits alone are worth the price of the book.

Buchan’s

hope

as it costs

ing the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay

OTIS F. R. WAITE.

_ 3t37

all who

ONE PACKAGE (two bottles) Price $1.25,
will satisfy the most skeptical.

313 Washington street, Bsoton, Mass,

greatly facilitates the process of teething, by

GREAT REBELLION.

Agents

I would say to

Catarrh, for nine years.
One package has entirely
cured me.
DANIEL STONE,
Proprietor of Union House, Cambridgeport, Mass

CO.,

is fully

HAMPSHIRE

BY MAJOR

a

FOR CHILDREN TEETHING,

.

NEW

not

years. It effectually cured me. A.F.NFTTLETON,
.
Superintendent City Prison, Court Square.
«T have been afflicted with that loathsome disease,

MRS. WINSLOW'S
SOOTHING SYRUP,

This beau
become a gem in the dindem of God,
The greater part of the road is already completed,
has been plucked for the |, and the earnings from the finished portion are al
tiful May blossom
courts of Heaven, where, in the sunshine of God
ready more than suflicient to pay operating
expenses
himself,its petals shall continue to unfold through
and int rest on the bonds. Tue balance of the work
God pity the, desolate
is progressing rapidly, in time for the movement of
the ages of eternity.
household. giving grace to bear the loss which, to the con ing grain crops, which, it is estimated will
Com. \ double the present ine me of the road.
her, is such infinite gain.

A

in all points,

MF'G

yours.

: UNLV

Co., Saeo, Me,

SON, CLARK & CO., Boston,

pro-

badges

MACHINE

is

Sold by all Druggists.

The bestand cheapest family Sew-

ing machine in the market.

mourning. making the scene one of solemn imJ. BOYNTON.
pressiveness.
of Rev. KE.
daughter
STELLA MAY, youngest
. Portex,of Bath, Me., died in Con:
W. and 8.
cord, Sept, 9th. of cholera mfantum, aged 1 year,
8 months

6m30

-

“Jock stiteh” (alike on both sides, )and

large=

ly attended, the Sabbath school marched in

KNITTING

if here

ghaeay
ody

a new

in

agents

paid

Address Saco

“°

licensed.

A. E. WILSON,

without a struggle.

LAMB

r day) to sell
ANTED—AGENTS, (20
the celebrated HOME SHUTTLE SEWING
Has the under-feed, makes the
MACHINE.

Josep E. HINKLEY died at Markesan, Wis.,
Aug. 25th aged 54. He was born at Bath, Me.,
He wis converted at Springfield, Mass.,
in 1816.
He soon bein 1839, and joined the Methodists.
He emcame an ardent laborer in the church.
again reand
in 1859.
jgrated to Markesan
the
serving
Master,
the
of
sumed the work
chureh as class leader and S, 8, Superintendent.
; it cofitinued two weeks
His disease. was fever
and five days, when,to the surprise of all, it
assumed an alarming aspect from which no reHe
death set him free.
till d,
lief could be gaine
leaves a wile, an only daughter, an aged mother
to mourn their loss. He hore all his sufferings
His last testimowithout a murmur or a groan.
ny was, ** The Saviour is precious,” and he
died

and cheaper than any other.

yourselves

iidisore

neryous debility, premature
in vain every advertized

A WEEK

$60

and joined the church triumphantin the kingdom
of our Fathers Funeral services conducted by

the writer.

in

use, sold on their merits, with little ad:

wherein the Lamb Machine is superior

has discovereda simple means of self-cure, whic
he will send freeto his fellow sufferers on receipt o.
VF
Address J. H. RE
a stamp lop y postage.
1v27
York.
St., New
87 Nassau

A MON
($220
of a series of © nnected bugtions, present-!
GENTS WANTED
ne
It is irreg- {
wy lo American Knitting Machi
ing ninoty-five wngular fronts.
MASS.,or ST: LOULS, MO.
ular in form, Lut ceriainly encircles the | BOSTON.
e

QUACKS.—A

tion, causing
&c., having tried

ARTEMISIA, wife of Johnathan Green, died in
North Scriba, N. Y., June 16th, in the 51st year
Sister Green for several years bas
of her age.
been a devoted. loving disciple of Jesus, a respected and worthy memberof the 1st F. W.
Baptist church in Scriba, to which she adhered
Though residing at
through every vicissitude.
“the distance of three miles from church; on foot
severe
and alone she traveled through the
storms of winter, missing but one covenant
meeting in four years, always in her place,
entire dinnercomplimentary Chinese names.
a cheerful, amiaThe deftest orators said delightful things ready to labor. She possessed
disposition which won the confidence and
about China. We do not recall a single ble
worker in the
active
an
of all. She was
Not one of the respect
~to paganism.
allusion
She always had a
Sabbath school and church.
gentlemen suggested that the word for the Master who to her was *‘ all and in
eloquent
were
“Mongolian race” should give us pause. all.” The last eighteen months of byher a lifecancer.
of severe suffering, caused
The inability of Asiatics who are addicted months
that
such
was
For sixteen months her disease
to joss-sticks to bind themselves by Chris- she
She sat in a chair
could not lie down.
the
in
ned
tian oaths was not even mentio
through all those lonely nights of pain, until her
flow of festive speech. Somebody in Con- Father called the weary child home. 1Though
never
I ever saw, yet
gress, indeed, carried an appendix to the the greatest sufferermuch
confidence in God, so
~o
with
one
found
natto
not
was
it
that
effect
treaty to the
resigned to his providence, as this dear sister.
uralize anybody; but the fact was not re- Jesus was all her theme, the friend that never
were
We
.
hilarity
She has left the church militant
marked in the general
forsook her.

buildall to go and make our fortunes by
ing railroads and telegraphs in China, and

MACHINES

for

blessing, as it did in my case, having been subject to
that dread disease, the Catarrh, for upwards of seven

JOHN H. WILLARD, Troy, N. Xr.
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world that China wished to be admitted
“The most hoary and anad eundem.
we said, ‘‘joins hands with
cient of nations,”
the youngest. The most venerable of civilizations blends with the most juvenile.
Day-before-yesterday hobnobs with DayThere was immense
after-to-morrow.”
feasting. Delmonico gave the dishes of an

the

now,

as

Then,

Chinese wall was about

auspices, the

can

sex

of the

nothing

have

garments.”

Two years ago we were all complacently
rubbing our hands because, under Ameri-

Bruvere, * mak

says La

—

——

were

women

Roman

the

and

among the

gamestresses

There were no
‘Greeks;

Question.

Chinese

& CO.,

1y27

of commerce, navigate
all lands, and subdue
An
first commanded.
white, and soft, and
man.— Workday Chris-

waters with the sails
all rivers, explore
the earth as God at
idle man, however.
smart, i8 not God’s

v

- MR. RoscOE HAYNES died in Prairie du Soc,
Wis., Aug. 26, aged 59 years and .six months.
When two years
He was born in Lisbon, N. H.
old his father moved to Pittshurg, N. H., where
Saviour, and at
the’
he early gave his heart to
the age of fourteen was baptized and united
with the F. W. Baptist church at that place.
From there he moved with his family to Comp[In 1851 his wife died, leaving
ton, Canada East.
In 1854 he was again married.
seven children.
to
From thence he moved with. his family
Prairie du Soc. The great desire of his heart
through 46 years of his life was to live a devoted
Christian and be prepared to die. As he drew
near the end of life, being asked what his hope
was, said, © Not by anything I have done; but
A few hours afterby grace I shall be saved.”
wards, as- life seemed almost extinct, Father
Sawyer, who was baptized at the same time with
He rehim, asked him what his prospect was.
plied, *¢ I stand on the foundation, Christ, which
The community feel they have lost a
is sure.”
good citizen, and the church a faithful laborer.
He leaves a wife and nine children to mourn
their loss, but he has goue to his reward in glory.
Funeral sermon by the writer. from Ps. 116: 15.
B. F. MCKENNEY.

the world’s wide

whiten

steel that to-day

Louis XVIII.; nine years.
Chnarles X., six years.

he can hard-

burgh, Pa., Chicago,

months across the desert sands where the
Israclites wandered for forty years; itis
men with sunburnt features and nerves of

Tney thus compare :

Gentlemen,—I

Rgmedy,

The only machine
that knits circular, flat and
seamed work, narrowing and widening en each. Every Family should have oue.
.
Send for SAMPLE SPOCKING and circular showing

Row N. Y., or 148 Lake street, Chicago.

single square can well be afforded to any single
obituary. Verses are inadmissible.

sea to sea, cut a canal for steamers in forty

the longest reign as President and Emper-

KNITTING

judge

are troubled with this disease, try it and you will be
satisfied.
N. 8. LILLIE,
Employed for 16 years by the American Express Co.
BOSTON, May 12, 1869.

Every facilily is proviiied for a thorough ¢ ourse of

Particular Notice ! Persens wishing obituaries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal fo five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a

the old and the new worlds
mother and daughter,spanned the American
eontinent with a thoroughfare of iron from

His

years.

eighteen

of

reign

J. W. GOODSPEED

LAMB

and

no help until I tried

be sent

Will

No 40 Winter St. Boston.

.
12,00
vertising.

Our

Address, at

accumulated adwant
This
ages of over 50 y ears of successful operation.

Obituaries.

and sinewy arms that built the pyramids
the throne by the revolution in 1830, and on
Egypt's plains, reared the temple on
died far from his native land. His succes- Mount Moriah, and walled the Holy City
been
had
father
whose
sor, Louis Philippe,
adamant, circled an Asiatic Empire
execated in 1793, was in tarn driven from with
granite, put arm in arm
impenetrable
with
a
the kingdom, when an old man, after
as whispering
prosperous

’

37 BEE
.
26t

AD

faces

brown

with

men

It was

thrones.

from

driven

was

had been spent in exile,

youth
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useful and ornamental education, under the direetion
of a corps of more titan 20 professors and teachers.
v
For circulars, apply to

sunbeams is more beautiful on the face than

He

by the military forces of the Continent.

over 100 Divines and all the leading papers.
best terms to Agents ever before given.
The
nce.

SUFFERERS FROM CATARRH, read the following extracts,

CURE FOR YOU!
«It has proved itself a curé,”—[ Boston Traveller.
“One of our well known citizens,a sufferer for years,
Ras been cured by using this Remedy.”—| Cambridge
ress.
v
* Gents,—I have used many Remedies, but obtained

on application to
:
EBEN SHUTE, N. E. Agt. Am, 8. 8. Union.

God rules among the nations. An OPEN BIBLE in
every land. No other book like it. Approved by

a body

North American Catarrh Remedy !

CONCERTS.

for the 8. 8. Coucert

A printed list of helps

All History analyzed from a new stand point.

Plan insures a sale in every family,

BY USING DEMERITT’S

Maps of all

Hooks, Bible

Question

SCHOOL

SUNDAY

ly become a man untilhe becomes temper-

He is not a temperance man;

rouge out of the shops. Oaly a worker attains the true symmetry,strength and glory
Genius itself
of manhood or womanhood,
falters in a conflict with labor. Industry
has the long end of the lever that moves
public opinions, parties, congresses and

’

A grand theme, and the

n

YES!
IT 1S A FACT!
\CATARRH CAN BE CURED

Agt. Am. 8. 8. Union.

St.

ISAAC BARKLEY,”
Send for Circular.
;
J ID WEST, General Agent,
40 Cortlandt St.
New York.

Aa
x

kinds and a ¥ariety of exercises for

GOD
1.
TORY.
IN HISgrandest
book of modern

times.

Winter

10, 1869.

md 7
bought of you gives perfect satisfaction.
ust the thing for
per hour; in faet, it
or 8 bushels
e without one.
feeders. Nome shou
farmers and

E. SHUTE,

Also. Singing Books,
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Scais and

studies, and cloisters, and cells.

stored to the throne by the bayonets of
Europe; was chased off it by Napoleon,
driven into exile, but was again put back

quid pro qu.)

-

Sold by all Druggists.

TROY he
institution offersthe

knots on the hands are more honorable
than rings and gloves. Kronzeaut of the

Austria, and never attained the Imperial
Louis XVIIL,s who came next,
scepter.
was an exile for twenty years; was re-

and tobacco.

Who will copy
saturated™with alcohol,
such a model, made up of whiskey and
Foul breath coined into foul
tobacco?
speech, a diseased body dressed at other
people's cost in the highest style of fashion.

white fingers is not the religion of the
Bible, Highways and” hedges are better
sanctuaries for acceptable service. than

“his son, the Dauphin, after barbarous usage,
died in 1795. Napoleon I. had two abdiHis son died in
- cations and two exiles.

a

paid

not

40

found it to be all that it was claimed to be; and hence
it is popular and always will be.

part of his person is his sto-

heaviest

has

he

and lily-

cheeks

pale

but

nothing

shows

and

in 1793,

executed

was

from

animals, implies peculiar dignity and honor.
The Maker of worlds blesses labor. It is
apostolic, it is Christ-like, itis God-like to
work. No system of education is complete
that does not harden the hand and toughen
the muscle, while it develops the intellect
and enlarges the heart. The religion that

‘The following historical facts in regad

liquor

for

money

his

day.

this

at

it is

as

N. Y., A

JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.
*, NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869.
C. SANDUSKY & Co.:—The (Empire) Mill I

H.

$16 TO $80.

BOSTON,

have

because people

is

It

N

ROCKPORT,

but one opinion—it is a success.

20,000 Pages of 700 letters each.

been so great, or the quantity made been so large,

“B

Hill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses. at 160
revolutions,
and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
corn per hour, I then ground eorn and oats mixed,
and it ground that somewhat fasters 1 am perfectly
satisfied with it, Yours &c.,
R. M. PALMER.”
J
“MONROE, N.Y, May 10, 1869,
“J, D. WesT—Sir: I have used my
No.3 Empire
Mill tomy entire satisfaction. I run it about 100 “
revolutions, and ground handsomely 5to 6 bushels
of corn per hour. Yours, &e., . THOs. H. BATE”
«The
Union Grist and Feed fnow Empire) Mill is
all that you‘represent it. It will grind with ease 6 to .
8 bushels of corn per hour. It also makes excellent
Graham flour, I consider it a boson to farmers, and
it will be indispensable when once tested. “There is

Our $40 Library of 100 Vols. equals

call for it has steadily increased from its first discovery, and at no previous time has the demand for it

it is pickled with whiskey. Analyze him.
A fine hat fit for a better head, (see hatter’s
account ;) a very fashionable suit of clothes,
(not paid for;) a neck-tie, (not of hemp ;)
hair-oil and perfumed by the barber, (who
is shaved by his customer;) mouth filled
with a huge quid of tobacco, (for which

till the soil and subdue the

to

commanded

creatures

mach; that is capacious, and crammed
with food which digests slowly because

gelf worked and rested,and when Adam was

Change of French Rulers.

Louis XVI.

The

God him-

when

of creation,

morning

the

spent

—

that employment,

seem

It would

untrained

“x

J.D. WEsT— Sir: 1 worked my No. Union. Grist

100 VOLS. FROM

SUNDAY SCHOOL
LIBRARIES.

Itis a very significant fact, that notwithstanding
#
the long period of THIRTY YEARS that the “Pain
Killer” has been before the “world it has never lost
one whit of its popularity, but on the contrary, the

of custom and appetite, and put him into
the scales, and you- will be astonished to
find how light he is; he is lighter than
vanity. His head is light, for he has put
nothing in it; his heart is light, for itis
hollow; his pockets are light, for he has

you

because

‘I'm laughing

the boy,

said

——

unthinking,

these

of

Accordingly he began to beat him, when
the boy immediately commenced laughing,
and continued until the old gentleman stopped beating him, with the exclamation,
“Boy, what are you laughing at?” “Well,”

in its track, is a clean animal, compared
with one of those men who has no sense of

(though

—

The fast young man of the period, if
weighed in “the balancesof purity and justice, will he found wanting. -Catch one

corporal

some severe

of New York,

This mill is WROUGHT IRON—nof CAST IRON—
and is. case-hardened so as {o run for years without
injury. It'works with less
power than any other,and
less
expense. It has taken the First Premium at the
Statd
Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia and
Kentucky-—the only ones at which it has been ex-

SUNDAY: SCHOOL

and

?

And Sold by Agents everywhere.

OHNT ERTL Er. mot

smoked

MILL

See

‘The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company

ThisBRAVE PURE Book is the reat success of the
built inside the works, by means of which,
The most Complete Assoriment and Lowest year, 45,00C have already been sol . It still sells with a
troops can be moved from one poini to
rapidity qdite unprecedented.
Agents all agree that
your smoking a “decent cigar; but the
:
Prices.
they make money
faster selling it than any other. Much
another with greater rapidity than an ene. smoke of a pipe that has “heen used for a
first-class Territory Is still open. Send at once for phamp~
American
Hyperbole.
«
D. LOTHROP& CO.
my could concentrate. for an attack on any
let, &e. Address,
£0. MACLEAN, PUBLISHER,
and that is filled with the worst |
generation,
:
en
+
27 12 HILADELHHEIA, NEW YORK & BQSTON.
particular point. Befgye the present war, §£20
38 & 40 Oormhill,
kind of tobacco, is a fumigation that I do
or
fer
A natty little book has just come over we believe, there were no guns mounted on
=
not need. Yet, if you will. smoke sucha
‘yar
90
KIDDEQMINSTER CARPETS. —AIl
)
;
The outer line of works includes
ots per yard
from Londgn, entitled, ‘Reminiscences of this line.
pips and such tobacco, IT must submit.”
ling at $1,256 per All woud,
PATENT | such as ar
S
00K
CO.
&
nastiest
iJ, PEASLEY
JOHN47 Washington
:
think that ‘smokers are thé
:
(iant Turbine |
Ameriga; by Two Englishmen,” which fifteen fortfidsble redoubts, of various
St., Boston.
§2™10,000 yards carpeting in remnants of from 10 to 30
Water
wheel,
things that God lets live on the earth. describes the manner in which the twain gizes,. with a total armament of twentyyards each for sale at less than market rates,
We care prepared to furnish
three hundred guns of all sizes. - Each has
When I go into the cars or boats where
the above wheel of sny size,
ngton
St.
mn.
they are, and see what puddles they leave, rippled through the country, what they saw its own magazine, barracks, storehouse
We receive testimonials frem
New Fall designs.—Don’t be gh
buy an old
doof
taken
be
liberty
must
the
each
in
the
country,
and
what
they
heard
in
the
those using this, wheel,recomand water supply, and
1 feel as though, if I had
style until you have seen the new designs in Brussels
mending it as superior to any
would
poodles,
and Tapestry now being opened by
Se
ing by them as we do by
streets. As instances of the ‘‘hyperbole” separately if taken at all. ‘The garrison |
other kind used. Referenees;
JOHN J, PEASLEY & CO.,
rub their noses: of the country they record the following :
for this line of works will consist, accordtake them by the neck and
re
. Raulett Car Co., Laconia, N.H,
47 Washington St., Boston
Mills,
Hosiery
Gilmanton
37 4t
hid
Fregch accounts, of 130,000 men, of
in their own filth! They have what they
”
In describing the large trees of the Yo Se- ing to number 30,000 will hold the outer Belmont N. H.,, Fast Tilton, Excelsior Mills, N. H.,
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name ought to be cut
Bowels and A.L. & W. G. Brown, Whitefield, N.
and a boy to see the top of them.” One works.
Ames & Clough, Ashland N, H. Hersey & Emerson,
not gentlemen. You would think, in go- being asked by a friend if he saw a certain with 20,000 experienced and disciplined Gilmanton
Iron Works, N. H. or Ipswich Hosery
ing through a * gents’ ” car that you were ‘mosquito on the weather-vane of the State artillerymen, and 80,000 of the Garde Na- Mills, Ipswich, Mags. Please send for Circular,
Lake Village, Jiine 10,18{0.
B.J.COLE & Co,’
Tophet. It excels my imtionale and recruits will be stationed at
going through
at St. Louis, answered, ‘Yes,
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mo!
SUPERINTENDENTS OR TEACHERS
wishing the
points, ready to move wherever
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in
A third,
I see
needed at a moment's notice.
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that is the dirtiest.
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It is complained that on the boats gen- the prices of carriages at Niagara, asserted
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expects to take the city by storm.
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cago rrices.
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EBEN SHUTE, N,
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40 Winter St. Boston
an
The filthiness, the nastiness, of his school-fellows as they snow-balled
#¢ gent.”
Period.
the
of
8t
37th.
Man
Fast
The
a
genold
The
windows.
gentleman's
old
those places, after two or three hundred

men have
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Shafting, Turning Lathes
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every deseription, Mil! Work, 1ll kinda of Saw
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and Brass Castings,
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The McKay Iron and Locomotive Wérks, at
Jersey, City, employ two hundred and fifty work-

he

aged

108,

Quite a nyfinber of illicit distilleries

died
3

in

. seized in Alabama by revenue officials.

The citizens of Athens,

Ala.,

have

leader of a Ku Klux band, and

back

shot

the

imprisoned

four

other members.
Chinese

laborers

have

-arrived

Belleville, N. J., from San Francisco.
years.

at

They are

to work in a laundry, under a contract for

three

Ih
million

over'a

sent

has

firm

American

to France, on an

dollars’ worth of ship biscuit

order from the French government.

New

in

is

of Newfoundland

Governor

annexa-

the

to find out something, shou}
York

men, and complete locomotives at the rate of one
a week.
x
with a lot of dry coal, at the Towa
College in Davenport the other

of spontaneous

Fourt
ndred thousand dollars is the
amount a
ies by “the late Jo
1\ Simmons of
‘Boston,to establish an instituti
jo be called
the Simmon’s Female College; for*the purpose
of giving females a thorough and practical education in medicine, music, drawing, designing,
telegraphing, and other branches of art, science

The democrats in New York held their State
Hoffman
Governor
convention Wednesday.
The so-called young democwas re-nominated.
The resolutions
racy was mercilessly snubbed.
impartially court the favor of all classes except
think equal
white and black Americans who
rights one of the cardinal doctrines of republi-

Of the eighty heavy stone piers
for the mew
railroad and wagon bridge over the Mississippi
river at Davenport, Iowa, three are already fin:
ished. The fourth will be completed in three or
four days, and the fifth commenced immediate-

and

beggar

burned to

his wife were

the North

in Boston, at

The Maine State Agricultural Society
very successful fair last week at Augusta.

helda

now

Senator

Morton's name

is associated

by rumor with that mission.

ils

sig

ws

Commissioner Parker, of the Indian Bureau,
has started West to give his personal aitention
to the distribution of the summer purchases of
goods to the various superintendencies.
An explosion of two shells ina machine shop,
Jersey City, killed one man and fatally’ injured
another.
:
;
persons attended
Gloucester, Mass.

the

A

Over fifteen thousand
Universalist centenary at

RTA

An abandoned
French vessel, loaded with
logwood, has been picked up off Cape Henlopen.

Pr Ip

Attorney-General Akerman contemplates
signing on account of ill-health.
The funeral of admiral
to take place Oct. 1.

re-

Farragut is sXpectad

on

a

The total amount of treasure shipped overland
from San Francisco, during the past week, was
$327,000, principally in coin.

The

State

Department

has at length officially

announced the appointment of Senator Oliver P.
Morton, of Indiana, to succeed
Mr. Motley at
the Court of St James. He accepts.
Several persons were seriously injured at the
Maine State Fair, at Augusta, by the falling of
a platform.
FOREIGN.

Skirmishing continues around Paris, without
decisive results on either side.
Re-enforcements for the Spanish army in Cuba
have arrive l in Havana.
The Prussians have cut all the railroads leading from Paris.
There were 560 deaths in Havana from yellow
fever last week.
There is great distress in the ravaged districts

of France, and the local authorities have
ed to the neutral powers for aid.

appeal-

The headquarters of King William will be fixed in the palace of Versailles during the operations before Paris.
It is certain that Canrobert is organizing ‘an
enterprise of some sort in northeastern France
but no one seems to know what itis or
where
the marshal is.

Prussia,

following the precedent

Napoleon,

employs the .prisoners

on the public

of the first

she

captures?

works permanently.’

Itis announced {t
the heavy batteries
of
Strasbourg have been silenced, and the bombardment threatens te destroy the whole city.
There are no signs of surrender.

The soldiers

of Victor Emanuel have

enter-

ed Rome.
The foreign mercenaries employed by
the Pope offered some slight resistance at first,

but His Infallibility soon ordered the white
to be displayed.
Garibaldi is prevented

and guarded

from

as aprisoner.

leaving

flag

Caprera,

Italian war

vessels

are cruising off the island.

A portion of the works at Strasbourg has been
carried by storm.
Th»

prevalepce

of vomito is creating a reat

panic in the maritime cities of Spain.
The prolonged stayof M. Jules Favre in the
Prussian camp is considered in London evidence
that he is coming to terms with Bismark.
Special reports from Paris indicate that the
reign of the ‘ Reds” may supersede the present

authority at any moment.

The late battle south of Paris was a defeat in
which the French did notsave even honor;
rout was complete and shameful.
There were four killed
at the capture of Rome.
The Prussians have eat

and are

threatening

and

the

several wounded

the .orleans Raliroad,

Orleans, Blois, and Tours,

rendering another change in the seat of French
Government probable,
The balloons at Paris are still in active ase,
enabling the military authorities to keep a sharp
watch of the movements of the Prussians.
Large quantities of grain that had been collected around Paris, have recently been burned to

prevent their falling into the hands of the Prussians.
A railroad has ‘been finished around the
fortifications of Paris.
Reports from ¥rgnce by the way of Berlin say
that all discipline is¥vanished at ‘Paris,
The so),
diers are mutinous and in some cases have shot

the officers.
Eugenie and the

Prince

ed to Chiselburst,
them.

where

Imperial have remov-

a house is hired

for

Queen Victoria wholly ignores the exiles.

Insurrections

are reported

in the Turkish do-

minions, and it is believed in

London

that Rus-

sia intends to make war on
Turkey.
e fortress of
Toul capit
ted Friday, and
canon, with a/large amoudy
of other arms
fon amunition, fefl into the

sifls.

port that
Favre’s

is abundantly

The

tion ‘announcing that the war will
There are reports that the “Reds” have
in Paris, but they

pt-

are denied.

M. Thiers received no encouragement at Vienna,

and hus departedfor St. Petersburg. The talk
ofan alliance between Russia, Austria and Italy

0 fumed.

Pipes and tobacco,

A mackerel sky—
The wind will be high,

.

London grows rapidly,
Notwithstanding Jjts
already enormous size in 1869, not fewer than
295,322 new houses have been added to it since
then, forming69 new squares, 5,861 new streets,
or the total length of 1,030 miles.
a

Switzerland is suffering immensely wider the
present war.
She has no coal mines, and procures her coal from Germany. - But coal, grain,
and many other necessities of life, have been
declared contraband of war. by the South German governments, and are not suffered to pass
the horder.
In consequence, all factories
in
Switzerland have been compelled to suspend
operations.
The advisability of burning the dead bodies
on the field of battle is being argued in Paris,and
several suggestions have been made for turning
slanghtered soldiers to some profitable account
rather than permit their remains to taint the
air and breed pestilence,
One savant reminds
his audience that, after experiments
made in
India, it was found that one deceased hero produced 200 cubit metres of excellent gas.
Dr. C. H. F. Peters, director of the Litchfield
observatory
of Hamilton
College,
announces
the discovery of another planet, the 112th asteroid. The discovery was made
on
Tuesday
morning, Sept. 20th, and on Wednesday morning
the position of the planet was established as
follows :—15 degrees and 28 minutes right ascension, and 10 degrees 13 minutes north declination.
The brightness is that of a fixed star of the 11th
magnitude.
Tt is named the “Iphigenia.”
The
planet that was discovered on the 14th of August

has been named

Adtet.

The whole amount of postal money orders
paid during the fiscal year ending the 20th of
June last was $34,004,384, being an increase of
about nine millions over the preceding
year.

The

transactioms

of the

international

mgiey

order system with Switzerland, which went into
operation last September, amounted during the
fiscal year to over $22,000 in gold.
There are
one hundred and fifty offices through
which
money ean be transmitted through New York
to Basle, Switzerland, for distribution to the beneficiaries in that eountry. This business is rapidly increasing.

A correspondent within the French lines states
that the latest diseovery is that the means of
communication between spies aud their direct~
ing bureaus are earrier pigeons. . The feasibility of this mode of eommunication becomes apparent when we are told that there are ten
thousand of these trained birds, which
could
convey intelligence in six hours from Paris to
of the frontier towus of Belgium.
These
bi¢ds were trained for pigeon match races, in
which the Belgians manifest great interest.
As
thé, siege of Paris progresses, and the Prussian
cordon tightens around that once gay capital,
itis not unlikely that these carrier pigeons will
perform important service in conveying information from within the beleaguered city to the
world ‘without.
They are swift messengers,
safe and sure, and from the earliest times have

performed valuable service for cities and towns
held in a state of siege, ~.
Muskegon
County,
Michigan, has a marsh
which the inbabitants have named *‘ Iron Marsh”
on account of the great quantities of iron ore

found

therein.

It is not

what is

knowyq as bog ore. but itis found
of boulders varying in size from

commonly
in the shape
mere atoms
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How

we

Live

Ohio,

learning

——

his

release.

When

the

Magistrate

refused to accede to her request, she placed the
little innocent at the door of her husband’s cell
and strode out of the prison with
a majestic step.

The

French

Acclimatization

Gardens

have

lately”received a female orang-outang, 8 years
ever

yet taken

aliveto

Europe.

old, and is
possessing

The younger zoologists in this country, including those even who have been trained under Professor Agassiz, generally accept some

form of the Darwinian theory of developement,
Alexander Agassiz has recently come to that
side, andit is said that (he Professor himself is
seeking a loop-hole by which to creep
old fortress.
~~

out of his

always

manure

Plant

less,

highly,

and

1

Storing Hay

in ‘England.

re being less top and bottom,

al character, is fast, though not in so reprehensible a sense as the man who wastes his substance in riotous living. Fast living, in the sense
of such living as shortens life, is a much more
common evil than it is generally regarded.
We
have been an observer of faces and chafacters for
a long time, as we have had opportunity in cars,
stage coaches, and our daily intercourse
with
men, and we believe that in the vast majority
of cases it would be found that the rapidity
of the pulse in Americans is above the normal
standard.
Every man’s life may be measured by
pulse beats.
He will live, accidents excepted,
to make a definite number ofthese, and his life
will be shortened in proportion to the excess of
work performed by the vital organs in a atin
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Sketches of

With

sexes.
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THE

BOOK;

or, Biblical Illus-

trations drawn from the Manners and Customs, the
Scenes and the Scenery
of the Holy Land.
By W.
M. THOMPSON. D. D.,
Twenty-five Years a Missionary in Syria and Palestine.
With two elaborate
Maps of Palestine, an accurate Plan of Jerusalem,
aud several hundred engravings.
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There isa good deal of amusement in the following magic table of figures. It will enable
you to tell how old the young ladies are. Just
hand this table to a young lady, and request her
to tell you in which column or columns her age
is contained.
Add together the figures at the
topof the columns in which her age is found,
and you have the great secret. Thus, suppose
her age to be seventeen.
You will find the number seventeen only in two columns, namely,
the
first and fifth, and the first figures of these two
columns make seventeen.
Here is the magic
table:
1
2
4
8
16
32
3
3
b
9
17
83
b
6
6
10
18
34
7
7
/|
11
19
8b
9
10
12
12
20
36
11
11
13
13
21
37
13
14
14
14
22
38
16
15
15
15
23
39
17
18
20
24
2%
40
19
19
N°"
95
25
41
21
22
22
26
26
42
23
2.
23
27
27
43
25
26
28
28
28
44
27
27
2
+ 20
'
29
45
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30
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48
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Choral Tribute,
BY L. O. EMERSON,

the most satisfactory of all
Singing School Books.
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Price $1.50; $13.50 per dozen.
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copies
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Catalogues
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* Persons now in the business or -esiring to engage
in it, and meaning business, will addrees, for full
particulars.
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JESUS OF NAZARETH:
His Life and Teachings.
Illustrated by Reference to the Manners, Customs,
Religious Beliefs, and Political Institutions of his
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The Thirteen Numbers of next quarter (@ct.
to Jan.) sent FREE to all who remit $3, before
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more than 200 Portraits.
The interest that is now
awakened in the public ‘mind in regard to the
rights, duties ard priviliges of women will commend this work to the liberal patronage of both
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(Beans,¥ bush.
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M'CLINTOCK
& STRONG'S
CYCLOP.EDIA OF
BIBLICAL, THEOLOGICAL, AND ECCLESIASTICAL LITERATURE.
A workadapted to the

we should shun it.
The natural, healthy condition of the mind and body is that of unrufiled
calmness. If excitements occur, they shouldbe |
exceptional; not the rule of life. As soon as
they become a necessity there is a diseased state
at beth ends.— Railway

DOVER, N. H.

o sliced.
..8¢@1
Jo,aew¥bbI2 06 @ 4 So

The love for excitement is a vice | 8re the following :

THE

uxtra

Com.to chee 5 75 @ 6 25 | Butter,¥ B®.
| Choice 40....0 00 @ 0 0
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is now prepared to offer better inducements,it is
Excitement, ‘physical or mental, is the cause | believed, than any publisher
6F subscription-books.
of the rapid rate at which most American peo- | The works for which his Agents arenow canvassing

citement,

and is well adapted to use in social meetings. Price
per single book, 30 cents; Per doz. $2,¢8,
Postage
(extra) on one copy 8 cents; on a dog., 60 cents.
Adaress
XL. Rn. BURSINGAME,

Apples, Rito B.. 4 ['] 3

|. Medium™do. ..¢ 00 @ 6 50
, Millewakee—
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The subscriber," having located his Subscription
Book business in the office of HARPER & BROTHERS.

WOMAN'S

Melodies,

DUCE,

choice extra. 7 00 a 7 25

The .hay is all cut from the

BOO% AGENTS WANTED.

as positively evil in its effects as the love for
strong drink, licentiousness or gambling.
It
matters not what kind of excitement; all excitement is fast living, and begets a feeling of exhaustion iz intervals of indulgence, which clam
ors for relief from some other form of stimulant.
Thus it is that the universal demand for artificial
stimulants has increased until there is perhaps
not one in a thousand who does not resort to
something of this kind. Alcohol, absinthe, opium, hashish, tobacco, coffee, tea, or whatever
else may be, is taken to support the system,
under the effect of nervous prostration and to
supply in another form the excitement which
it craves. Now all this is just the reverse ot
what should be the case. Instead of seeking ex-

Sacred

as been revised and much fmproved,
printe
Hk
been plates, made Fria thpe 0d ob
out. It hasa large number of selected and choice
Tunes as well
as many of our best’ Hymns,
Itis
compact in form, can be easily carried in the pocket

ick.5 00 @ 8 00 | Family ....23 00 g24 00
AND MEAL.
|Pork,

St.Louis, su

time.

ple are living.”

y

sense] 60
tern—

22

Mich. and Indiana

mquney ; and an experienced man will truss
two
loads per day. A great many of he BRE 1farmers, who never market any, will “always keep a
good deal round; for old hay, because it not onl
gives more strength to working cattle and flesh
‘to fattening oues, but it also goes farther; a less
quantity satisfies any animal eating it. In short,
the farmer reckons the difference between eating
new and old hay, about the same as economical
wives do the eating of new bread
instead of
wd
keeping it a day or two.
In conclusion,it may be right to say that hay
in barns seldom setties down so close as the
English hay does in large ricks, and that as
these ricks are nicely thatched with wheat straw
and are pulled by hand, so as to drop dry from
the eaves, it cuts out clean and in handy trusses
- perfectly free from the slightest injury by standing out for the year or longer.
Old hay, old oats
and old beans, are the only feed entering any
gentleman's stables till after the next Christmas;
and ‘the most particular grooms will not admit
either of these staples,before the month of March,
unless it is old.
"Grooms are more, particular
than coachmen, for gentlemen’s sagfdle horses
are generally kept in a muc
her state of
condition, as nags must be able to goto the
¢ pace
and hold it.
:

exists as to the soundness of his mor-

The

Jhedium do.,6 25 @ 6 75 | Lard, bbl. Bb. 16% @.. !7
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latterly obtained a pecul-

suspicion

8
18 @14
1| Crude
Do, Whaie..0
6 @.. 7

d Shirtings—
¢4...13 @ 14

Herring,
FLOUR

iar
significance
as indicating a tendency
to
general high living and indulgence in sensual
pleasures.
A
man
of reckless
expenditure,
who indulges himself in all that can gratify his
sensual tastes, isa'‘‘ fast man” in the common
sense of the term.
This
expressive adjective
has also been applied to those who habitually
risk money in games of chance, and. has in some

The word ‘‘ fast” has

8

WORK

THIRTEEN NUMBERS
. OF THE BEST WEEKLY
FOR NOTHING.
THE BEST FAMILY PAPER
THIRTEEN WEEKS
FOR NOTHING,
LARGEST ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY
THREE MONTHS
;
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FOR NOTHING.
THE BEST COMBINED
RURAL, LITERARY AND
Mackerel ge 11 00 @24 00BNAPtNA ..eueivsoil @.0.20
Shore... 700° @ 26 00
PROVISIONS,
;
FAMILY NEWSPAPER
Alewives...., 450 @ 6 00 | Beef—Mess,
Lod
THIRTEEN WEEKS, FREE !
Salmon, tce..24 00 83 00 } Western. :.18 00 @)8 50

a crown per load, or less than 75 cents of our

that ber husband had been locked up for drunkenness, took her babe to the court-room -and

demanded

more;

ing more than two or three Ibs, from 56 Ibs. the
whole day long. . The customary price paid for
trussing and loading, ready for market, is half

too Fast.

2

© Medium 4-4...10 @ 12%

give to it,

the knife and take off each time a truss not vary-

to tons in weight.
A faithful wife at Cleveland,

the press to
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Linseed—.
.00@.. 00
TiCaN....00 @.\ 8

C
IN.
Refined
Ordinary...... 13% 0 14% ERA
Good Ordinary
16 & 17

ticks in trusses,
tied compactly. with bands
made of hay or straw, the former usually; and
a man accustomed to. trussing hay will cut with

in season.
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Drills,brewn....13 @ 15
NOwlearonenseld @ 14
Print Cloths.. 7% @ 8
Cotton Flanne.s 16 @ 28 - Zinc) ground
in oil—
NOdesaaaviessdd @ 14
Cotton Jeans.10% @ 15.
once each year examine the trunk and bark Fringe. i ras i 8.
Shirting
Stripes 10 @
for worms.
Precautions’ like these, demanding
serene 18 é
enRed¥cewt.2
98 @ 2 50
Tick:
only a few moments’ time to each’ tree, are the | Cottouades. .... wg
Vermillion .....22 @ 1 10
«os
06124 oT
Whiting—
.
Alpha and ‘Omega of successful fruit culture. Denims
Ginghams......15 @ .
Boston'.....2
25 @ 2 56
Care for your trees as ‘well as for your children,
Meusilel.aineste @ . 20 |FrenchYellow2 00 @ 2 X
and it will never be shid of you,
Caipe
Varnishes ....1 50. @ 9 00
RPI
ol ix Puttyeeesegeee 3X Ge 8
“ He planted for his fins”
Extra super.... @l
GLUG: «nes st J4 @., B60
for your own hands will pluck the fair fruit,
‘Superfine. ‘ene veer @l 00
~ PETROLEUM.
FISH,
Crude.ceessse..14 @ 15
that never would have come .if the trees had
Codtish,
large
00
@
7
00
|Refined......
27% 9...2
been left to themselves, —Hort{auliurist,
mallse...s.4 50° @ 5 00 Kerosene... 29% Q.. 30
than

sheds df+any kind.
le,

At the Crystal Palace, Lofdon, recently, the
fireworks were rendered additionally attractive
by an enormous pyrotechnic device representing
instances been coupled with'the names of others
the bridge of Keal recently destroyed by the
Prussians.
This set piece was the largest ever
who
speculate in doubtful
stocks. We have
prepared, surpassing even the device fired in come to the conclusion that sensual indulgence,
honor of M. de Lesseps in July, which was
half exciting games of chance, or speculation in fancy
an acre in area.
.
2 -stocks, are not the only ways in which, men may
live too fast. -Many a godly and devout divine
The French papers say that the wild beasts
have taken disgust at the scenes of horror to be is a fast man. Many an editor, lawyer, merchant,
witnessed
in the neighborhood of their own .or scientific man, against whom no thought of
homes.
The Mense notices the appearance in
thé Ardennes of bands of wolves and wild boars,
which, it states, have been driven from the forests
of Germany and Alsace by the guns of Worth
and Saarbrucken.

.

cultivators “ to take care of theirf¥fruit trees,”
the great

il

RiOsesssssneresd18

more

"and less outsideX,
though the outsides are pulled
80 Neatly
% the weather can not beat in on
any -account, There is no-hay kept in barns or

Exercise reason—
- Harvest

fivefold

ovisenve

Sheetin,
Heavy

much leds.wast

A,

4

years to

11 hay in England is put in ricks,or stacksas they are ofteney called in, America; but more
is put_together,
because in’ large ricks there i3

on

At the farmer’s cdst,
Is an early frost.

will yield
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he Country Gentleman says:

¥ you would thrive,
up at five;
oe there is healdh
When at the plow
Or milking the cow.

As

for,

«
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COF. FEE .
¥b ares] : 3
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Then bring in the grdin,
3

cared

SOMETHING

PRICES.

¥.

Adamantine....20
:
COAL
Cannel.......1400
PictoUesssss..6 50

Low Mekiaiing

”

Close by there is rain.

versity recently held its meeting preparatory to
the beginning of the new university year.
“All
the vacant professorships have been filled, and
three new assistant professors added.
There
have Deen two hundred and twenty-seven applications for admission to the freshman elass in

|

neglect,

All sorts of {roubles to fret away life,
But worst &f the*whole, an Unhappy wife. <£

3
While clearing a portion of the. whortleberry
marsh near Buchanan, Michigan, -some men accidentally exhumed the remains of a human being, and
upon thorough search being made: it
was found that a rope was around the skeleton’ §
neck,

the various departments.

whiskey,

Drag in thél¥ train, as all might expect,
a

~

whenever it feels the need of it.

cob

the ministers at Tours have issued a
od a revolution

:

such a strong sense of propriety as to wash its
bust, arms, and shoulders with soap and water,

an important battle has

mission

in 1833.

Polish refie
i

It is about the size of a childb years
described as extremely docile, and

There. is

north of Paris, near Pontoise.

ly.

old, the largest

hgn

It is repdrted that Bazaine h

cap##ith with conditions,

He was born in Warsaw

In 1863 he was involved in one of the
bellions, but escaped to this country.

The Executive Conimittee of the Cornell Tu Yi

The offer of the English mission has been refused several times during the last two weeks,

and

Galesburg, Ill.

PUFA

stares at us everywhere we go. We are astonish-

rather

Things sold by guess without being weighed,
Bills coming in and taxes unpaid—

|

condition, and ten

Young trees must be well tféated.

¥

Children™ynwashed, no bacon to fry,

in

but
a few

into productive

to see how little heed

Lots ol'great dogs and yawling tomeats,
Windows repaired with a dozen;old hats,
An empty barn, not a spear of hay,
Cows in the clover, horse run away,

Berngdof-|

worms, it takes

ed, affer all the exhortations Gf

A slovenly dress, a shabby pate,
The fences down, a broken gate,
Pigs in
garden, weeds very high,

:

Christianus

and

bring them
trees well

When cooked but once a week.

andfindustry, calculated to enable the scholars t

CANDLES,
Moulds.esesese12 @

than one hundred indifferently planted. The
: contrast between
thrifty: and unthrifty * trees

Pork aiid beans make ‘muscles strong,
_ Something farmers seek;
wt
It is a dishto make life long,
°

foot pole

acquire an independent livelihood.

insects

Iti no place to set poles,

WHOSLSALE

For the week ending, Sept., iH 1870."

soil, and well pruned yearly, and kept clear of

-Wiere oles andymice have dug their holes.

Markets.

BOSTON

ly starved? Treatment like this is
nothing
but throwing
pital, with absolutely no prespect of returnsi
If, on the other
hand, a few trees are planted, in¥ood, deep, rich

The well-bred danghter for a farmer,
A prudent helpgicet'ad a charmer.

any.

A Minnesota paper says that during a recent
thunder storm the lightning struck the ground
near Red Wing, boring a hole about eight inches

in diameter, and so deep that a twenty
failej
ise
the bottom.

Rhymes,
—ly G—

To milk a COW. three times aay.

but was’

5 The

easily wianiged, and
well protected. If,~—as
many undoubtedly are,—they are crammed hastily into small holes dug in hard soil, left withou
manure, permitted to be overrun with grass
and weeds, or ‘what is still worse, the ground
persistently cropped with" grain, is it at all surgeisine 80 many trees fail, and so many orchards

Jt does not pay in any way,

and a case

ski, ¥s-now working in a harness-maker’s shop

death, Thursday night
End, while intoxicated.

sg

day,

resulted,

in Hime. to prévent

Polish ‘count, named

4

[

Agricultural

The Georgia Legislature has at last ordered a
state election this fall. This just settlement of a
troublesome difficulty is chiefly due to the influence of Attorney-General Akerman.

A blind

.

combustion

fortunately discovered
great damage.
’

tion sentimeu t in this count:

canism.

"Farm

A load of wet coal was dumped into a vault

have been

Gen. Sherman writes that he will not be
till the 10th of October.

| Rural and Dmestic.
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Paragraphs.

A war of extermination against
the Indian
tribes of Southern Arizona is in progress.

- The

1870.

82

A Revolutionary veteran,
Baltimore on Sunday.

An

28,

egg

MISCELLANEOUS.

Seventy
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fept. 21, 1870.
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No, 602 Aroh 8t., Philads.
Sold 60 cents
por Box by all Druggiste,
by mail to any pt hen for 00Yuin

¥
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WAS cured of Deafness and Catarrh by a simple
remedy, and will send the receipt free.
Mgrs. M, 0, LEGGET, Hoboken,N. J.
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